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Primary sources are records created during a historical period. Typical primary sources include legal codes, speeches,
sacred scriptures, letters, interviews, diaries, administrative records, poetry, plays, and autobiographies. Because of
their connection to a specific time and place, primary sources offer an important perspective on the past. All of the
documents in this reader are primary sources. For each, I have provided a short introduction as well as several questions
to consider at the end of the document.
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0. How to read a primary source
When interpreting anything created at a time and place different from your own, you must ask good questions of it. A
movie created during the 1980s, for instance, should undergo the same scrutiny as a legal code written 3,000 years
ago. Here are questions historians routinely ask of primary sources.

How do the ideas and values in the source differ from the ideas and values of our time? How might the difference
between our values and the values of the author influence the way we understand the text?
Who created the source? What is the background of the author - high status, low status, ruling group, subject group?
What portions of the text might we find objectionable, but which contemporaries might have found acceptable? In
other words, what preconceptions do we, as readers living in the 21st century, bring to the source?
Why was the source created, what is its purpose, and who (if anyone) was supposed to see it?
Is the author making an argument? If so, what is it? What is the text trying to do?
Different sources have different formats and expectations. Court records and political speeches are different than
private letters or memoirs. Keep that bit of context in mind.

Some of the sources in this sourcebook are challenging because they contain hard to pronounce names or references to
unknown person, places, or things. Try not to let the unfamiliar time and place of the text discourage you.
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1. Bernal Díaz del Castillo, from The True history of the Conquest of New Spain, 1568
Bernal Díaz del Castillo was born around 1496 in Spain. As a boy, he heard stories about the “New World”. In 1514,
Díaz traveled to Cuba and lived there for several years before he joined Hernando Cortés (1485-1547 CE) on an
expedition into modern day Mexico. A soldier of fortune, Bernal Díaz hoped to get rich and he did. From 1519-1521,
Díaz witnessed incredible events related to the toppling of the Aztec Empire and establishment of Spanish authority in
Mexico. Decades later while an old man living in Guatemala, Díaz wrote an account of his experiences that is noted
for its readability and valuable descriptions of Spanish conquistadors such as Hernando Cortes, native allies such as
Malinche (native woman who advised and translated for Cortes), and Aztec emperor Montezuma II. The excerpts
below begin with an account of the Spanish arrival to Tenochtitlán (City of Mexico), a city located in the middle of a
lake as well as the fateful meeting between Cortés and Montezuma. Cacique or Cacica refers to an indigenous noble
person.
Source: A. P. Maudslay, trans., Bernal Díaz del Castillo, The True History of the Conquest of New Spain (New
York, 1956).
ABOUT THE GREAT AND SOLEMN RECEPTION WHICH THE GREAT MONTEZUMA GAVE CORTES AND
ALL OF US AT THE ENTERING OF THE GREAT CITY OF MEXICO
Early next day we left Iztapalapa with a large escort of those great Caciques (chiefs) whom I have already mentioned.
We proceeded along the causeway which is here eight paces in width and runs so straight to the City of Mexico that it
does not seem to me to turn either much or little, but, broad as it is, it was so crowded with people that there was
hardly room for them all, some of them going to and others returning from Mexico, besides those who had come out
to see us, so that we were hardly able to pass by the crowds of them that came; and the towers and cues were full of
people as well as the canoes from all parts of the lake. It was not to be wondered at, for they had never before seen
horses or men such as we are.
Gazing on such wonderful sights, we did not know what to say, or whether what appeared before us was real,
for on one side, on the land, there were great cities, and in the lake ever so many more, and the lake itself was
crowded with canoes, and in the causeway were many bridges at intervals, and in front of us stood the great
City of Mexico, and we did not even number four hundred soldiers! and we well remembered the words and
warnings given us by the people of Huexotzingo and Tlaxcala and Tlamanalco, and the many other warnings
that had been given that we should beware of entering Mexico, where they would kill us, as soon as they had us
inside.
Let the curious readers consider whether there is not much to ponder over in this that I am writing. What men have
there been in the world who have shown such daring? But let us get on, and march along the causeway. When we
arrived where another small causeway branches off (leading to Coyoacan, which is another city) where there
were some buildings like towers, which are their oratories, many more chieftains and Caciques approached clad in
very rich mantles, the brilliant liveries of one chieftain differing from those of another, and the causeways were
crowded with them. The Great Montezuma had sent these great Caciques in advance to receive us, and when they
came before Cortes they bade us welcome in their language, and as a sign of peace, they touched their hands against
the ground, and kissed the ground with the hand.
There we halted for a good while, and Cacamatzin, the Lord of Texcoco, and the Lord of Iztapalapa and the Lord
of Tacuba and the Lord of Coyoacan went on in advance to meet the Great Montezuma, who was approaching in a
rich litter accompanied by other great Lords and Caciques, who owned vassals. When we arrived near to Mexico,
where there were some other small towers, the Great Montezuma got down from his litter, and those great
Caciques supported him with their arms beneath a marvellously rich canopy of green coloured feathers with
much gold and silver embroidery and with pearls and chalchihuites suspended from a sort of bordering, which was
wonderful to look at. The Great Montezuma was richly attired according to his usage, and he was shod with sandals.
For so they call what they wear on their feet, the soles were of gold and the upper part adorned with precious
stones. The four Chieftains who supported his arms were also richly clothed according to their usage, in garments
which were apparently held ready for them on the road to enable them to accompany their prince, for they did not
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appear in such attire when they came to receive us. Besides these four Chieftains, there were four other great
Caciques, who supported the canopy over their heads, and many other Lords who walked before the Great
Montezuma, sweeping the ground where he would tread and spreading cloths on it, so that he should not tread on the
earth. Not one of these chieftains dared even to think of looking him in the face, but kept their eyes lowered with
great reverence, except those four relations, his nephews, who supported him with their arms.
When Cortes was told that the Great Montezuma was approaching, and he saw him coming, he dismounted from
his horse, and when he was near Montezuma, they simultaneously paid great reverence to one another. Montezuma
bade him welcome and our Cortes replied through Doña Marina wishing him very good health. And it seems to
me that Cortes, through Doña Marina, offered him his right hand, and Montezuma did not wish to take it, but he did
give his hand to Cortes and then Cortes brought out a necklace which he had ready at hand, made of glass stones,
which I have already said are called Margaritas, which have within them many patterns of diverse colours, these were
strung on a cord of gold and with musk so that it should have a sweet scent, and he placed it round the neck of the
Great Montezuma and when he had so placed it he was going to embrace him, and those great Princes who
accompanied Montezuma held back Cortes by the arm so that he should not embrace him, for they considered it
an indignity.
Then Cortes through the mouth of Doña Marina told him that now his heart rejoiced at having seen such a great
Prince, and that he took it as a great honour that he had come in person to meet him and had frequently shown him
such favour.
Then Montezuma spoke other words of politeness to him, and told two of his nephews who supported his arms, the
Lord of Texcoco and the Lord of Coyoacan, to go with us and show us to our quarters, and Montezuma with his other
two relations, the Lord of Cuitlahuac and the Lord of Tacuba who accompanied him, returned to the city, and all
those grand companies of Caciques and chieftains who had come with him returned in his train. As they turned back
after their Prince we stood watching them and observed how they all marched with their eyes fixed on the ground
without looking at him, keeping close to the wall, following him with great reverence. Thus space was made for us to
enter the streets of Mexico, without being so much crowded. But who could now count the multitude of men and
women and boys who were in the streets and on the azoteas, and in canoes on the canals, who had come out to see
us.
They took us to lodge in some large houses, where there were apartments for all of us, for they had belonged to the
father of the Great Montezuma, who was named Axayaca, and at that time Montezuma kept there the great oratories
for his idols, and a secret chamber where he kept bars and jewels of gold, which was the treasure that he had
inherited from his father Axayaca, and he never disturbed it. They took us to lodge in that house, because they
called us Teules, and took us for such, so that we should be with the Idols or Teules which were kept there.
However, for one reason or another, it was there they took us, where there were great halls and chambers
canopied with the cloth of the country for our Captain, and for every one of us beds of matting with canopies above,
and no better bed is given, however great the chief may be, for they are not used. And all these palaces were coated
with shining cement and swept and garlanded.
As soon as we arrived and entered into the great court, the Great Montezuma took our Captain by the hand, for he
was there awaiting him, and led him to the apartment and saloon where he was to lodge, which was very richly
adorned according to their usage, and he had at hand a very rich necklace made of golden crabs, a marvellous
piece of work, and Montezuma himself placed it round the neck of our Captain Cortes, and greatly astonished his
own Captains by the great honour that he was bestowing on him. When the necklace had been fastened, Cortes
thanked Montezuma through our interpreters, and Montezuma replied, "Malinche you and your brethren are in your
own house, rest awhile," and then he went to his palaces which were not far away, and we divided our lodgings by
companies, and placed the artillery pointing in a convenient direction, and the order which we had to keep was
clearly explained to us, and that we were to be much on the alert, both the cavalry and all of us soldiers. A
sumptuous dinner was provided for us according to their use and custom, and we ate it at once. So this was our
lucky and daring entry into the great city of Tenochtitlan Mexico on the 8th day of November the year of our
Savior Jesus Christ 1519.
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HOW ON THE FOLLOWING DAY OUR CAPTAIN CORTES WENT TO SEE THE GREAT MONTEZUMA,
AND ABOUT A CERTAIN CONVERSATION THAT TOOK PLACE
The next day Cortes decided to go to Montezuma's palace, and he first sent to find out what he intended doing and to
let him know that we were coming. He took with him four captains, namely Pedro de Alvarado, Juan Velasquez de
Leon, Diego de Ordas, and Gonzalo de Sandoval, and five of us soldiers also went with him.
When Montezuma knew of our coming he advanced to the middle of the hall to receive us, accompanied by many
of his nephews, for no other chiefs were permitted to enter or hold communication with Montezuma where he
then was, unless it were on important business. Cortes and he paid the greatest reverence to each other and then they
took one another by the hand and Montezuma made him sit down on his couch on his right hand, and he also bade all
of us to be seated on seats which he ordered to be brought.
Then Cortes began to make an explanation through our interpreters Doña Marina and Aguilar, and said that he and
all of us were rested, and that in coming to see and converse with such a great Prince as he was, we had completed
the journey and fulfilled the command which our great King and Prince had laid on us. But what he chiefly came to
say on behalf of our Lord God had already been brought to his [Montezuma's] knowledge through his
ambassadors, Tendile, Pitalpitoque and Quintalbor, at the time when he did us the favour to send the golden sun and
moon to the sand dunes; for we told them then that we were Christians and worshipped one true and only God, named
Jesus Christ, who suffered death and passion to save us, and we told them that a cross (when they asked us why we
worshipped it) was a sign of the other Cross on which our Lord God was crucified for our salvation, and that the
death and passion which He suffered was for the salvation of the whole human race, which was lost, and that this
our God rose on the third day and is now in heaven, and it is He who made the heavens and the earth, the sea and
the sands, and created all the things there are in the world, and He sends the rain and the dew, and nothing happens
in the world without His holy will. That we believe in Him and worship Him, but that those whom they look upon
as gods are not so, but are devils, which are evil things, and if their looks are bad their deeds are worse, and they
could see that they were evil and of little worth, for where we had set up crosses such as those his ambassadors had
seen, they dared not appear before them, through fear of them, and that as time went on they would notice this.
The favour he now begged of him was his attention to the words that he now wished to tell him; then he
explained to him very clearly about the creation of the world, and how we are all brothers, sons of one father
and one mother who were called Adam and Eve, and how such a brother as our great Emperor, grieving for the
perdition of so many souls, such as those which their idols were leading to Hell, where they bum in living
flames, had sent us, so that after what he [Montezuma] had now heard he would put a stop to it and they would
no longer adore these Idols or sacrifice Indian men and women to them, for we were all brethren, nor should
they commit sodomy or thefts. He also told them that, in course of time, our Lord and King would send some
men who among us lead very holy lives, much better than we do, who will explain to them all about it, for at
present we merely came to give them due warning, and so he prayed him to do what he was asked and carry it
into effect.
As Montezuma appeared to wish to reply, Cortes broke off his argument, and to all of us who were with him he
said: "with this we have done our duty considering it is the first attempt."
Montezuma replied, "Señor Malinche, I have understood your words and arguments very well before now, from
what you said to my servants at the sand dunes, this about three Gods and the Cross, and all those things that
you have preached in the towns through which you have come. We have not made any answer to it because here
throughout all time we have worshipped our own gods, and thought they were good, as no doubt yours are, so
do not trouble to speak to us any more about them at present. Regarding the creation of the world, we have held
the same belief for ages past, and for this reason we take it for certain that you are those whom our ancestors
predicted would come from the direction of the sunrise. As for your great King, I feel that I am indebted to him,
and I will give him of what I possess."
While this conversation was going on, Montezuma secretly sent a great Cacique, one of his nephews who was in
his company, to order his stewards to bring certain pieces of gold, which it seems must have been put apart to give
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to Cortes, and ten loads of fine cloth, which he apportioned, the gold and mantles between Cortes and the four
captains, and to each of us soldiers he gave two golden necklaces, each necklace being worth ten pesos, and
two loads of mantles. The gold that he then gave us was worth in all more than a thousand pesos and he gave
it all cheerfully and with the air of a great and valiant prince. As it was now past midday, so as not to appear
importunate, Cortes said to him: "Señor Montezuma, you always have the habit of heaping load upon load in
every day conferring favours on us, and it is already your dinner time." Montezuma replied that he thanked us
for coming to see him, and then we took our leave with the greatest courtesy and we went to our lodgings.
And as we went along we spoke of the good manners and breeding which he showed in everything, and that we
should show him in all ways the greatest respect, doffing our quilted caps when we passed before him, and this
we always did, but let us leave this subject here, and pass on.
OF THE MANNER AND APPEARANCE OF THE GREAT MONTEZUMA AND WHAT A GREAT PRINCE
HE WAS
The Great Montezuma was about forty years old, of good height and well proportioned, slender, and spare of
flesh, not very swarthy, but of the natural colour and shade of an Indian. He did not wear his hair long, but so as
just to cover his ears, his scanty black beard was well shaped and thin. His face was somewhat long, but
cheerful, and he had good eyes and showed in his appearance and manner both tenderness and, when necessary,
gravity. He was very neat and clean and bathed once every day in the afternoon. He had many women as
mistresses, daughters of Chieftains, and he had two great Cacicas as his legitimate wives, and when he had
intercourse with them it was so secretly that no one knew anything about it, except some of his servants. He was
free from unnatural offences. The clothes that he wore one day, he did not put on again until four days later. He
had over two hundred chieftains in his guard, in other rooms close to his own, not that all were meant to
converse with him, but only one or another, and when they went to speak to him they were obliged to take off
their rich mantles and put on others of little worth, but they had to be clean, and they had to enter barefoot with their
eyes lowered to the ground, and not to look up in his face. And they made him three obeisances, and said: "Lord, my
Lord, my Great Lord," before they came up to him, and then they made their report and with a few words he
dismissed them, and on taking leave they did not turn their backs, but kept their faces toward him with their eyes to
the ground, and they did not turn their backs until they left the room. I noticed another thing, that when other great
chiefs came from distant lands about disputes or business, when they reached the apartments of the Great
Montezuma, they had to come barefoot and with poor mantles, and they might not enter directly into the Palace,
but had to loiter about a little on one side of the Palace door, for to enter hurriedly was considered to be
disrespectful.
For each meal, over thirty different dishes were prepared by his cooks according to their ways and usage, and they
placed small pottery brasiers beneath the dishes so that they should not get cold. They prepared more than three
hundred plates of the food that Montezuma was going to eat, and more than a thousand for the guard. When he
was going to eat, Montezuma would sometimes go out with his chiefs and stewards, and they would point out to him
which dish was best, and of what birds and other things it was composed, and as they advised him, so he would eat,
but it was not often that he would go out to see the food, and then merely as a pastime.
I have heard it said that they were wont to cook for him the flesh of young boys, but as he had such a variety of
dishes, made of so many things, we could not succeed in seeing if they were of human flesh or of other things, for
they daily cooked fowls, turkeys, pheasants, native partridges, quail, tame and wild ducks, venison, wild boar,
reed birds, pigeons, hares and rabbits, and many sorts of birds and other things which are bred in this country,
and they are so numerous that I cannot finish naming them in a hurry; so we had no insight into it, but I know for
certain that after our Captain censured the sacrifice of human beings, and the eating of their flesh, he ordered that
such food should not be prepared for him thenceforth.
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2. Excerpt from The Broken Spears, an Indian account of the conquest of Mexico
The Broken Spears is a collection of Aztec and other Indian records from the sixteenth century. The materials
include codices originally written in the Nahuatl language plus later recollections written by indigenous persons in
Spanish. The reassembly of the materials in rough chronological order provides an insight into the Native
American view of the fateful encounter between Europeans and people from the New World.
Source: Miguel Leon-Portilla, The Broken Spears (Boston: Beacon Press, 1992).
Then Motecuhzoma [Moctezuma] gave the messengers his final orders. He said to them: "Go now, without delay.
Do reverence to our lord the god. Say to him: 'Your deputy, Motecuhzoma, has sent us to you. Here are the presents
with which he welcomes you home to Mexico."'...
One by one they did reverence to Cortes by touching the ground before him with their lips. They said to him: "If the
god will deign to hear us, your deputy Motecuhzoma has sent us to render you homage. He has the City of Mexico
in his care. He says: 'The god is weary."'
Then they arrayed the Captain in the finery they had brought him as presents. With great care they fastened the
turquoise mask in place, the mask of the god with its crossband of quetzal feathers. A golden earring hung down on
either side of this mask. They dressed him in the decorated vest and the collar woven in the petatillo style- the
collar of chalchihuites, with a disk of gold in the center.
Next they fastened the mirror to his hips, dressed him in the cloak known as "the ringing bell" and adorned his
feet... In his hand they placed the shield with its fringe and pendant of quetzal feathers, its ornaments of gold and
mother-of-pearl. Finally they set before him the pair of black sandals. As for the other objects of divine finery,
they only laid them out for him to see.
The Captain asked them: "And is this all? Is this your gift of welcome? Is this how you greet people?" They replied:
"This is all, our lord. This is what we have brought you."
Then the Captain gave orders, and the messengers were chained by the feet and by the neck. When this had been
done, the great cannon was fired off. The messengers lost their senses and fainted away. They fell down side by
side and lay where they had fallen. But the Spaniards quickly revived them: they lifted them up, gave them wine to
drink and then offered them food.
The Captain said to them: "I have heard that the Mexicans are very great warriors, very brave and terrible. If a
Mexican is fighting alone, he knows how to retreat, turn back, rush forward and conquer, even if his opponents are
ten or even twenty. But my heart is not convinced. I want to see it for myself. I want to find out if you are truly that
strong and brave."
Then he gave them swords, spears and leather shields. He said: "It will take place very early, at daybreak. We are
going to fight each other in pairs, and in this way we will learn the truth. We will see who falls to the
ground!"
They said to the Captain: "Our lord, we were not sent here for this by your deputy Motecuhzoma! We have
come on an exclusive mission, to offer you rest and repose and to bring you presents. What the lord desires is not
within our warrant. If we were to do this, it might anger Motecuhzoma, and he would surely put us to death."...
Then they left in great haste and continued to the City of Mexico. They entered the city at night, in the middle of the
night.
The messengers went to the House of the Serpent, and Motecuhzoma arrived. The two captives were then
sacrificed before his eyes: their breasts were torn open, and the messengers were sprinkled with their blood. This
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was done because the messengers had completed a difficult mission: they had seen the gods, their eyes had looked on
their faces. They had even conversed with the gods!
When the sacrifice was finished, the messengers reported to the king. They told him how they had made the
journey, and what they had seen, and what food the strangers ate. Motecuhzoma was astonished and terrified by their
report, and the description of the strangers' food astonished him above all else.
He was also terrified to learn how the cannon roared, how its noise resounded, how it caused one to faint and grow
deaf. The messengers told him: "A thing like a ball of stone comes out of its entrails: it comes out shooting
sparks and raining fire. The smoke that comes out with it has a pestilent odor, like that of rotten mud. This odor
penetrates even to the brain and causes the greatest discomfort. If the cannon is aimed against a mountain, the
mountain splits and cracks open. If it is aimed against a tree it shatters the tree into splinters. This is a most unnatural
sight, as if the tree had exploded from within."
The messengers also said: "Their trappings and arms are all made of iron. They dress in iron and wear iron
casques on their heads. Their swords are iron; their bows are iron; their shields are iron; their spears are iron. Their
deer carry them on their backs wherever they wish to go. These deer, our lord, are as tall as the roof of a house.
"The strangers' bodies are completely covered, so that only their faces can be seen. Their skin is white, as if it were
made of lime. They have yellow hair, though some of them have black. Their beards are long and yellow, and their
moustaches are also yellow. Their hair is curly, with very fine strands.
"As for their food, it is like human food. It is large and white, and not heavy. It is something like straw, but with the
taste of a cornstalk, of the pith of a cornstalk. It is a little sweet, as if it were flavored with honey; it tastes of honey, it
is sweet-tasting food...
When Motecuhzoma heard this report, he was filled with terror. It was as if his heart had fainted, as if it had
shriveled. It was as if he were conquered by despair.
While the Spaniards were in Tlaxcala, a great plague broke out here in Tenochtitlan (the Aztec capital, now
Mexico City]. It began to spread during the thirteenth month and lasted for seventy days, striking everywhere in the
city and killing a vast number of our people. Sores erupted on our faces, our breasts, our bellies; we were covered
with agonizing sores from head to foot.
The illness was so dreadful that no one could walk or move. The sick were so utterly helpless that they could only
lie on their beds like corpses, unable to move their limbs or even their heads. They could not lie face down or roll
from one side to the other. If they did move their bodies, they screamed with pain.
A great many died from this plague, and many others died of hunger. They could not get up to search for food, and
everyone else was too sick to care for them, so they starved to death in their beds.
Some people came down with a milder form of the disease; they suffered less than the others and made a good
recovery. But they could not escape entirely. Their looks were ravaged, for wherever a sore broke out, it.
Questions for Analysis: How does this Native American account of the conquest of Mexico differ from European
accounts? According to this account what were the main factors for the Spanish conquest?
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3. Olaudah Equiano, Excerpt from The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano (1789)
Olaudah Equiano (c. 1745-1797 CE) was a writer and abolitionist. According to his memoir, he was born in present
day Nigeria before being captured in the interior of his country by a group of Africans and sold to European slave
traders on the coast at the age of eleven. In Virginia, he became the slave of a British naval officer, with whom he
traveled widely. Equiano also bought his freedom in 1766 and went into the trade business. In 1789, Equiano
published his autobiography, which was translated into several languages and printed in several editions. He was
active in the abolitionist movement, which succeeded in ending the British slave trade several years after his death.
Source: Olaudah Equiano, The interesting narrative of the life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the Africian,
Norwich, 1794.
Page 46
I have already acquainted the reader with the time and place of my birth. My father, besides many slaves, had a
numerous family, of which seven lived to grow up, including myself and a sister, who was the only daughter. As I was
the youngest of the sons, I became, of course, the greatest favourite with my mother, and was always with her; and she
used to take particular
Page 47
pains to form my mind. I was trained up from my earliest years in the art of war; my daily exercise was shooting and
throwing javelins; and my mother adorned me with emblems, after the manner of our greatest warriors. In this way I
grew up till I was turned the age of eleven, when an end was put to my happiness in the following manner:--Generally
when the grown people in the neighbourhood were gone far in the fields to labour, the children assembled together in
some of the neighbours' premises to play; and commonly some of us used to get up a tree to look out for any assailant,
or kidnapper, that might come upon us; for they sometimes took those opportunities of our parents' absence to attack
and carry off as many as they could seize. One day, as I was watching at the top of a tree in our yard, I saw one of
those people
Page 48
come into the yard of our next neighbour but one, to kidnap, there being many stout young people in it. Immediately
on this I gave the alarm of the rogue, and he was surrounded by the stoutest of them, who entangled him with cords, so
that he could not escape till some of the grown people came and secured him. But alas! ere long it was my fate to be
thus attacked, and to be carried off, when none of the grown people were nigh. One day, when all our people were
gone out to their works as usual, and only I and my dear sister were left to mind the house, two men and a woman got
over our walls, and in a moment seized us both, and, without giving us time to cry out, or make resistance, they
stopped our mouths, and ran off with us into the nearest wood. Here they tied our hands, and continued to carry us as
Page 49
far as they could, till night came on, when we reached a small house, where the robbers halted for refreshment, and
spent the night. We were then unbound, but were unable to take any food; and, being quite overpowered by fatigue
and grief, our only relief was some sleep, which allayed our misfortune for a short time. The next morning we left the
house, and continued travelling all the day. For a long time we had kept the woods, but at last we came into a road
which I believed I knew. I had now some hopes of being delivered; for we had advanced but a little way before I
discovered some people at a distance, on which I began to cry out for their assistance: but my cries had no other effect
than to make them tie me faster and stop my mouth, and then they put me into a large sack…
Page 69
…I continued to travel, sometimes by land, sometimes by water, through different countries and various nations, till,
at the end of six or seven months after I had been kidnapped, I arrived at the sea coast. It would be tedious and
uninteresting to relate all the incidents which befell me during this journey, and which I have not yet forgotten; of the
various hands I passed through, and the manners and customs of all the different people among whom I lived: I shall
therefore only observe, that in all the places where I was the soil was exceedingly rich; the pomkins, eadas, plantains,
yams, &c. &c. were in great abundance, and of incredible size. There were also vast quantities of different gums,
though not used for any purpose; and everywhere a great deal of
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Page 70
tobacco. The cotton even grew quite wild; and there was plenty of red-wood. I saw no mechanics whatever in all the
way, except such as I have mentioned. The chief employment in all these countries was agriculture, and both the
males and females, as with us, were brought up to it, and trained in the arts of war. The first object which saluted my
eyes when I arrived on the coast was the sea, and a slave ship, which was then riding at anchor, and waiting for its
cargo. These filled me with astonishment, which was soon converted into terror when I was carried on board. I was
immediately handled and tossed up to see if I were sound by some of the crew; and I was now persuaded that I had
gotten into a world of bad spirits, and that they were going to kill me. Their complexions too
Page 71
differing so much from ours, their long hair, and the language they spoke, (which was very different from any I had
ever heard) united to confirm me in this belief. Indeed such were the horrors of my views and fears at the moment,
that, if ten thousand worlds had been my own, I would have freely parted with them all to have exchanged my
condition with that of the meanest slave in my own country. When I looked round the ship too and saw a large furnace
or copper boiling, and a multitude of black people of every description chained together, every one of their
countenances expressing dejection and sorrow, I no longer doubted of my fate; and, quite overpowered with horror
and anguish, I fell motionless on the deck and fainted. When I recovered a little I found some black people about me,
who I believed were
Page 72
18 some of those who brought me on board, and had been receiving their pay; they talked to me in order to cheer me,
but all in vain. I asked them if we were not to be eaten by those white men with horrible looks, red faces, and loose
hair. They told me I was not; and one of the crew brought me a small portion of spirituous liquor in a wine glass; but,
being afraid of him, I would not take it out of his hand. One of the blacks therefore took it from him and gave it to me,
and I took a little down my palate, which, instead of reviving me, as they thought it would, threw me into the greatest
consternation at the strange feeling it produced, having never tasted any such liquor before. Soon after this the blacks
who brought me on board went off, and left me abandoned to despair. I now saw myself deprived
Page 73
of all chance of returning to my native country, or even the least glimpse of hope of gaining the shore, which I now
considered as friendly; and I even wished for my former slavery in preference to my present situation, which was
filled with horrors of every kind, still heightened by my ignorance of what I was to undergo. I was not long suffered to
indulge my grief; I was soon put down under the decks, and there I received such a salutation in my nostrils as I had
never experienced in my life: so that, with the loathsomeness of the stench, and crying together, I became so sick and
low that I was not able to eat, nor had I the least desire to taste anything. I now wished for the last friend, death, to
relieve me; but soon, to my grief, two of the white men offered me eatables; and, on my refusing to eat,
Page 74
one of them held me fast by the hands, and laid me across I think the windlass, and tied my feet, while the other
flogged me severely. I had never experienced anything of this kind before; and although, not being used to the water, I
naturally feared that element the first time I saw it, yet nevertheless, could I have got over the nettings, I would have
jumped over the side, but I could not; and, besides, the crew used to watch us very closely who were not chained
down to the decks, lest we should leap into the water: and I have seen some of these poor African prisoners most
severely cut for attempting to do so, and hourly whipped for not eating. This indeed was often the case with myself. In
a little time after, amongst the poor chained men, I found some of my own nation, which in a small degree gave ease
to my mind. I
Page 75
inquired of these what was to be done with us; they gave me to understand we were to be carried to these white
people's country to work for them. I then was a little revived, and thought, if it were no worse than working, my
situation was not so desperate: but still I feared I should be put to death, the white people looked and acted, as I
thought, in so savage a manner; for I had never seen among any people such instances of brutal cruelty; and this not
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only shewn towards us blacks, but also to some of the whites themselves. One white man in particular I saw, when we
were permitted to be on deck, flogged so unmercifully with a large rope near the foremast, that he died in consequence
of it; and they tossed him over the side as they would have done a brute. This made me fear these people the more;
and I expected
Page 76
nothing less than to be treated in the same manner. I could not help expressing my fears and apprehensions to some of
my countrymen: I asked them if these people had no country, but lived in this hollow place (the ship): they told me
they did not, but came from a distant one. 'Then, said I, 'how comes it in all our country we never heard of them?'
They told me because they lived so very far off. I then asked where were their women? had they any like themselves?
I was told they had: 'and why,' said I, 'do we not see them?' they answered, because they were left behind. I asked how
the 19 vessel could go? they told me they could not tell; but that there were cloths put upon the masts by the help of
the ropes I saw, and then the vessel went on; and the white men had some spell or magic they put in the water
Page 77
when they liked in order to stop the vessel. I was exceedingly amazed at this account, and really thought they were
spirits. I therefore wished much to be from amongst them, for I expected they would sacrifice me: but my wishes were
vain; for we were so quartered that it was impossible for any of us to make our escape. While we stayed on the coast I
was mostly on deck; and one day, to my great astonishment, I saw one of these vessels coming in with the sails up. As
soon as the whites saw it, they gave a great shout, at which we were amazed; and the more so as the vessel appeared
larger by approaching nearer. At last she came to an anchor in my sight, and when the anchor was let go I and my
countrymen who saw it were lost in astonishment to observe the vessel stop; and were now convinced it was
Page 78
done by magic. Soon after this the other ship got her boats out, and they came on board of us, and the people of both
ships seemed very glad to see each other. Several of the strangers also shook hands with us black people, and made
motions with their hands, signifying I suppose we were to go to their country; but we did not understand them. At last,
when the ship we were in had got in all her cargo, they made ready with many fearful noises, and we were all put
under deck, so that we could not see how they managed the vessel. But this disappointment was the least of my
sorrow. The stench of the hold while we were on the coast was so intolerably loathsome, that it was dangerous to
remain there for any time, and some of us had been permitted to stay on the deck for the fresh air; but now that the
whole ship's cargo were
Page 79
confined together, it became absolutely pestilential. The closeness of the place, and the heat of the climate, added to
the number in the ship, which was so crowded that each had scarcely room to turn him-self, almost suffocated us. This
produced copious perspirations, so that the air soon became unfit for respiration, from a variety of loathsome smells,
and brought on a sickness among the slaves, of which many died, thus falling victims to the improvident avarice, as I
may call it, of their purchasers. This wretched situation was again aggravated by the galling of the chains, now
become insupportable; and the filth of the necessary tubs, into which the children often fell, and were almost
suffocated. The shrieks of the women, and the groans of the dying, rendered the whole a scene of horror almost
inconceivable. Happily perhaps
Page 80
for myself I was soon reduced so low here that it was thought necessary to keep me almost always on deck; and from
my extreme youth I was not put in fetters. In this situation I expected every hour to share the fate of my companions,
some of whom were almost daily brought upon deck at the point of death, which I began to hope would soon put an
end to my miseries. Often did I think many of the inhabitants of the deep much more happy than myself. I envied them
the freedom they enjoyed, and as often wished I could change my condition for theirs. Every circumstance I met with
served only to render my state more painful, and heighten my apprehensions, and my opinion of the cruelty of the
whites. One day they had taken a number of fishes; and when they had killed and satisfied themselves with as many as
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Page 81
they thought fit, to our astonishment who were on the deck, rather than give any of them to us to eat as 20 we
expected, they tossed the remaining fish into the sea again, although we begged and prayed for some as well as we
could, but in vain; and some of my countrymen, being pressed by hunger, took an opportunity, when they thought no
one saw them, of trying to get a little privately; but they were discovered, and the attempt procured them some very
severe floggings. One day, when we had a smooth sea and moderate wind, two of my wearied countrymen who were
chained together (I was near them at the time), preferring death to such a life of misery, somehow made through the
nettings and jumped into the sea: immediately another quite dejected fellow, who, on account of his illness, was
suffered to be out of irons,
Page 82
also followed their example; and I believe many more would very soon have done the same if they had not been
prevented by the ship's crew, who were instantly alarmed. Those of us that were the most active were in a moment put
down under the deck, and there was such a noise and confusion amongst the people of the ship as I never heard before,
to stop her, and get the boat out to go after the slaves. However two of the wretches were drowned, but they got the
other, and afterwards flogged him unmercifully for thus attempting to prefer death to slavery. In this manner we
continued to undergo more hardships than I can now relate, hardships which are inseparable from this accursed trade.
Many a time we were near suffocation from the want of fresh air, which we were often without for whole days
together. This,
Page 83
and the stench of the necessary tubs, carried off many. During our passage I first saw flying fishes, which surprised
me very much: they used frequently to fly across the ship, and many of them fell on the deck. I also now first saw the
use of the quadrant; I had often with astonishment seen the mariners make observations with it, and I could not think
what it meant. They at last took notice of my surprise; and one of them, willing to increase it, as well as to gratify my
curiosity, made me one day look through it. The clouds appeared to me to be land, which disappeared as they passed
along. This heightened my wonder; and I was now more persuaded than ever that I was in another world, and that
everything about me was magic. At last we came in sight of the island of Barbadoes, at which the whites on board
gave a great
Page 84
shout, and made many signs of joy to us. We did not know what to think of this; but as the vessel drew nearer we
plainly saw the harbour, and other ships of different kinds and sizes; and we soon anchored amongst them off Bridge
Town. Many merchants and planters now came on board, though it was in the evening. They put us in separate
parcels, and examined us attentively. They also made us jump, and pointed to the land, signifying we were to go there.
We thought by this we should be eaten by these ugly men, as they appeared to us; and, when soon after we were all
put down under the deck again, there was much dread and trembling among us, and nothing but bitter cries to be heard
all the night from these apprehensions, insomuch that at last the white people got some old slaves from the land to
pacify us.
Page 85
told us we were not to be eaten, but to work, and were soon to go on land, where we should see many of our country
people. This report eased us much; and sure enough, soon after we were landed, there came to us Africans of all
languages. We were conducted immediately to the merchant's yard, where we were all pent up together like so many
sheep in a fold, without regard to sex or age. As every object was new to me everything I saw filled me with surprise.
What struck me first was that the houses were built with stories, and in every other respect different from those in
Africa: but I was still more astonished on seeing people on horseback. I did not know what this could mean; and
indeed I 21 thought these people were full of nothing but magical arts. While I was in this astonishment one of my
Page 86
fellow prisoners spoke to a countryman of his about the horses, who said they were the same kind they had in their
country. I understood them, though they were from a distant part of Africa, and I thought it odd I had not seen any
horses there; but afterwards, when I came to converse with different Africans, I found they had many horses amongst
them, and much larger than those I then saw. We were not many days in the merchant's custody before we were sold
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after their usual manner, which is this: On a signal given, (as the beat of a drum) the buyers rush at once into the yard
where the slaves are confined, and make choice of that parcel they like best. The noise and clamour with which this is
attended, and the eagerness visible in the countenances of the buyers, serve not a little to increase the apprehensions of
the
Page 87
terrified Africans, who may well be supposed to consider them as the ministers of that destruction to which they think
themselves devoted. In this manner, without scruple, are relations and friends separated, most of them never to see
each other again. I remember in the vessel in which I was brought over, in the men's apartment, there were several
brothers, who, in the sale, were sold in different lots; and it was very moving on this occasion to see and hear their
cries at parting. 0, ye nominal Christians! might not an African ask you, learned you this from your God, who says
unto you, Do unto all men as you would men should do unto you? Is it not enough that we are torn from our country
and friends to toil for your luxury and lust of gain? Must every tender feeling be likewise sacrificed to your avarice?
Questions for analysis: How would you describe Equiano's reactions to the traumatic experience of becoming a slave?
What is Equiano's attitude toward the white captors who transported and sold him and his fellow Africans?

4. Martin Luther, Address to the Christian Nobility of the German Nation, 1520
The Protestant Reformation that began in Germany during the sixteenth century divided Christendom into two
branches: Protestants who rejected the authority of the pope and Catholics who accept the pope as head of the church.
Martin Luther was a German monk and professor of theology at University of Wittenberg. In his thirties he wrote 95
theses protesting the sale of indulgences (papal remissions of sin), as well as other practices he regarded as abusive.
Luther rejected the authority of the pope outright and developed a new theology about salvation, stating forcefully that
humankind was saved by faith and grace alone. He also argued that individuals were free to read and interpret the
scriptures for themselves. Luther’s ideas sparked a large movement that successfully challenged the power of the
Roman Catholic Church. For the readings below, you should know that “temporal” means worldly or secular.
Translated by C. A. Buchheim

The Romanists have, with great adroitness, drawn three walls round themselves, with which they have hitherto
protected themselves, so that no one could reform them, whereby all Christendom has fallen terribly.
First, if pressed by the temporal power, they have affirmed and maintained that the temporal power has no jurisdiction
over them, but, on the contrary, that the spiritual power is above the temporal.
Secondly, if it were proposed to admonish them with the Scriptures, they objected that no one may interpret the
Scriptures but the Pope.
Thirdly, if they are threatened with a council, they pretend that no one may call a council but the Pope...
Now may God help us, and give us one of those trumpets that overthrew the walls of Jericho, so that we may blow
down these walls of straw and paper, and that we may set free our Christian rods for the chastisement of sin, and
expose the craft and deceit of the devil, so that we may amend ourselves by punishment and again obtain God's
favour.
Let us, in the first place, attack the first wall.
It has been devised that the Pope, bishops, priests, and monks are called the spiritual estate; princes, lords, artificers,
and peasants, are the temporal estate. This is an artful lie and hypocritical device, but let no one be made afraid by it,
and that for this reason: that all Christians are truly of the spiritual estate, and there is no difference among them, save
of office alone. As St. Paul says (i Cor. xii), we are all one body, though each member does its own work, to serve the
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others, This is because we have one baptism, one Gospel, one faith, and are all Christians alike; for baptism, Gospel,
and faith, these alone make spiritual and Christian people.
As for the unction by a pope or a bishop, tonsure, ordination, consecration, and clothes differing from those of
laymen-all this may make a hypocrite or an anointed puppet, but never a Christian or a spiritual man. Thus we are all
consecrated as, priests by baptism, as St. Peter says: 'Ye are a royal priesthood, a holy nation (i Pet. ii. 9); and in the
book of Revelation: 'and hast made us unto our God (by Thy blood) kings and priests' (Rev. v. io). For, if we had not a
higher consecration in us than pope or bishop can give, no priest could ever be made by the consecration of pope or
bishop, nor could he say the mass or preach or absolve. Therefore the bishop's consecration is just as if in the name of
the whole congregation he took one person out of the community; each member of which has equal power, and
commanded him to exercise this power for the rest; in the same way as if ten brothers, co-heirs as king's sons, were to
choose one from among them to rule over their inheritance, they would all of them still remain- kings and have equal
power, although one is ordered to govern. And to put the matter more plainly, if a little company of pious Christian
laymen were taken prisoners and carried away to a desert, and had not among them a priest consecrated by a bishop,
and were there to agree to elect one of them and were to order him to baptise, to celebrate the mass, to absolve and to
preach, this man would as truly be a priest, as if all the bishops and all the popes had consecrated him. That is why, in
cases of necessity, every man can baptise and absolve, which would not be possible if we were not all priests. This
great grace and virtue of baptism and of the Christian estate they have quite destroyed and made us forget by their
ecclesiastical law . . .
Since then the temporal power is baptized as we are, and has the same faith and Gospel, we must allow it to be priest
and bishop, and account its office an office that is proper and useful to the Christian community. For whatever issues
from baptism may boast that it has been consecrated priest, bishop, and pope, although it does not beseem everyone to
exercise these offices. For, since we are all priests alike, no man may put himself forward or take upon himself
without our consent and election, to do that which we have all alike power to do.
For if a thing is common to all, no man may take it to himself without the wish and command of the community. And
if it should happen that a man were appointed to one of these offices and deposed for abuses, he would be just what he
was before. Therefore a priest should be nothing in Christendom but a functionary; as long as he holds his office, he
has precedence of others; if he is deprived of it, he is a peasant or a citizen like the rest. Therefore a priest is verily no
longer a priest after deposition. But now they have invented characters indelibles, and pretend that a priest after
deprivation still differs from a simple layman. They even imagine that a priest can never be anything but a priest-that
is, that he become a layman. All this is nothing but mere ordinance of human invention.
It follows then, that between laymen and priests, princes and bishops, or, as they call it, between spiritual and temporal
sons, the only real difference is one of office and function, and not of estate. . . .
. . .Therefore I say, Forasmuch as the temporal power has been ordained by God for the punishment of the bad and the
protection of the good, we must let it do its duty throughout the whole Christian body, without respect of persons,
whether it strike popes, bishops, priests, monks, nuns, or whoever it may be....
Whatever the ecclesiastical law has said in opposition to this is merely the invention of Romanist arrogance. . . .
Now, I imagine the first paper wall is overthrown, inasmuch the temporal power has become a member of the
Christian body; although its work relates to the body, yet does it belong to the spiritual estate. . . .
The second wall is even more tottering and weak: that they end to be considered masters of the Scriptures. . .
If of our faith is right, 'I believe in the holy Christian church,' the Pope cannot alone be right; else we must say, 'I
believe in the Pope of Rome,' and reduce the Christian Church to one man, which is a devilish and damnable heresy.
Besides that, we are all priests, as I have said, and have all one faith, one Gospel, one Sacrament ; how then should we
not have the power of discerning and judging what is right or wrong in matters of faith ? ...
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The third wall falls of itself, as soon as the first two have fallen; for if the Pope acts contrary to the Scriptures, we are
bound to stand by the Scriptures to punish and to constrain him, according to Christ's commandment. 'tell it unto the
Church' (Matt. xviii. 15-17). . . .
If then I am to accuse him before the Church, I must collect the Church together. . . .
Therefore when need requires, and the Pope is a cause of offence to Christendom, in these cases whoever can best do
so, as a faithful member of the whole body, must do what he can to procure a true free council. This no one can do so
we as the temporal authorities, especially since they are fellow-Christians, fellow-priests. . . .
Questions for Analysis: What is the central argument Luther makes in his “Address to the Christian Nobility of the
German Nation?”

5. Japan Encounters the West
The Portuguese reached Japan in 1543 CE. The Japanese were curious and eager to interact with the Westerners
at first. Japanese ships already dominated an active Asian trade network centered on the East China Sea and
began vigorous interaction with Portuguese, Spanish, and Dutch merchants. Along with the merchants came
Christian missionaries. Japan has a long history of intellectual and religious openness. In addition to native Shinto
beliefs, various forms of Buddhism were well established in Japan and Confucian philosophy was influential
among the educated. Christianity became very popular in the western regions of Japan in the century after contact
with the West. By 1638, however, missionaries had been expelled, foreign merchants were virtually banned, and
Japanese were prohibited from leaving. Shogun Hideyoshi (Japan’s supreme feudal lord) and his successors issued
the edicts you will read. Finally, ‘padre’ is what the Japanese Christians called Catholic priests in Japan.
Source: John David Lu, Sources of Japanese History, vo/. II, (McGraw-Hill)
LIMITATIONS ON THE PROPAGATION OF CHRISTIANITY, 1587
1.
Whether one desires to become a follower of the padre is up to that person's own conscience.
2.
If one receives a province, a district, or a village as his fief and forces farmers in his domain who are
properly registered under certain temples to become followers of the padre against their wishes, then he has
committed a most unreasonable illegal act.
3.
When a vassal (kyu-nin) receives a grant of a province or a district, he must consider it as a property
entrusted to him on a temporary basis. A vassal may be moved from one place to another, but farmers remain in
the same place. Thus if an unreasonable illegal act is committed [as described above], the vassal will be called
upon to account for his culpable offense. The intent of this provision must be observed.
4.
Anyone whose fief is over 200 cho- and who can expect two to three thousand kan of rice harvest each
year must receive permission from the authorities before becoming a follower of the padre.
5.
Anyone whose fief is smaller than the one described above may, as his conscience dictates, select for
himself from between eight and nine religions.
8.
If a daimyo-who has a fief over a province, a district or a village, forces his retainers to become
followers of the padre, he is committing a crime worse than the followers of Honganji who assembled in their
temple [to engage in the Ikko riot]. This will have an adverse effect on [the welfare of] the nation. Anyone who
cannot use good judgment in this matter will be punished.
EXPULSION OF THE MISSIONARIES, 1587
1.
Japan is the country of gods, but has been receiving false teachings from Christian countries. This cannot
be tolerated any further.
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2.
The [missionaries] approach people in provinces and districts to make them their followers, and let them
destroy shrines and temples. This is an unheard of outrage. When a vassal receives a province, a district, a village
or another form of a fief, he must consider it as a property entrusted to him on a temporary basis. He must follow
the laws of this country, and abide by their intent. However, some vassals illegally [commend part of their fiefs to
the church]. This is a culpable offense.
3.
The padres, by their special knowledge [in the sciences and medicine], feel that they can at will entice
people to become their believers. In so doing they commit the illegal act of destroying the teachings of Buddha
prevailing in Japan. These padres cannot be permitted to remain in Japan. They must prepare to leave the country
within twenty days of the issuance of this notice. However, the vassals must not make unreasonable demands on
the padres, which shall be treated as a culpable offense.
4.
The black [Portuguese and Spanish] ships come to Japan to engage in trade. Thus the matter is a separate
one. They can continue to engage in trade.
5.
Hereafter, anyone who does not hinder the teachings of Buddha, whether he be a merchant or not, may
come and go freely from Christian countries to Japan.
This is our wish, and so ordered. Fifteenth year of Tensho [1587], sixth month, 19th day.
THE EDICT OF 1635 ORDERING THE CLOSING OF JAPAN: ADDRESSED TO THE JOINT BUGYO OF
NAGASAKI
1.
Japanese ships are strictly forbidden to leave for foreign countries.
2.
No Japanese is permitted to go abroad. If there is anyone who attempts to do so secretly, he must be
executed. The ship so involved must be impounded and its owner arrested, and the matter must be reported to the
higher authority.
3.
If any Japanese returns from overseas after residing there, he must be put to death.
4.
If there is any place where the teachings of padres (Christianity) is practiced, the two of you must order a
thorough investigation.
5.
Any informer revealing the whereabouts of the followers of padres (Christians) must be rewarded
accordingly. If anyone reveals the whereabouts of a high ranking padre, he must be given one hundred pieces of
silver. For those of lower ranks, depending on the deed, the reward must be set accordingly.
6.
If a foreign ship has an objection [to the measures adopted] and it becomes necessary to report the matter
to Edo, you may ask the Omura domain to provide ships to guard the foreign ship, as was done previously.
7.
If there are any Southern Barbarians (Westerners) who propagate the teachings of padres, or otherwise
commit crimes, they may be incarcerated in the prison maintained by the 0_mura domain, as was done
previously.
8.
All incoming ships must be carefully searched for the followers of padres.
9.
No single trading city [see 12 below] shall be permitted to purchase all the merchandise brought by
foreign ships.
10.
Samurai are not permitted to purchase any goods originating from foreign ships directly from Chinese
merchants in Nagasaki.
11.
A list of merchandise brought by foreign ships is sent to Edo, as before you may order that commercial
dealings may take place without waiting for a reply from Edo.
12.
After settling the price, all white yarns (raw silk) brought by foreign ships shall be allocated to the five
trading cities and other quarters as stipulated.
13.
After settling the price of white yarns (raw silk), other merchandise [brought by foreign ships] may be
traded freely between the [licensed] dealers. However, in view of the fact that Chinese ships are small and cannot
bring large consignments, you may issue orders of sale at your discretion. Additionally, payment for the goods
purchased must be made within twenty days after the price is set.
14.
The date of departure homeward of foreign ships shall not be later than the twentieth day of the ninth
month. Any ships arriving in Japan later than usual shall depart within fifty days of their arrival. As to the
departure of Chinese ships, you may use your discretion to order their departure after the departure of the
Portuguese galeota (galleon).
15.
The goods brought by foreign ships which remained unsold may not be deposited or accepted for deposit.
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16.
The arrival in Nagaski of representatives of the five trading cities shall not be later that the fifth day of the
seventh month. Anyone arriving later than that date shall lose the quota assigned to his city.
17.
Ships arriving in Hirado must sell their raw silk at the price set in Nagasaki, and are not permitted to
engage in business transactions until after the price is established in Nagaski.
You are hereby required to act in accordance with the provisions set above. It is so ordered.
Kaga no-kami Masamori, et al, seals. To: Sakakibara Hida no-kami, Sengoku Yamoto no-kami
COMPLETION OF THE EXCLUSION, 1639
1.
The matter relating to the proscription of Christianity is known [to the Portuguese]. However, heretofore
they have secretly transported those who are going to propagate that religion.
2.
If those who believe in that religion band together in an attempt to do evil things, they must be subjected
to punishment.
3.
While those who believe in the preaching of padres are in hiding, there are incidents in which that country
(Portugal) has sent gifts to them for their sustenance.
In view of the above, hereafter entry by the Portuguese galeota is forbidden. If they insist on coming [to Japan],
the ships must be destroyed and anyone aboard those ships must be beheaded. We have received the above order
and are thus transmitting it to you accordingly.
The above concerns our disposition with regard to the galeota.
Memorandum
With regard to those who believe in Christianity, you are aware that there is a proscription, and thus knowing, you
are not permitted to let padres and those who believe in their preaching to come aboard your ships. If there is any
violation, all of you who are aboard will be considered culpable. If there is anyone who hides the fact that he is a
Christian and boards your ship, you may report it to us. A substantial reward will be given to you for this
information.
This memorandum is to be given to those who come on Chinese ships. (A similar note to the Dutch ships.)
THE FATE OF THE EMBASSY FROM MACAO, 1640 BY ANTONIO CARDIM, S.J.
Because many serious crimes have been committed over a number of years by the propagation of the Christian
religion in defiance of his decree, the shogun last year forbade under grave penalties all voyages from Macao to
Japan, laying down that if any ship were to come to Japan despite this prohibition, the vessel would be burnt and
the sailors and merchants executed. This edict was promulgated both summarily and in detail.
Nevertheless, these men have blatantly violated the aforesaid decree by their voyage and are seriously at fault.
Furthermore, in spite of their assertion that on no account will they send hereafter ministers of the Christian
religion to Japan, the ambassadorial letters from Macao are silent on this point. Since, therefore, the shogu-n has
prohibited such voyages on account of the Christian religion and since no mention of this matter is made in these
letters, it is quite evident that the entire legation is but a pretence. For this reason, all who have come hither in this
ship are to pay the extreme penalty.
It has accordingly been decided that the ship shall be consumed by f1ames and that the principal ambassadors shall
be put to death along with their companions so that nothing may remain of this harbinger of evil. Thus the
example which the shogu-n has made of them will be noticed abroad in Macao and the home country; as a
consequence, all will learn to respect the rights of Princes and Kings. We nevertheless desire that the rabble
among the crew be spared and sent back to Macao. But should any other ship come hither by force of adverse
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circumstances or for any other reason whatsoever, let it be known that, in whatsoever port it may call, one and all
will be put to death.
Given on the 3rd day of the 6th moon of the 17th year of the Kanei era, that is, the 25th day of July in the year
1640.
At the same time they also asked what they would say about this punishment to foreign peoples in the Orient and
even in Europe, if by chance they should go tither. They replied that they would tell the truth; to wit, that the
shogun of Japan had put the Portuguese ambassadors to death and had set fire to their ship because they professed
the Christian religion and had disobeyed his edict, and that they, to the number of thirteen, had been spared this
punishment and sent back so that they could recount what had happened; but they added that the kings and all the
peoples of the world would most certainly condemn what had been done as a crime against international law.
They were then taken thence to the mount of execution in order to identify the heads of the executed men, which
they found affixed to boards in three groups. The heads of the ambassadors were set apart from the rest; they did
not appear pale or washed out, but rather the freshness and beauty of their features well indicated their fate. Now
they were set up near a large pole, from the top of which hung the Tyrant's proclamation. Not faraway they espied
a house wherein the corpses had been buried and cairns of immense stones had been set up over them; thus if at
any time the Japanese should be silent about these men, the very stones would speak.
Inscribed on a pole which emerged from the midst of these stones was the name of the legation and the reason for
the executions; it was indeed their monument for posterity and an everlasting trophy of their glory. With unfeeling
barbarity the Tyrant had added this inscription: A similar penalty will be suffered by all those who henceforward
come to these shores from Portugal, whether they be sailors, whether they come by error or whether they be
driven hither by storm. Even more, if the King of Portugal, or Shaka, or even the GOD of the Christians were to
come, they would all pay the very same penalty...

Questions for Analysis: Why do Japanese authorities suspect Christian missionaries in Japan? From 1587 to 1640
w hat specific measures are taken to suppress Christianity? How do the documents generally depict Europeans?

6. Ogier Ghiselin de Busbecq, “Suleyman the Lawgiver”
The energy of the Ottoman Empire perhaps reached its zenith under the direction of Sultan Suleyman "the
Lawgiver" (r. 1520-1566 CE). One of the most important assessments of Suleyman's influence came from Ogier
Ghiselin de Busbecq, the ambassador from Austria to Suleyman's court at Istanbul from 1554-1562. Busbecq had
been dispatched in the recent wake of the unsuccessful Ottoman siege of Vienna in 1529, and his mission was to
use his diplomatic skills to prevent another possible attack on the city. Busbecq's letters reveal much about
Suleyman, his court, capital, Islamic traditions, and treatment of women.
Source: C. T. Foster and F. H. Blackburne Daniell, "Suleyman the Lawgiver," in The Life and Letters of Ogier
Ghise/in de Busbecq, val. 1 (London: Hakluyt Society, 1881), pp. 152-156.

The Sultan's hall was crowded with people, among whom were several officers of high rank. Besides these, there
were all the troopers of the Imperial guard, and a large force of Janissaries [the elite infantry corps], but there was
not in all that great assembly a single man who owed his position to anything save his valor and his merit. No
distinction is attached to birth among the Turks; the respect to be paid to a man is measured by the position he holds
in the public service. There is no fighting for precedence; a man's place is marked out by the duties he discharges…
It is by merit that men rise in the service, a system which ensures that posts should only be assigned to the competent.
Each man in Turkey carries in his own hand his ancestry and his position in life, which he may make or mar as
he will. Those who receive the highest offices from the Sultan are for the most part the sons of shepherds or
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herdsmen, and so far from being ashamed of their parentage, they actually glory in it, and consider it a matter of
boasting that they owe nothing to the accident of birth; for they do not believe that high qualities are either natural or
hereditary, nor do they think that they can be handed down from father to son, but that they are partly the gift of
God, and partly the result of good training, great industry, and unwearied zeal; arguing that high qualities do not
descend from a father to his son or heir, any more than a talent for music, mathematics, or the like...Among the
Turks, therefore, honors, high posts, and judgeships are the rewards of great ability and good service. If a man is
dishonest, or lazy, or careless, he remains at the bottom of the ladder, an object of contempt; for such qualities there
are no honors in Turkey!
This is the reason that they are successful in their undertakings, that they lord it over others, and are daily
extending the bounds of their empire. These are not our ideas, with us there is no opening left for merit; birth is the
standard for everything; the prestige of birth is the sole key to advancement in the public service.
The Turkish monarch going to war takes with him over 40,000 camels and nearly as many baggage mules, of which
a great part, when he is invading Persia, are loaded with rice and other kinds of grain. These mules and camels also
serve to carry tents and armor, and likewise tools and munitions for the campaign...The invading army carefully
abstains from encroaching on its supplies at the outset, as they are well aware that, when the season for
campaigning draws to a close, they will have to retreat over districts wasted by the enemy, or scraped as bare by
countless hordes of men and droves of baggage animals, as if they had been devastated by locusts; accordingly
they reserve their stores as much as possible for this emergency...
From this you will see that it is the patience, self-denial, and thrift of the Turkish soldier that enable him to face
the most trying circumstances, and come safely out of the dangers that surround him. What a contrast to our
men! ...
For each man is his own worst enemy, and has no foe more deadly than his own intemperance, which is sure to
kill him, if the enemy be not quick. It makes me shudder to think of what the result of a struggle between such
different systems must be; one of us must prevail and the other be destroyed, at any rate we cannot both exist in
safety. On their side is the vast wealth of their empire, unimpaired resources, experience and practice in arms, a
veteran soldiery, an uninterrupted s e r i e s of victories, readiness to endure hardships, union, order, discipline,
thrift, and watchfulness. On ours arc found an empty exchequer, luxurious habits, exhausted resources, broken
spirits, a raw and insubordinate soldiery, and greedy generals; there is no regard for discipline, the men indulge in
drunkenness and debauchery, and, worst of all, the enemy are accustomed to victory, we, to defeat. Can we doubt
what the result must be?
Questions for Analysis: According to Busbecq, what are the most important qualities for success and advancement
in the Ottoman Empire? Busbecq maintained that between Christians and Muslims, "one of us must prevail and
the other be destroyed." Why did he think Christian nations were at a disadvantage in 1550

7. Jean Domat, On Social Order and Absolutist Monarchy
Europe experienced a resurgence of aristocratic power in the eighteenth century and absolute monarchs such as
France's Louis XIV, Frederick II of Prussia, and Peter the Great of Russia dominated society and politics. French
legal scholar Jean Domat (1625-96) consistently explained the theory behind royal absolutism, linking the king's
authority to that of God. A well-respected French legal philosopher during the reign of Louis XIV (1661-1715),
Domat offers an explanation of why absolutism is such an important and valuable tradition, and how it conforms
with natural law, ethical and religious principles.
Source: Jean Domat, Le droit public, suite des lois civiles dans leur ordre nature/, vol. 3, Oeuvres completes,
nouvelle edition.Translated by Ruth Kleinman.
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There is no one who is not convinced of the importance of good order in the state and who does not sincerely
wish to see that state well ordered in which he has to live. For everyone understands, and feels in himself by
experience and by reason, that this order concerns and touches him in a number of ways....
Everyone knows that human society forms a body of which each person is a member; and this truth, which
Scripture teaches us and which the light of reason makes plain, is the foundation of all the duties that relate to the
conduct of each person toward others and toward the body as a whole. For these sorts of duties are nothing else
but the functions appropriate to the place each person holds according to his rank in society.
It is in this principle that we must seek the origin of the rules that determine the duties, both of those who govern
and of those who are subject to government. For it is through the place God has assigned each person in the body
of society, that He, by calling him to it, prescribes all his functions and duties. And just as He commands
everyone to obey faithfully the precepts of His law that make up the duties of all people in general, so He
prescribes for each one in particular the duties proper to his condition and status, according to his rank in the body
of which he is a member. This includes the functions and duties of each member with respect to other individuals
and with respect to the body as a whole.
NECESSITY AND THE ORIGIN OF GOVERNMENT
Because all men are equal by nature, that is to say, by their basic humanity, nature does not make anyone subject
to others.... But within this natural equality, people are differentiated by factors that make their status unequal, and
forge between them relationships and dependencies that determine the various duties of each toward the others,
and make government necessary....
The first distinction that subjects people to others is the one created by birth between parents and children. And
this distinction leads to a first kind of government in families, where children owe obedience to their parents, who
head the family.
The second distinction among persons arises from the diversity of employments required by society, and which
unite them all into a body of which each is a member. For just as God has made each person depend on the help
of others for various needs, He has differentiated their status and their employments for the sake of all these needs,
assigning to people the place in which they should function. And it is through these interdependent employments
and conditions that the ties binding human society are formed, as well as the ties among its individual members.
This also makes it necessary to have a head to unite and rule the body of the society created by these various
employments, and to maintain the order of the relationships that give the public the benefit of the different
functions corresponding to each person's station in life.
It is a further consequence of these principles that, since all people do not do their duty and some, on the contrary,
commit injustices, for the sake of keeping order in society, injustices and all enterprises against this order must be
repressed: which was possible only through authority given to some over others, and which made government
necessary.
This necessity of government over people equal by their nature, distinguished from each other only by the
differences that God established among them according to their stations and professions, makes it clear that
government arises from His will; and because only He is the natural sovereign of men, it is from Him that all
those who govern derive their power and all their authority, and it is God Himself Whom they represent in their
functions.
THE DUTIES OF THE GOVERNED
Since government is necessary for the public good, and God Himself has established it, it is consequently also
necessary for those who are subject to government, to be submissive and obedient. For otherwise they would resist
God Himself, and government, which should be the bond of peace and unity that brings about the public good,
would become an occasion for divisions and disturbances that would cause its downfall.
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The first duty of obedience to government is the duty to obey those who hold the first place in it, monarchs or
others who are the heads of the body that makes up society, and to obey them as the limbs of the human body
obey the head to which they are united.
This obedience to him who governs should be considered as obedience to the power of God Himself, Who has
instituted [the prince] as His lieutenant....
Obedience to government includes the duties of keeping the laws, not undertaking anything contrary to them,
performing what is ordered, abstaining from what is forbidden, shouldering public burdens, whether offices or
taxes; and in general everyone is obliged not only not to contravene public order in any way, but to contribute to
it [positively) according to his circumstances.
Since this obedience is necessary to maintain the order and peace that should unite the head and members
composing the body of the state, it constitutes a universal duty for all subjects in all cases to obey the orders of
the prince, without taking the liberty of passing judgment on the orders they should obey. For otherwise, the right
to inquire what is just or not would make everyone a master, and this liberty would encourage seditions. Thus
each individual owes obedience to the laws themselves and [even] to unjust orders, provided he can obey and
follow them without injustice on his own part. And the only exception that can qualify this obedience is limited
to cases in which one could not obey without disobeying the divine law.
Question for Analysis: How does Jean Domat justify absolute monarchy and the legal and social inequality that
accompanied it in France under Louis XIV?

8. Cesare Beccaria, On Crimes and Punishments
Born into a noble family in Milan, Cesare Beccaria (1739-1794) received a traditional Jesuit education, yet he
also read and studied the works of such Enlightenment authors Voltaire and Montesquieu. Beccaria anonymously
published in Tuscany in 1764 his treatise calling for judicial and legal reforms. Immediately following its initial
printing, it was translated into several different languages and published throughout Europe. In On Crimes and
Punishment, Beccaria argued that the laws governing society should do the greatest good for the greatest number
of people. He also believed that laws should not be viewed as emanating from God or a divine power, but instead
should be seen as in accordance with the laws of nature. For Beccaria, punishments should be devised to deter
crime, not in retribution for crimes committed. In this passage, he discusses torture, which, with the exception of
Great Britain, was widely used in court systems throughout Europe.
Source: E. D. Ingraham, trans., Cesare Beccaria, "The Greatest Happiness of the Greatest Number," An Essay on
Crimes and Punishments (Philadelphia: H. Nicklin, 1819),
XII Torture
A cruelty consecrated by the practice of most nations is torture of the accused during his trial, either to make him
confess the crime or to clear up contradictory statements, or to discover accomplices, or to purge him of infamy in
some metaphysical and incomprehensible way, or, finally, to discover other crimes of which he might be guilty
but of which he is not accused.
No man can be called guilty before a judge has sentenced him, nor can society deprive him of public protection
before it has been decided that he has in fact violated the conditions under which such protection was accorded
him. What right is it, then, if not simply that of might, which empowers a judge to inflict punishment on a citizen
while doubt still remains as to his guilt or innocence? Here is the dilemma, which is nothing new: the fact of the
crime is either certain or uncertain; if certain, all that is due is the punishment established by the laws, and tortures
are useless because the criminal's confession is useless; if uncertain, then one must not
torture the innocent, for such, according to the laws, is a man whose crimes are not yet proved.
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What is the political intent of punishment? To instill fear in other men. But what justification can we find, then,
for the secret and private tortures which the tyranny of custom practices on the guilty and the innocent? It is
important, indeed, to let no known crime pass unpunished, but it is useless to reveal the author of a crime that lies
deeply buried in darkness. A wrong already committed, and for which there is no remedy, ought to be punished
by political society only because it might otherwise excite false hopes of impunity in others. If it be true that a
greater number of men, whether because of fear or virtue, respect the laws than break them, then the risk of
torturing an innocent person should be considered greater when, other things being equal, the probability is greater
that a man has rather respected the laws than despised them.
But I say more: it tends to confound all relations to require that a man be at the same time accuser and accused,
that pain be made the crucible of truth, as if its criterion lay in the muscles and sinews of a miserable wretch.
The law that authorizes torture is a law that says: "Men, resist pain; and if nature has created in you an
inextinguishable self-love, if it has granted you an inalienable right of self-defense, I create in you an altogether
contrary sentiment: a heroic hatred of yourselves, to speak the truth even while muscles are being lacerated and
bones disjointed.”
This infamous crucible of truth is a still-standing memorial of the ancient and barbarous legislation of a time
when trials by fire and by boiling water, as well as the uncertain outcomes of duels, were called "judgments of
God," as if the links of the eternal chain, which is in the bosom of the First Cause, must at every moment be
disordered and broken by frivolous human arrangements. The only difference between torture and trials by fire
and boiling water is that the outcome seems to depend, in that first, on the will of the accused, and in the second,
on a purely physical and extrinsic fact; but this difference is only apparent, not real. One is as much free to tell the
truth in the midst of convulsions and torments, as one was free then to impede without fraud the effects of fire and
boiling water. Every act of our will is invariably proportioned to the force of the sensory impression which is its
source; and the sensory capacity of every man is limited. Thus the impression of pain may become so great that,
filling the entire sensory capacity of the tortured person, it leaves him free only to choose what for the moment is
the shortest way of escape from pain. The response of the accused is then as inevitable as the impressions of fire
and water. The sensitive innocent man will then confess himself guilty when he believes that, by so doing, he can
put an end to his torment. Every difference between guilt and innocence disappears by virtue of the very means
one pretends to be using to discover it. [Torture] is an infallible means indeed- for absolving robust scoundrels
and for condemning innocent persons who happen to be weak. Such are the fatal defects of this so-called criterion
of truth, a criterion fit for a cannibal, which the Romans, who were barbarous themselves on many counts,
reserved only for slaves, the victims of a fierce and overly praised virtue.
Of two men, equally innocent or equally guilty, the strong and courageous will be acquitted, the weak and timid
condemned, by virtue of this rigorous rational argument: "I, the judge, was supposed to find you guilty of such
and such a crime; you, the strong, have been able to resist the pain, and I therefore absolve you; you, the weak,
have yielded, and I therefore condemn you. I am aware that a confession wrenched forth by torments ought to be
of no weight whatsoever, but I'll torment you again if you don't confirm what you have confessed."
The effect of torture, therefore, is a matter of temperament and calculation that varies with each man according to
his strength and sensibility, so that, with this method, a mathematician could more readily than a judge resolve
this problem: given the muscular force and nervous sensibility of an innocent person, find the degree of pain that
will make him confess himself guilty of a given crime.
The examination of an accused person is undertaken to ascertain the truth. But if this truth is difficult to discover
in the air, gesture, and countenance of a man at ease, much more difficult will its discovery be when the
convulsions of pain have distorted all the signs by which truth reveals itself in spite of themselves in the
countenances of the majority of men. Every violent action confounds and dissolves those little differences in
objects by means of which one may occasionally distinguish the true from the false.
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A strange consequence that necessarily follows from the use of torture is that the innocent person is placed in a
condition worse than that of the guilty, for if both are tortured, the circumstances are all against the former. Either
he confesses the crime and is condemned, or he is declared innocent and has suffered a punishment he did not
deserve. The guilty man, on the contrary, finds himself in a favorable situation; that is, if, as a consequence of
having firmly resisted the torture, he is absolved as innocent, he will have escaped a greater punishment by
enduring a lesser one. Thus the innocent cannot but lose, whereas the guilty may gain.
This truth is felt, finally though confusedly, by those very persons who shrink furthest from it in practice. The
confession made under torture is of no avail if it be not confirmed with an oath after the torture has stopped, but if
the accused does not then confirm the crime, he is again tortured. Some jurists, and some nations, allow this
infamous begging of principles to be repeated no more than three times; other nations, and other jurists, leave it to
the discretion of the judge.
It would be superfluous to intensify the light, here, by citing the innumerable examples of innocent persons who
have confessed themselves criminals because of the agonies of torture; there is no nation, there is no age that does
not have its own to cite; but neither will men change nor will they deduce the necessary consequences.
Every man who has ever extended his thought even a little beyond the mere necessities of life has at least
sometimes felt an urge to run toward Nature, who, with secret and indistinct voices, calls him to her; custom, that
tyrant of minds, drives him back and frightens him.
Questions for Analysis: According to Beccaria, what were the origins of the use of torture in Europe? What
arguments does Beccaria make against the use of torture? What examples or evidence does he give to support his
arguments?

9. The Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, 1789
The following document sets out, in dramatic language, both the philosophical assumptions that underlie the modern
democratic state and the prerogatives that must be secured for its citizens if such a state is to be realized in practice.
Thus, along with and influenced by the Declaration of Independence, the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of
the Citizen initiated modern democracy, a form of society that has been adopted in large part first throughout
the West and later in various other areas of the world. The Declaration was written during the French
Revolution.
Source: A Documentary Survey of the French Revolution by John Hall Stewart, 1979.
The representatives of the French people, organized in National Assembly, considering that ignorance,
forgetfulness, or contempt of the rights of man are the sole causes of public misfortunes and of the corruption of
governments, have resolved to set forth in a solemn declaration the natural, inalienable, and sacred rights of man,
in order that such declaration, continually before all members of the social body, may be a perpetual reminder of
their rights and duties; in order that the acts of the legislative power and those of the executive power may
constantly be compared with the aim of every political institution and may accordingly be more respected; in
order that the demands of the citizens, founded henceforth upon simple and incontestable principles, may always
be directed towards the maintenance of the Constitution and the welfare of all.
Accordingly, the National Assembly recognizes and proclaims, in the presence and under the auspices of the
Supreme Being, the following rights of man and citizen.
1. Men are born and remain free and equal in rights; social distinctions may be based only upon general
usefulness.
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2. The aim of every political association is the preservation of the natural and inalienable rights of man; these
rights are liberty, property, security, and resistance to oppression.
3. The source of all sovereignty resides essentially in the nation; no group, no individual may exercise authority
not emanating expressly therefrom.
4. Liberty consists of the power to do whatever is not injurious to others; thus the enjoyment ofthe natural rights
of every man has for its limits only those that assure other members of society the enjoyment of those same rights;
such limits may be determined only by law
5. The law has the right to forbid only actions which are injurious to society. Whatever is not forbidden by law
may not be prevented, and no one may be constrained to do what it does not prescribe.
6. Law is the expression of the general will; all citizens have the right to concur personally, or through their
representatives, in its formation; it must be the same for all, whether it protects or punishes. All citizens, being
equal before it, are equally admissible to all public offices, positions, and employments, according to their
capacity, and without other distinction than that of virtues and talents.
7. No man may be accused, arrested, or detained except in the cases determined by law, and according to the
forms prescribed thereby. Whoever solicit, expedite, or execute arbitrary orders, or have them executed, must be
punished; but every citizen summoned or apprehended in pursuance of the law must obey immediately; he renders
himself culpable by resistance.
8. The law is to establish only penalties that are absolutely and obviously necessary; and no one may be punished
except by virtue of a law established and promulgated prior to the offence and legally applied.
9. Since every man is presumed innocent until declared guilty, if arrest be deemed indispensable, all unnecessary
severity for securing the person of the accused must be severely repressed by law.
10. No one is to be disquieted because of his opinions, even religious, provided their manifestation does not
disturb the public order established by law.
11. Free communication of ideas and opinions is one of the most precious of the rights of man. Consequently,
every citizen may speak, write, and print freely, subject to responsibility for the abuse of such liberty in the cases
determined by law.
12. The guarantee of the rights of man and citizen necessitates a public force; such a force, therefore, is instituted
for the advantage of all and not for the particular benefit of those to whom it is entrusted.
13. For the maintenance of the public force and for the expenses of administration a common tax is indispensable;
it must be assessed equally on all citizens in proportion to their means.
14. Citizens have the right to ascertain, by themselves or through their representatives, the necessity of the public
tax, to consent to it freely, to supervise its use, and to determine its quota, assessment, payment, and duration.
15. Society has the right to require of every public agent an accounting of his administration.
16. Every society in which the guarantee of rights is not assured or the separation of powers not determined has
no constitution at all.
17. Since property is a sacred and inviolate right, no one may be deprived thereof unless a legally established
public necessity obviously requires it, and upon condition of a just and previous indemnity.
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Questions for Analysis: What basic rights are enumerated in the document? What is the role of the government
envisioned in this document?

10. Simón Bolívar, “Address to Second National Congress”, 1819
Simón Bolívar (1783-1830) was an instrumental figure in the independence movements in Latin America that
led to the establishment of modern-day Venezuela, Columbia, Panama, Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia. Born to
wealthy noble family, his progressive education brought him into contact with the Enlightenment ideas of
Locke and Rousseau. Bolívar finished his studies in Spain, and stayed in Europe for several years. When he
returned to South America in 1807, he came back with the goal of liberating it from Spanish rule. Beginning in
1810, he first led forces against the Spanish in what became a long attempt to drive them out of the Americas.
Bolivar's attack on the Spanish and his victory over them in New Granada (Columbia) on August 7, 1819,
proved to be a major turning point in the independence movement that finally tipped the balance in the
revolutionaries favor. This excerpt comes from an address Bolívar made to the congress that assembled in
Venezuela in the wake of the Spanish defeat where he describes the problems facing the Americas. Later, after
the end of Spanish rule, he became the president and military dictator, of both Columbia (from 1821 to 1830)
and Peru (from 1823 to 1829).
Source: Simon Bolivar, "Address Delivered at the Inauguration of the Second National Congress of Venezuela in
Angostura," in Selected Writings of Bolivar, 1951.

America, in separating from the Spanish monarchy, found herself in a situation similar to that of the Roman
Empire when its enormous framework fell to pieces in the midst of the ancient world. Each Roman division then
formed an independent nation in keeping with its location or interests; but this situation differed from America's
in that those members proceeded to reestablish their former associations. We, on the contrary, do not even retain
the vestiges of our original being. We are not Europeans; we are not Indians; we are but a mixed species of
aborigines and Spaniards. Americans by birth and Europeans by law, we find ourselves engaged in a dual
conflict: we are disputing with the natives for titles of ownership, and at the same time we are smuggling to
maintain ourselves in the country that gave us birth against the opposition of the invaders. Thus our position is
most extraordinary and complicated. But there is more. As our role has always been strictly passive and our
political existence nil, we find that our quest for liberty is now even more difficult of accomplishment; for we,
having been placed in a state lower than slavery, had been robbed not only of our freedom but also of the right to
exercise an active domestic tyranny. Permit me to explain this paradox.
In absolute systems, the central power is unlimited. The will of the despot is the supreme law, arbitrarily enforced
by subordinates who take part in the organized oppression in proportion to the authority that they wield. They are
charged with civil, political, military, and religious functions; but, in the final analysis, the satraps of Persia are
Persian, the pashas of the Grand Turk are Turks, and the sultans of Tartary are Tartars. China does not seek her
mandarins in the homeland of Genghis Khan, her conqueror. America, on the contrary, received everything from
Spain, who, in effect, deprived her of the experience that she would have gained from the exercise of an active
tyranny by not allowing her to take part in her own domestic affairs and administration. This exclusion made it
impossible for us to acquaint ourselves with the management of public affairs; nor did we enjoy that personal
consideration, of such great value in major revolutions, that the brilliance of power inspires in the eyes of the
multitude. In brief, Gentlemen, we were deliberately kept in ignorance and cut off from the world in all matters
relating to the science of government.
Subject to the threefold yoke of ignorance, tyranny, and vice, the American people have been unable to acquire
knowledge, power, or [civic] virtue. The lessons we received and the models we studied, as pupils of such
pernicious teachers, were most destructive. We have been ruled more by deceit than by force, and we have been
degraded more by vice than by superstition. Slavery is the daughter of Darkness: an ignorant people is a blind
instrument of its own destruction. Ambition and intrigue abuse the credulity and experience of men lacking all
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political, economic, and civic knowledge; they adopt pure illusion as reality; they take license for liberty,
treachery for patriotism, and vengeance for justice. This situation is similar to that of the robust blind man who,
beguiled by his strength, strides forward with all the assurance of one who can see, but, upon hitting every variety
of obstacle, finds himself unable to retrace his steps.
If a people, perverted by their training, succeed in achieving their liberty, they will soon lose it, for it would be of
no avail to endeavor to explain to them that happiness consists in the practice of virtue; that the rule of law is
more powerful than the rule of tyrants, because, as the laws are more inflexible, everyone should submit to their
beneficent austerity; that proper morals, and not force, are the bases of law; and that to practice justice is to
practice liberty. Therefore, Legislators, your work is so much the more arduous, inasmuch as you have to
reeducate men who have been corrupted by erroneous illusions and false incentives. Liberty, says Rousseau, is a
succulent morsel, but one difficult to digest. Our weak fellow-citizens will have to strengthen their spirit greatly
before they can digest the wholesome nutriment of freedom. Their limbs benumbed by chains, their sight dimmed
by the darkness of dungeons, and their strength sapped by the pestilence of servitude, are they capable of
marching toward the august temple of Liberty without faltering? Can they come near enough to bask in its
brilliant rays and to breathe freely the pure air which reigns therein?
Legislators, mediate well before you choose. Forget not that you are to lay the political foundation for a newly
born nation which can rise to the heights of greatness that Nature has marked out for it if you but proportion this
foundation in keeping with the high plane that it aspires to attain. Unless your choice is based upon the peculiar
tutelary experience of the Venezuelan people-a factor that should guide you in determining the nature and form
of government you are about to adopt for the well-being of the people-and, I repeat, unless you happen upon the
right type of government, the result of our reforms will again be slavery....
The more I admire the excellence of the federal Constitution of Venezuela, the more I am convinced of the
impossibility of its application to our state. And, to my way of thinking, it is a marvel that its prototype in North
America endures so successfully and has not been overthrown at the first sign of adversity or danger. Although
the people of North America are a singular model of political virtue and moral rectitude; although the nation was
cradled in liberty, reared on freedom, and maintained by liberty alone; and-I must reveal everything- although
those people, so lacking in many respects, are unique in the history of mankind, it is a marvel, I repeat, that so
weak and complicated a government as the federal system has managed to govern them in the difficult and trying
circumstances of their past. But, regardless of the effectiveness of this form of government with respect to North
America, I must say that it has never for a moment entered my mind to compare the position and character of two
states as dissimilar as the English-American and the Spanish-American. Would it not be most difficult to apply to
Span the English system of political, civil, and religious liberty? Hence, it would be even more difficult to adapt
to Venezuela the laws of North America. Does not [Montesquieu's] L 'Esprit des lois state that laws should be
suited to the people for whom they are made; that it would be a major coincidence if those of one nation could be
adapted to another; that laws must take into account the physical conditions of the country, climate, character of
the land, location, size, and mode of living of the people; that they should be in keeping with the degree of liberty
that the Constitution can sanction respecting the religion of the inhabitants, their inclinations, resources, numbers,
commerce, habits, and customs? This is the code we must consult, not the code of Washington!
Questions for Analysis: What kind of government did Bolivar advocate? What arguments or ideas did he
offer to support his vision of government? For Bolivar, what were the legacies of Spanish rule and
colonialism?

11. The Sadler Report: Child Labor in the United Kingdom, 1832
By the early nineteenth century, the Industrial Revolution had spread from England and was beginning to
transform Europe from a rural to an urban society. In England, this transformation often depressed the living
standards of workers beneath even those of the cottage manufacturing system of an earlier era. In doing so,
however, it paved the way for its own reform, for it bared to the public eye in an aggravated form conditions that
had long existed but had passed relatively unnoticed. Poverty and misery could be overlooked as long as the
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workers remained scattered about the countryside, but once they were congregated in the hideous slums of the
Midlands industrial centers, their plight became too obvious to remain unheeded. Consequently, social reform
became the order of the day. Among the most prominent of the English reformers was the seventh Earl of
Shaftesbury (1801-1885), who concentrated on working conditions in the factories. At Shaftesbury's instigation,
another reformer, Michael Sadler, introduced a bill in Parliament in 1831 designed to regulate the working
conditions of children in textile mills. The bill was referred to a committee, with Sadler as chairman. The selection
that follows is an excerpt from the evidence presented before the committee. The committee's recommendations
resulted in the Factory Act of 1833, which limited the working hours of children and set up a system of inspection
to ensure that its regulations would be carried out.
Source: The Sadler Report: Report from the Committee on the Bill to Regulate the Labour of Children in the Mills
and Factories of the United Kingdom (London: House of Commons, 1823).

THE SADLER REPORT
Michael Thomas Sadler, Esquire, in the Chair
Mr. MATTHEW CRABTREE, called in; and Examined.
What age are you? -Twenty-two.
What is your occupation? – A blanket manufacture
Have you ever been employed in a factory? - Yes
At what age did you first go to work in one? - Eight
How long did you continue in that occupation? – Four years.
Will you state the hours of labour at the period when you first went to the factory, in ordinary times?
-From 6 in the morning to 8 at night.
Fourteen hours? - Yes.
With what intervals for refreshment and rest? – An hour at noon.
Then you had no resting time allowed in which to take your breakfast, or what is in Yorkshire called your "drinking"?
– No.
When trade was brisk what were your hours? – From 5 in the morning to 9 in the evening. Sixteen hours? – Yes.
With what intervals at dinner? - An hour.
How far did you live from the mill? -About two miles.
Was there any time allowed for you to get your breakfast in the mill? – No.
Did you take it before you left your home? - Generally.
During those long hours of labour could you be punctual; how did you awake? - I seldom did awake spontaneously; I
was most generally awoke or lifted out of bed, sometimes asleep, by my parents.
Were you always in time? – No.
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What was the consequence if you had been too late? - I was most commonly beaten.
Severely? - Very severely, I thought.
In whose factory was this? – Messrs. Hague & Cook's, of Dewsbury.
Will you state the effect that those long hours had upon the state of your health and feelings? - I was, when working
those long hours, commonly very much fatigued at night, when I left my work; so much so that I sometimes should
have slept as I walked if I had not stumbled and started awake again; and so sick often that I could not eat, and what I
did eat I vomited.
Did this labour destroy your appetite? - It did.
In what situation were you in that mill? - I was a piecener.
Will you state to this Committee whether piecening is a very laborious employment for children, or not? - It is a very
laborious employment. Pieceners are continually running to and fro, and on their feet the whole day.
The duty of the piecener is to take the cardings from one part of the machinery, and to place them on another? – Yes.
So that the labour is not only continual, but it is unabated to the last? - It is unabated to the last.
Do you not think, from your own experience, that the speed of the machinery is so calculated as to demand the
utmost exertions of a child supposing the hours were moderate? - It is as much as they could do at the best;
they are always upon the stretch, and it is commonly very difficult to keep up with their work.
State the condition of the children toward the latter part ofthe day, who have thus to keep up with the machinery. - It
is as much as they do when they are not very much fatigued to keep up with their work, and toward the close of the
day, when they come to be more fatigued, they cannot keep up with it very well, and the consequence is that they are
beaten to spur them on.
Were you beaten under those circumstances? – Yes.
Frequently? - Very frequently.
And principally at the latter end of the day? – Yes.
And is it your belief that if you had not been so beaten, you should not have got through the work? – I should not if I
had not been kept up to it by some means.
Does beating then principally occur at the latter end of the day, when the children are exceedingly fatigued? - It does
at the latter end of the day, and in the morning sometimes, when they are very drowsy, and have not got rid of the
fatigue of the day before.
What were you beaten with principally? -A strap.
Anything else? - Yes, a stick sometimes; and there is a kind of roller which runs on the top of the machine called a
billy, perhaps two or three yards in length, and perhaps an inch and a half or more in diameter; the circumference
would be four or five inches; I cannot speak exactly.
Were you beaten with that instrument? – Yes.
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Have you yourself been beaten, and have you seen other children struck severely with that roller? - I have been struck
very severely with it myself, so much so as to knock me down, and I have seen other children have their heads broken
with it.
You think that it is a general practice to beat the children with the roller? - It is.
You do not think then that you were worse treated than other children in the mill? – No, I was not, perhaps not so bad
as some were.
In those mills is chastisement towards the latter part of the day going on perpetually? – Perpetually. So that you can
hardly be in a mill without hearing constant crying? - Never an hour, I believe.
Do you think that if the over-looker were naturally a humane person it would be still found necessary for him to beat
the children, in order to keep up their attention and vigilance at the termination of those extraordinary days of labour?
– Yes, the machine turns off a regular quantity of cardings, and of course they must keep as regularly to their work the
whole of the day; they must keep with the machine, and therefore however humane the slubber may be, as he must
keep up with the machine or be found fault with, he spurs the children to keep up also by various means but that which
he commonly resorts to is to strap them when they become drowsy.
At the time when you were beaten for not keeping up with your work, were you anxious to have done it if you possibly
could? – Yes; the dread of being beaten if we could not keep up with our work was a sufficient impulse to keep us to it
if we could.
When you got home at night after this labour, did you feel much fatigued? - Very much so.
Had you any time to be with your parents, and to receive instruction from them? – No.
What did you do? -All that we did when we got home was to get the little bit of supper that was provided for us and go
to bed immediately. If the supper had not been ready directly, we should have gone to sleep while it was preparing.
Did you not, as a child, feel it a very grievous hardship to be roused so soon in the morning? - I did.
Were the rest of the children similarly circumstanced? -Yes, all of them; but they were not all of them so far from their
work as I was.
And if you had been too late you were under the apprehension of being cruelly beaten? - I generally was beaten when
I happened to be too late; and when I got up in the morning the apprehension of that was so great, that I used to run,
and cry all the way as I went to the mill.
That was the way by which your punctual attendance was secured? – Yes. And you do not think it could have been
secured by any other means? – No.
Then it is your impression from what you have seen, and from your own experience, that those long hours of labour
have the effect of rendering young persons who are subject to them exceedingly unhappy? – Yes.
You have already said it had a considerable effect upon your health? – Yes.
Do you conceive that it diminished your growth? - I did not pay much attention to that; but I have been examined by
some persons who said they thought I was rather stunted, and that I should have been taller if I had not worked at the
mill.
What were your wages at that time? – Three shillings [per week-Ed].
And how much a day had you for over-work when you were worked so exceedingly long? –A half-penny a day.
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Did you frequently forfeit that if you were not always there to a moment? -Yes; I most frequently forfeited what was
allowed for those long hours.
You took your food to the mill; was it in your mill, as is the case in cotton mills, much spoiled by being laid aside? - It
was very frequently covered by flies from the wool; and in that case they had to be blown off with the mouth, and
picked off with the fingers before it could be eaten.
So that not giving you a little leisure for eating your food, but obliging you to take it at the mill, spoiled your food
when you did get it? -Yes, very commonly.
And that at the same time that this over-labour injured your appetite? – Yes. Could you eat when you got home? -Not
always.
What is the effect of this piecening upon the hands? – It makes them bleed; the skin is completely rubbed off, and in
that case they bleed in perhaps a dozen parts.
The prominent parts of the hand? -Yes, all the prominent parts of the hand are rubbed down till they bleed;
every day they are rubbed in that way.
All the time you continue at work? -All the time we are working. The hands never can be hardened in that work, for the
grease keeps them soft in the first instance, and long and continual rubbing is always wearing them down, so that if
they were hard they would be sure to bleed.
Is it attended with much pain? – Very much.
Do they allow you to make use of the back of the hand? -No; the work cannot be so well done with the back of the
hand, or I should have made use of that.
Is the work done as well when you are so many hours engaged in it, as it would be if you were at it a less time?
- I believe it is not done so well in those long hours; toward the latter end of the day the children become completely
bewildered, and know not what they are doing, so that they spoil their work without knowing.
Then you do not think that the masters gain much by the continuance of the work to so great a length of time?
- I believe not.
Were there girls as well as boys employed in this manner? - Yes
Were they more tenderly treated by the overlookers, or were they worked and beaten in the same manner? There was
no difference in their treatment.
Were they beaten by the overlookers, or by the slubber? -By the slubber.
But the overlooker must have been perfectly aware of the treatment that the children endured at the mill?
Yes; and sometimes the overlooker beat them himself; but the man that they wrought under had generally the
management of them.
Did he pay them their wages?-No; their wages were paid by the master.
But the overlooker of the mill was perfectly well aware that they could not have performed the duty exacted
from them in the mill without being thus beaten?-Ibelieve he was.
You seem to say that this beating is absolutely necessary, in order to keep the children up to their work; is it universal
throughout all factories?-I have been in several other factories, and I have witnessed the same cruelty in them all.
Did you say that you were beaten for being too late? -Yes.
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Is it not the custom in many of the factories to impose fines upon children for being too late, instead of beating them?
– It was not in that factory.
What then were the fines by which you lost the money you gained by your long hours?-The spinner could not get on
so fast with his work when we happened to be too late; he could not begin his work so soon, and therefore it was taken
by him.
Did the slubber pay you your wages? -No, the master paid our wages. And the slubber took your fines from you? –
Yes.
Then you were fined as well as beaten?-There was nothing deducted from the ordinary scale of wages, but only from
that received for over-hours, and I had only that taken when I was too late, so that the fine was not regular.
When you were not working over-hours, were you so often late as when you were working over-hours? –Yes. You
were not very often late whilst you were not working over-hours?-Yes, I was often late when I was not
working over-hours; I had to go at six o'clock in the morning, and consequently had to get up at five to eat my
breakfast and go to the mill, and if I failed to get up by five I was too late; and it was nine o'clock before we could get
home, and then we went to bed; in the best times I could not be much above eight hours at home, reckoning dressing
and eating my meals, and everything.
Was it a blanket-mill in which you worked? – Yes.
Did you ever know that the beatings to which you allude inflicted a serious injury upon the children? - I do not
recollect any very serious injury, more than that they had their heads broken, if that may be called a serious injury; that
has often happened; I, myself, had no more serious injury than that.
You say that the girls as well as the boys were employed as you have described, and you observed no difference in
their treatment?-No difference.
The girls were beat in this unmerciful manner?-They were.
They were subject, of course, to the same bad effects from this over working?-Yes.
Could you attend an evening-school during the time you were employed in the mill?-No, that was completely
impossible.
Did you attend the Sunday-school?-Not very frequently when I work at the mill.
How then were you engaged during the Sunday? - I very often slept till it was too late for school time or for divine
worship, and the rest of the day I spent in walking out and taking a little fresh air.
Did your parents think that it was necessary for you to enjoy a little fresh air? - I believe they did; they never said
anything against it; before I went to the mill I used to go to the Sunday-school.
Did you frequently sleep nearly the whole of the day on Sunday? -Very often.
At what age did you leave that employment? – I was about 12 years old.
Why did you leave that place? – I went very late one morning, about seven o'clock, and I got severely beaten by the
spinner, and he turned me out of the mill, and I went home, and never went any more.
Was your attendance as good as the other children? –Being at rather a greater distance than some of them, I was
generally one of the latest.
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Where was your next work? - I worked as bobbin-winder in another part of the works of the same firm. How long
were you a bobbin-winder? -About two years, I believe.
What did you become after that? - A weaver.
How long were you a weaver? – I was a weaver till March in last year.
A weaver of what? -A blanket-weaver.
With the same firm? -With the same firm.
Did you leave them? -No; I was dismissed from my work for a reason which I am willing and anxious to explain.
Have you had opportunities of observing the way in which the children are treated in factories up to a late period? –
Yes.
You conceive that their treatment still remains as you first found it, and that the system is in great wantof regulation? It does.
Children you still observe to be very much fatigued and injured by the hours of labour? – Yes.
From your own experience, what is your opinion as to the utmost labour that a child in piecening could safely
undergo? -If I were appealed to from my own feelings to fix a limit, I should fix it at ten hours, or less.
And you attribute to longer hours all the cruelties that you describe?– A good deal of them.
Are the children sleepy in mills? – Very.
Are they more liable to accidents in the latter part of the day than in the other part? – I believe they are; I believe a
greater number of accidents happen in the latter part of the day than in any other. I have known them so sleepy that in
the short interval while the others have been going out, some of them have fallen asleep, and have been left there.
Is it an uncommon case for children to fall asleep in the mill, and remain there all night? -Not to remain there all
night; but I have known a case the other day, of a child whom the overlooker found when he went to lock the door, that
had been left there.
So that you think there has been no change for the better in the treatment of those children; is it your opinion that there
will be none, except Parliament interfere in their behalf? – It is my decided conviction.
Have you recently seen any cruelties in mills? – Yes; not long since I was in a mill and I saw a girl severely beaten; at a
mill called Hicklane Mill, in Batley; I happened to be in at the other end of the room, talking; and I heard the blows,
and I looked that way, and saw the spinner beating one of the girls severely with a large stick. Hearing the sound, led
me to look round, and to ask what was the mat-ter, and they said it was "Nothing but paying [beating-Ed.] ‘his
ligger-on.’”
What age was the girl? – About 12 years.
Was she very violently beaten? – She was.
Was this when she was over-fatigued? – It was in the afternoon.
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Can you speak as to the effect of this labour in the mills and factories on the morals of the children, as far as you have
observed? – As far as I have observed with regard to morals in the mills, there is every-thing about them that is
disgusting to every one conscious of correct morality.
Do you find that the children, the females especially, are very early demoralized in them? - They are.

Questions for Analysis: Based on the Report, summarize conditions in the factories. What effect did factory work
have on other aspects of the workers' lives?

12. Elizabeth Caddy Stanton, The Declaration of Sentiments, Seneca Falls Conference, 1848
The first women's rights convention in the United States occurred in Seneca Falls, New York in 1848. Elizabeth Cady
Stanton wrote most of the “Declaration of Sentiments” and modeled it after the Declaration of Independence. 68
women and 32 men signed the document including Frederick Douglass, an ex-slave and notable abolitionist. It
represents a landmark in the history of liberalism and the demand of American women to exercise civil rights equal to
those of men.
Source: Report of the Woman's Rights Convention, held at Seneca Falls, New York, July 19th and 20th, 1848.
When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one portion of the family of man to assume among the
people of the earth a position different from that which they have hitherto occupied, but one to which the laws of
nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare
the causes that impel them to such a course.
We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men and women are created equal; that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure
these rights governments are instituted, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed…
The history of mankind is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations on the part of man toward woman, having in
direct object the establishment of an absolute tyranny over her. To prove this, let facts be submitted to a candid world.
He has never permitted her to exercise her inalienable right to the elective franchise. He has compelled her to submit
to laws, in the formation of which she had no voice.
He has withheld from her rights which are given to the most ignorant and degraded men—both natives and foreigners.
Having deprived her of this first right of a citizen, the elective franchise, thereby leaving her without representation in
the halls of legislation, he has oppressed her on all sides.
He has made her, if married, in the eye of the law, civilly dead.
He has taken from her all right in property, even to the wages she earns.
He has made her, morally, an irresponsible being, as she can commit many crimes with impunity, provided they be
done in the presence of her husband. In the covenant of marriage, she is compelled to promise obedience to her
husband, he becoming, to all intents and purposes, her master—the law giving him power to deprive her of her liberty,
and to administer chastisement.
He has so framed the laws of divorce, as to what shall be the proper causes of divorce; in case of separation, to whom
the guardianship of the children shall be given; as to be wholly regardless of the happiness of women—the law, in all
cases, going upon the false supposition of the supremacy of man, and giving all power into his hands.
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After depriving her of all rights as a married woman, if single and the owner of property, he has taxed her to support a
government which recognizes her only when her property can be made profitable to it.
He has monopolized nearly all the profitable employments, and from those she is permitted to follow, she receives but
a scanty remuneration.
He closes against her all the avenues to wealth and distinction, which he considers most honorable to himself. As a
teacher of theology, medicine, or law, she is not known.
He has denied her the facilities for obtaining a thorough education—all colleges being closed against her.
He allows her in Church as well as State, but a subordinate position, claiming Apostolic authority for her exclusion
from the ministry, and, with some exceptions, from any public participation in the affairs of the Church.
He has created a false public sentiment, by giving to the world a different code of morals for men and women, by
which moral delinquencies which exclude women from society, are not only tolerated but deemed of little account in
man.
He has usurped the prerogative of Jehovah himself, claiming it as his right to assign for her a sphere of action, when
that belongs to her conscience and her God.
He has endeavored, in every way that he could to destroy her confidence in her own powers, to lessen her self-respect,
and to make her willing to lead a dependent and abject life.
Now, in view of this entire disfranchisement of one-half the people of this country, their social and religious
degradation,—in view of the unjust laws above mentioned, and because women do feel themselves aggrieved,
oppressed, and fraudulently deprived of their most sacred rights, we insist that they have immediate admission to all
the rights and privileges which belong to them as citizens of these United States.
In entering upon the great work before us, we anticipate no small amount of misconception, misrepresentation, and
ridicule; but we shall use every instrumentality within our power to effect our object. We shall employ agents,
circulate tracts, petition the State and national Legislatures, and endeavor to enlist the pulpit and the press in our
behalf. We hope this Convention will be followed by a series of Conventions, embracing every part of the country.
Firmly relying upon the final triumph of the Right and the True, we do this day affix our signatures to this declaration.
At the appointed hour the meeting convened. The minutes having been read, the resolutions of the day before were
read and taken up separately. Some, from their self-evident truth, elicited but little remark; others, after some
criticism, much debate, and some slight alterations, were finally passed by a large majority.
Questions for analysis: Apart from the call for voting rights, what else does Elizabeth Caddy Stanton identify as
oppressive to female liberty? How do you think American women reacted to the Declaration of Sentiments?

13. Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, from the Communist Manifesto
Karl Marx (1818-1883 CE) was a German revolutionary philosopher and theorist. Marx studied law and philosophy at
major German universities. An atheist and materialist, Marx believed the conflict between social classes (rich and
poor) explained social and political change. In 1842, he became the editor of a radical newspaper in Cologne,
Germany, after which point he moved to Paris, Brussels, and eventually London, where he would spend the rest of his
life. He and his wealthy friend Friedrich Engels (1820-1895) wrote the Communist Manifesto in 1848. Bourgeoisie
means the class of modern capitalists. Proletariat means the class of modern wage laborers who must sell their labor to
survive.
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Source: Karl Marx, The Communist Manifesto, trans. by Samuel Moore (1848).
PART I: “BOURGEOISIE AND PROLETARIAT”
The history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class struggles.
Freeman and slave, patrician and plebeian, lord and serf, guild-master and journeyman, in a word, oppressor and
oppressed, stood in constant opposition to one another, carried on an uninterrupted, now hidden, now open fight, a
fight that each time ended, either in a revolutionary reconstitution of society at large, or in the common ruin of the
contending classes.
In the earlier epochs of history, we find almost everywhere a complicated arrangement of society into various orders, a
manifold gradation of social rank. In ancient Rome we have patricians, knights, plebeians, slaves; in the Middle Ages,
feudal lords, vassals, guild-masters, journeymen, apprentices, serfs; in almost all of these classes, again, subordinate
gradations.
The modern bourgeois society that has sprouted from the ruins of feudal society has not done away with class
antagonisms. It has but established new classes, new conditions of oppression, new forms of struggle in place of the
old ones.
Our epoch, the epoch of the bourgeoisie, possesses, however, this distinct feature: it has simplified class antagonisms.
Society as a whole is more and more splitting up into two great hostile camps, into two great classes directly facing
each other — Bourgeoisie and Proletariat.
From the serfs of the Middle Ages sprang the chartered burghers of the earliest towns. From these burgesses the first
elements of the bourgeoisie were developed.
The discovery of America, the rounding of the Cape, opened up fresh ground for the rising bourgeoisie. The EastIndian and Chinese markets, the colonisation of America, trade with the colonies, the increase in the means of
exchange and in commodities generally, gave to commerce, to navigation, to industry, an impulse never before
known, and thereby, to the revolutionary element in the tottering feudal society, a rapid development.
The feudal system of industry, in which industrial production was monopolised by closed guilds, now no longer
sufficed for the growing wants of the new markets. The manufacturing system took its place. The guild-masters were
pushed on one side by the manufacturing middle class; division of labour between the different corporate guilds
vanished in the face of division of labour in each single workshop.
Meantime the markets kept ever growing, the demand ever rising. Even manufacturer no longer sufficed. Thereupon,
steam and machinery revolutionised industrial production. The place of manufacture was taken by the giant, Modern
Industry; the place of the industrial middle class by industrial millionaires, the leaders of the whole industrial armies,
the modern bourgeois.
Modern industry has established the world market, for which the discovery of America paved the way. This market
has given an immense development to commerce, to navigation, to communication by land. This development has, in
its turn, reacted on the extension of industry; and in proportion as industry, commerce, navigation, railways extended,
in the same proportion the bourgeoisie developed, increased its capital, and pushed into the background every class
handed down from the Middle Ages.
We see, therefore, how the modern bourgeoisie is itself the product of a long course of development, of a series of
revolutions in the modes of production and of exchange.
Each step in the development of the bourgeoisie was accompanied by a corresponding political advance of that class.
An oppressed class under the sway of the feudal nobility, an armed and self-governing association in the medieval
commune: here independent urban republic (as in Italy and Germany); there taxable “third estate” of the monarchy (as
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in France); afterwards, in the period of manufacturing proper, serving either the semi-feudal or the absolute monarchy
as a counterpoise against the nobility, and, in fact, cornerstone of the great monarchies in general, the bourgeoisie has
at last, since the establishment of Modern Industry and of the world market, conquered for itself, in the modern
representative State, exclusive political sway. The executive of the modern state is but a committee for managing the
common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie.
The bourgeoisie, historically, has played a most revolutionary part.
The bourgeoisie, wherever it has got the upper hand, has put an end to all feudal, patriarchal, idyllic relations. It has
pitilessly torn asunder the motley feudal ties that bound man to his “natural superiors”, and has left remaining no other
nexus between man and man than naked self-interest, than callous “cash payment”. It has drowned the most heavenly
ecstasies of religious fervour, of chivalrous enthusiasm, of philistine sentimentalism, in the icy water of egotistical
calculation. It has resolved personal worth into exchange value, and in place of the numberless indefeasible chartered
freedoms, has set up that single, unconscionable freedom — Free Trade. In one word, for exploitation, veiled by
religious and political illusions, it has substituted naked, shameless, direct, brutal exploitation.
PART II: "PROLETARIANS AND COMMUNISTS"
The proletariat will use its political supremacy to wrest, by degrees, all capital from the bourgeoisie, to centralise
all instruments of production in the hands of the State, i.e., of the proletariat organised as the ruling class; and to
increase the total of productive forces as rapidly as possible.
Of course, in the beginning, this cannot be effected except by means of despotic inroads on the rights of property,
and on the conditions of bourgeois production; by means of measures, therefore, which appear economically
insufficient and untenable, but which, in the course of the movement, outstrip themselves, necessitate further
inroads upon the old social order, and are unavoidable as a means of entirely revolutionising the mode of
production.
These measures will of course be different in different countries.
Nevertheless, in the most advanced countries, the following will be pretty generally applicable.
1. Abolition of property in land and application of all rents of land to public purposes.
2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax.
3. Abolition of all right of inheritance.
4. Confiscation of the property of all emigrants and rebels.
5. Centralisation of credit in the hands of the State, by means of a national bank with State capital and an
exclusive monopoly.
6. Centralisation of the means of communication and transport in the hands of the State.
7. Extension of factories and instruments of production owned by the State; the bringing into cultivation of
waste-lands, and the improvement of the soil generally in accordance with a common plan.
8. Equal liability of all to labour. Establishment of industrial armies, especially for agriculture.
9. Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries; gradual abolition of the distinction between town
and country, by a more equable distribution of the population over the country.
10. Free education for all children in public schools. Abolition of children's factory labour in its present form.
Combination of education with industrial production...
When, in the course of development, class distinctions have disappeared, and all production has been concentrated
in the hands of a vast association of the whole nation, the public power will lose its political character. Political
power, properly so called, is merely the organised power of one class for oppressing another. If the proletariat
during its contest with the bourgeoisie is compelled, by the force of circumstances, to organise itself as a class, if,
by means of a revolution, it makes itself the ruling class, and, as such, sweeps away by force the old conditions of
production, then it will, along with these conditions, have swept away the conditions for the existence of class
antagonisms and of classes generally, and will thereby have abolished its own supremacy as a class.
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In place of the old bourgeois society, with its classes and class antagonisms, we shall have an association, in which
the free development of each is the condition for the free development of all.

Questions for Analysis: How does Marx use history to explain his theory of social change? What type of society does
he believe will develop in the future?

14. Charles Darwin, from The Origin of the Species
Charles Darwin (1809-1882 CE) was an English naturalist. After earning a degree in theology from Cambridge
University, Darwin went on a five-year voyage on the H.M.S. Beagle to explore the coasts of South America.
Although he contracted a tropical disease from which he suffered the rest of his life, Darwin's research of fossils
and flora served as the basis for his controversial theory of natural selection, which he set forth in The Origin of
the Species (1859). Darwin applied this idea of evolutionary development to humans in The Descent of Man
(1871).
Source: Charles Darwin, The Origin of the Species (London: John Murray, 1859).
As natural selection acts solely by accumulating slight, successive, favorable variations, it can produce no great or
sudden modifications; it can act only by short and slow steps. Hence, the canon of "Natura non facit saltum,"
which every fresh addition to our knowledge tends to confirm, is on this theory intelligible. We can see why
throughout nature the same general end is gained by an almost infinite diversity of means, for every peculiarity
when once acquired is long inherited, and structures already modified in many different ways have to be adapted
for the same general purpose. We can, in short, see why nature is prodigal in variety, though niggard [stingy] in
innovation. But why this should be a law of nature if each species has been independently created no man can
explain.
Many other facts are, as it seems to me, explicable on this theory. How strange it is that a bird, under the form of a
woodpecker, should prey on insects on the ground; that upland geese which rarely or never swim, should possess
webbed feet; that a thrush-like bird should dive and feed on sub-aquatic insects; and that a petrel should have the
habits and structure fitting it for the life of an auk! and so in endless other cases. But on the view of each species
constantly trying to increase in member, with natural selection always ready to adapt the slowly varying
descendants of each to any unoccupied or ill-occupied place in nature, these facts cease to be strange, or might
even have been anticipated.
We can to a certain extent understand how it is that there is so much beauty throughout nature; for this may be
largely attributed to the agency of selection. That beauty, according to our sense of it, is not universal, must be
admitted by every one who will look at some venomous snakes, at some fishes, and at certain hideous bats with a
distorted resemblance to the human face. Sexual selection has given the most brilliant colors, elegant patterns, and
other ornaments to the males, and sometimes to both sexes of many birds, butterflies, and other animals. With
birds it has often rendered the voice of the male musical to the female, as well as to our ears. Flowers and fruit
have been rendered conspicuous by brilliant colors in contrast with the green foliage, in order that the flowers
may be easily seen, visited, and fertilized by insects, and the seeds disseminated by birds. How it comes that
certain colors, sounds, and forms should give pleasure to man and the lower animals-that is, how the sense of
beauty in its simplest form was first acquired-we do not know any more than how certain odors and favors were
first rendered agreeable.
'"Nature makes no leaps."
As natural selection acts by competition, it adapts and improves the inhabitants of each country only in relation to
their co-inhabitants; so that we need feel no surprise at the species of any one country, although on the ordinary
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view supposed to have been created and specially adapted for that country, being beaten and supplanted by the
naturalized productions from another land. Nor ought we to marvel if all the contrivances in nature be not, as far
as we can judge, absolutely perfect, as in the case even of the human eye; or if some of them be abhorrent to our
ideas of fitness. We need not marvel at the sting of the bee, when used against an enemy, causing the bee's own
death; at drones being produced in such great numbers for one single act, and being then slaughtered by their
sterile sisters; at the astonishing waste of pollen by our fir-trees; at the instinctive hatred of the queen-bee for her
own fertile daughters; at ichneumonidae [a wasp] feeding within the living bodies of caterpillars; or at other such
cases. The wonder indeed is, on the theory of natural selection, that more cases of the want of absolute perfection
have not been detected...
Authors of the highest eminence seem to be fully satisfied with the view that each species has been independently
created. To my mind it accords better with what we know of the laws impressed on matter by the Creator, that the
production and extinction of the past and present inhabitants of the world should have been due to secondary
causes, like those determining the birth and death of the individual. When I view all beings not as special
creations, but as the lineal descendants of some few beings which lived long before the first bed of the Cambrian
system was deposited, they seem to me to become ennobled. Judging from the past, we may safely infer that not
one living species will transmit its unaltered likeness to a distant futurity. And of the species now living very few
will transmit progeny of any kind to a far distant futurity; for the manner in which all organic beings are grouped,
shows that the greater number of species in each genus, and all the species in many genera, have left no
descendants, but have become utterly extinct. We can so far take a prophetic glance into futurity as to foretell that
it will be the common and widely-spread species, belonging to the larger and dominant groups within each class,
which will ultimately prevail and procreate new and dominant species. As all the living forms of life are the lineal
descendants of those which lived long before the Cambrian epoch, we may feel certain that the ordinary
succession by generation has never once been broken, and that no cataclysm has desolated the whole world.
Hence we may look with some confidence to a secure future of great length. And as natural selection works
solely by and for the good of each being, all corporeal and mental endowments will tend to progress towards
perfection.
It is interesting to contemplate a tangled bank, clothed with many plants of many kinds, with birds singing on the
bushes, with various insects flitting about, and with worms crawling through the damp earth, and to reflect that
these elaborately constructed forms, so different from each other, and dependent upon each other in so complex a
manner, have all been produced by laws acting around us. These laws, taken in the largest sense, being Growth
with Reproduction; Inheritance which is almost implied by reproduction; Variability from the indirect and direct
action of the conditions of life, and from use and disuse: a Ratio of Increase so high as to lead to a Struggle for
Life, and as a consequence to Natural Selection, entailing Divergence of Character and the Extinction of lessimproved forms. Thus, from the war of nature, from famine and death, the most exalted object which we are
capable of conceiving, namely, the production of the higher animals, directly follows. There is grandeur in this
view of life, with its several powers, having been originally breathed by the Creator into a few forms or into one;
and that, whilst this planet has gone cycling on according to the fixed law of gravity, from so simple a beginning
endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are being evolved.
Questions for Analysis: According to this passage, does Darwin see any role for a Creator? If so, how would you
describe this role? How does Darwin think that his theory of natural selection ennobles mankind?

15. President Millard Fillmore, Letter to the Emperor of Japan, 1852
Millard Fillmore was the thirteenth president of the United States (1850-1853). In 1852, he sent a letter to the
emperor of Japan seeking friendly commercial relations between the two countries. For this historic mission,
Commodore Matthew C. Perry of the U.S. Navy was chosen. He led three steam frigates and five other ships-a
quarter of the American navy-to Japan. The following is President Fillmore's letter, dated November 13, 1852.
Source: Roger Pineau, ed., The Japan Expedition, 1852-1854, The Personal Journal of Commodore Matthew C.
Perry (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1968), pp. 220-21.
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LETTER OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO THE EMPEROR OF JAPAN
Great and Good Friend!
I send you this public letter by Commodore Matthew C. Perry, an officer of highest rank in the Navy of the
United States, and commander of the squadron now visiting Your Imperial Majesty's dominions. I have directed
Commodore Perry to assure Your Imperial Majesty that I entertain the kindest feelings toward Your Majesty's
person and government, and that I have no other object in sending him to Japan but to propose to Your Imperial
Majesty that the United States and Japan should live in friendship and have commercial intercourse with each other.
The constitution and laws of the United States forbid all interference with the religious or political concerns of
other nations. I have particularly charged Commodore Perry to abstain from every act which could possibly
disturb the tranquility of Your Imperial Majesty's dominions.
The United States of America reach from ocean to ocean, and our territory of Oregon and state of California lie
directly opposite to the dominions of Your Imperial Majesty. Our steamships can go from California to Japan in
eighteen days.
Our great state of California produces about sixty millions of dollars in gold every year, besides silver, quicksilver,
precious stones, and many other valuable articles. Japan is also a rich and fertile country and produces many very
valuable articles. Your Imperial Majesty's subjects are skilled in many of the arts. I am desirous that our two
countries should trade with each other for the benefit both of Japan and the United States.
We know that the ancient laws of Your Imperial Majesty's government do not allow of foreign trade except
with the Dutch. But as the state of the world changes, and new governments are formed, it seems to be wise
from time to time to make new laws. There was a time when the ancient laws of Your Imperial Majesty's
government were first made. About the same time America, which is sometimes called the New World, was
first discovered and settled by the Europeans. For a long time there were but a few people, and they were poor.
They have now become quite numerous; their commerce is very extensive; and they think that if your Imperial
Majesty were so far to change the ancient laws as to allow a free trade between the two countries, it would be
extremely beneficial to both.
If Your Imperial Majesty is not satisfied that it would be safe, altogether, to abrogate the ancient laws which
forbid foreign trade, they might be suspended for five or ten years, so as to try the experiment. If it does not prove
as beneficial as was hoped, the ancient laws can be restored. The United States often limits its treaties with foreign
states to a few years, and then renew them or not, as they please.
I have directed Commodore Perry to mention another thing to Your Imperial Majesty. Many of our ships pass every
year from California to China, and great numbers of our people pursue the whale fishery near the shores of Japan. It
sometimes happens in stormy weather that one of our ships is wrecked on Your Imperial Majesty's shores. In all such
cases we ask and expect that our unfortunate people should be treated with kindness, and that their property should be
protected till we can send a vessel and bring them away. We are very much in earnest in this.
Commodore Perry is also directed by me to represent to Your Imperial Majesty that we understand that there is a
great abundance of coal and provisions in the empire of Japan. Our steam ships, in crossing the great ocean, bum a
great deal of coal, and it is not convenient to bring it all the way from America. We wish that our steam ships and
other vessels should be allowed to stop in Japan and supply themselves with coal, provisions, and water. They will
pay for them in money, or anything else Your Imperial Majesty's subjects may prefer, and we request Your Imperial
Majesty to appoint a convenient port in the southern part of the empire where our vessels may stop for this purpose.
We are very desirous of this.
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These are the only objects for which I have sent Commodore Perry with a powerful squadron to pay a visit to Your
Imperial Majesty's renowned city of Edo: friendship, commerce, a supply of coal, and provisions and protection
for our shipwrecked people.
We have directed Commodore Perry to beg Your Imperial Majesty's acceptance of a few presents. They are of no
great value in themselves, but some of them may serve as specimens of the articles manufactured in the United
States, and they are intended as tokens of our sincere and respectful friendship.
May the Almighty have Your Imperial Majesty in his great and holy keeping!
In witness whereof I have caused the great seal of the United States to be hereto affixed, and have subscribed the same
with my name, at the city of Washington in America, the seal of my government, on the thirteenth day of the month of
November, in the year one thousand eight hundred and fifty-two.
Your good friend,
Millard Fillmore
Questions for Analysis: Do you think the US President had the right to make these demands of Japan’s Tokugawa
Shogun (supreme political leader)? What do you find striking about this document?

16. The Treaty of Nanjing, 1842
From ancient times, trade existed between China and the West, particularly over the long "silk road." Besides
silk, other Chinese products like tea, spices, and porcelain ("china") were greatly prized in Europe and later in
America. But the overland route was long and difficult, so, increasingly, efforts were made to develop trade by
sea. Two ports were opened on the south coast of China, Macao by the Portuguese in 1557 and nearby Canton by
the British and others in the early eighteenth century. Because these allowed only a limited and restricted trade,
European merchants and their governments began to apply pressure to have China opened more widely to them
commercially. In their turn, the Chinese, suspicious and disdainful of the West, offered stiff and continuing
resistance to any change. The British, rebuffed in their efforts to gain a privileged trading relationship with China,
soon turned to illicit endeavors. They began the mass production of opium in India, which was then smuggled
into China. This underground trade led eventually to the Opium War in 1839, in which the British were
victorious. The following document, the Treaty of Nanjing, stipulates the concessions that China made to the
British following the Opium War.
Source: J. Mason Gentzler, ed., Changing China: Readings in the History of China from the Opium War to the
Present
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and His Majesty the Emperor of
China, being desirous of putting an end to the misunderstandings and consequent hostilities which have arisen
between the two countries, have resolved to conclude a treaty for that purpose, and have therefore named as
their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say:
Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, Sir Henry Pottinger, Bart, a Major-General in the service
of the East India Company, &c.; And His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China, the High Commissioners
Keying, a Member of the Imperial House, a guardian of the Crown Prince, and General of the garrison of
Canton; and Elepoo, of the Imperial Kindred, graciously permitted to wear the insignia of the first rank, and the
distinction of a peacock's feather, lately Minister and Governor-General, &c., and now Lieutenant-General
Commanding at Chapoo.
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Who, after having communicated to each other their respective full powers, and found them to be in good and
due form, have agreed upon and concluded the following Articles:
ARTICLE I
Peace and Friendship. Protection of Person and Property.
There shall henceforward be peace and friendship between Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland and His Majesty the Emperor of China, and between their respective subjects, who
shall enjoy full security and protection for their persons and property within the dominions of the other.
ARTICLE II
Canton, Amoy, Foochow, Ningpo, and Shanghai opened to British Subjects and their Trade. His majesty the
Emperor of China agrees, that British subjects, with their families and establishments, shall be allowed to reside,
for the purpose of carrying on their mercantile pursuits, without molestation or restraint, at the cities and towns
of Canton, Amoy, Foochowfoo, Ningpoo, and Shanghai.
Appointment of British Superintendents or Consuls at those places; their Duties.
And Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain, &c., will appoint Superintendents, or Consular Officers, to reside at
each of the above named cities or towns, to be the medium of communication between the Chinese authorities and
the said merchants, and to see that the just duties and other dues of the Chinese Government, as hereafter
provided for, are duly discharged by Her Britannic Majesty's subjects.
ARTICLE III
Cession of Hong Kong to Great Britain.
It being obviously necessary and desirable that British subjects should have some port at which they may careen
and refit their ships, when required, and keep stores for that purpose, His Majesty the Emperor of China cedes
to Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain, &c., the Island of Hong Kong. To be possessed in perpetuity by Her
Britannic Majesty, her heirs and successors, and to be governed by such laws and regulations as Her Majesty
the Queen of Great Britain, &c., shall see fit to direct.
ARTICLE IV
Indemnity, Payment by China of 6,000,000 dollars for value of Opium delivered up as a Ransom for
British Subjects.
The Emperor of China agrees to pay the Sum of 6,000,000 dollars, as the value of the Opium which was
delivered up at Canton in the month of March, 1839, as a ransom for the lives of Her Britannic Majesty's
Superintendent and subjects, who had been imprisoned and threatened with death by the Chinese High Officers.
ARTICLE V
Abolition of Privileges of Hong Merchants at Ports of residence of British Merchants. Payment by China of
3,000,000 dollars, for Debts due to British Subjects by certain Hong Merchants.
The Government of China having compelled the British merchants trading at Canton to deal exclusively with
certain Chinese merchants, called Hong merchants (or Co-Hong), who had been licensed by the Chinese Government
for that purpose, the Emperor of China agrees to abolish that practice in future at all ports where British
merchants may reside, and to permit them to carry their mercantile transactions with whatever persons they
please; and His Imperial Majesty further agrees to pay to the British Governments the sum of 3,000,000
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dollars, on account of debts due to British subjects by some of the Hong merchants on Co-Hong, who have
become insolvent, and who owe very large sums of money to subjects of Her Britannic Majesty.
ARTICLE VI
Indemnity, Payment by China of 12,000,000 dollars for Expenses of British Expedition to demand
Redress. Deduction of ransom received by British Forces for Chinese towns.
The Government of Her Britannic Majesty having obliged to send out an expedition to demand and obtain redress
for the violent and unjust proceedings of the Chinese High Authorities towards Her Britannic Majesty's Officers
and subjects, the Emperor of China agrees to pay the sum of 12,000,000 dollars, on account of the expenses
incurred; and Her Britannic Majesty's Plenipotentiary voluntarily agrees, on behalf of Her Majesty, to deduct
from said amount of 12,000,000 dollars, any sum which may have been received by Her Majesty's combined
forces, as ransom for cities and towns in China, subsequent to the 1st day of August, 1841.
ARTICLE X
Tariff to be issued of Import, Export, and Transit Duties
His Majesty the Emperor of China agrees to establish at all the ports which are, by Article II of this Treaty, to
be thrown open for the resort of British merchants, a fair and regular tariff of export and import customs and
other dues, which tariff shall be publicly notified and promulgated for general information.
Transit Duties on British Goods conveyed by Chinese into the Interior
And the Emperor further engages, that when British merchandise shall have once paid at any of the said ports
the regulated customs and dues, agreeable to the tariff to be hereafter fixed, such merchandise may be conveyed
by Chinese merchants to any province or city in the interior of the Empire of China, on paying a further amount
as transit duties, which shall not exceed ??? percent on the tariff value of such goods.
Questions for Analysis: The Treaty of Nanjing was the first of many treaties that European powers signed with
China after the Opium War. These treaties are often referred to as "Unequal Treaties." Why do you think this is?

17. Karl Pearson, Social Darwinism and Imperialism, 1900
One of the intellectual foundations of the New Imperialism was the doctrine of social Darwinism, a
pseudoscientific application of Darwin's ideas about biology to nations and races. The impact of social Darwinism
was substantial. In the selection that follows, an Englishman, Karl Pearson (1857-1936), attempts to connect
concepts from evolutionary theory – the struggle for survival and the survival of the fittest – to the development of
human societies.
Source: Karl Pearson, National Life from the Standpoint of Science, 2nd ed. (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University
Press, 1907), pp. 21, 26-27, 64.

History shows me one way, and one way only, in which a state of civilisation has been produced, namely, the
struggle of race with race, and the survival of the physically and mentally fitter race. This dependence of progress
on the survival of the fitter race, terribly black as it may seem to some of you, gives the struggle for existence its
redeeming features; it is the fiery crucible out of which comes the finer metal. You may hope for a time when the
sword shall be turned into the ploughshare, when American and German and English traders shall no longer
compete in the markets of the world for raw materials, for their food supply, when the white man and the dark
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shall share the soil between them, and each till it as he lists. But, believe me, when that day comes mankind will
no longer progress; there will be nothing to check the fertility of inferior stock; the relentless law of heredity will
not be controlled and guided by natural selection. Man will stagnate.... The path of progress is strewn with the
wreck of nations; traces are everywhere to be seen of the hecatombs of inferior races, and of victims who found
not the narrow way to the greater perfection. Yet these dead peoples are, in very truth, the stepping stones on
which mankind has arisen to the higher intellectual and deeper emotional life of today.
Questions for Analysis: How does the author connect Darwin's ideas to the concept of human progress? How do
the author's ideas justify imperial expansion?

18. Bal Gangadhar Tilak, Address to the Indian National Congress, 1907
Bal Gangadhar Tilak (1856-1920) was an Indian nationalist who demanded independence from British rule. He was a
leader in the Indian National Congress, an organization created by English-speaking Indians in 1885. Tilak demanded
"Swaraj [self-rule] for India. What follows is an excerpt from Tilak's address to Indian National Congress in 1907.
Source: Bal Gangadhar Tilak (1856-1920): Address to the Indian National Congress, 1907, reprinted in William T. de
Bary et al., Sources of Indian Tradition (New York: Columbia University Press, 1958), pp. 719-723.

Two new words have recently come into existence with regard to our politics, and they are Moderates and Extremists.
These words have a specific relation to time, and they, therefore, will change with time. The Extremists of today will
be Moderates tomorrow, just as the Moderates of today were Extremists yesterday. When the National Congress was
first started and Mr. Dadabhai's views, which now go for Moderates, were given to the public, he was styled an
Extremist, so that you will see that the term Extremist is an expression of progress. We are Extremists today and our
sons will call themselves Extremists and us Moderates. Every new party begins as Extremists and ends as Moderates.
The sphere of practical politics is not unlimited. We cannot say what will or will not happen 1,000 years hence perhaps during that long period, the whole of the white race will be swept away in another glacial period. We must,
therefore, study the present and work out a program to meet the present condition.
It is impossible to go into details within the time at my disposal. One thing is granted, namely, that this government
does not suit us. As has been said by an eminent statesman - the government of one country by another can never be a
successful, and therefore, a permanent government. There is no difference of opinion about this fundamental
proposition between the old and new schools. One fact is that this alien government has ruined the country. In the
beginning, all of us were taken by surprise. We were almost dazed. We thought that everything that the rulers did was
for our good and that this English government has descended from the clouds to save us from the invasions of
Tamerlane and Ghengis Khan, and, as they say, not only from foreign invasions but from internecine warfare, or the
internal or external invasions, as they call it…
We are not armed, and there is no necessity for arms either. We have a stronger weapon, a political weapon, in
boycott. We have perceived one fact, that the whole of this administration, which is carried on by a handful of
Englishmen, is carried on with our assistance. We are all in subordinate service. This whole government is carried on
with our assistance and they try to keep us in ignorance of our power of cooperation between ourselves by which that
which is in our own hands at present can be claimed by us and administered by us. The point is to have the entire
control in our hands. I want to have the key of my house, and not merely one stranger turned out of it. Selfgovernment is our goal; we want a control over our administrative machinery. We don't want to become clerks and
remain [clerks]. At present, we are clerks and willing instruments of our own oppression in the hands of' an alien
government, and that government is ruling over us not by its innate strength but by keeping us in ignorance and
blindness to the perception of this fact. Professor Seeley shares this view. Every Englishman knows that they are a
mere handful in this country and it is the business of every one of them to befool you in believing that you are weak
and they are strong. This is politics. We have been deceived by such policy so long. What the new party wants you to
do is to realize the fact that your future rests entirely in your own hands. If you mean to be free, you can be free; if you
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do not mean to be free, you will fall and be for ever fallen. So many of you need not like arms; but if you have not the
power of active resistance, have you not the power of self-denial and self-abstinence in such a way as not to assist this
foreign government to rule over you? This is boycott and this is what is meant when we say, boycott is a political
weapon. We shall not give them assistance to collect revenue and keep peace. We shall not assist them in fighting
beyond the frontiers or outside India with Indian blood and money. We shall not assist them in carrying on the
administration of justice. We shall have our own courts, and when time comes we shall not pay taxes. Can you do that
by your united efforts? If you can, you are free from tomorrow. Some gentlemen who spoke this evening referred to
half bread as against the whole bread. I say I want the whole bread and that immediately. But if I cannot get the whole,
don't think that I have no patience.
I will take the half they give me and then try for the remainder. This is the line of thought and action in which you
must train yourself. We have not raised this cry from a mere impulse. It is a reasoned impulse. Try to understand that
reason and try to strengthen that impulse by your logical convictions. I do not ask you to blindly follow us. Think over
the whole problem for yourselves. If you accept our advice, we feel sure we can achieve our salvation thereby. This is
the advice of the new party. Perhaps we have not obtained a full recognition of our principles. Old prejudices die very
hard. Neither of us wanted to wreck the Congress, so we compromised, and were satisfied that our principles were
recognized, and only to a certain extent. That does not mean that we have accepted the whole situation. We may have
a step in advance next year, so that within a few years our principles will be recognized, and recognized to such an
extent that the generations who come after us may consider us Moderates. This is the way in which a nation
progresses, and this is the lesson you have to learn from the struggle now going on. This is a lesson of progress, a
lesson of helping yourself as much as possible, and if you really perceive the force of it, if you are convinced by these
arguments, then and then only is it possible for you to effect your salvation from the alien rule under which you labor
at this moment.
Questions for Analysis: What does Tilak say the basic strategy for gaining India’s independence must be?

19. Excerpts from the Writings of Mohandas Gandhi, 1920-1940
Mohandas Gandhi (1868-1948) was born in northwest India, the son of a government official. He studied law in
London and practiced law helping Indian clients in British South Africa. In 1915 he returned to his homeland and
developed a philosophy of non-violence resistance to British rule. His philosophy, satyagraha, was based on the
Hindu concept of ahimsa meaning ‘non-violence’. Over the next thirty years Gandhi was India’s preeminent advocate
of independence from the British Empire. What follows are excerpts of his writings in Young India, a newspaper.
Source: Issues of Young India are available on https://www.mkgandhi.org/ebks/gandhiebooks.htm

Nonviolence in its dynamic condition means conscious suffering. It does not mean meek submission to the will of the
evil-doer, but it means the putting of one’ whole soul against the will of the tyrant. Working under this law of our
beings, it is possible for a single individual to defy the whole might of an unjust empire to save his honour, his
religion, his soul and lay the foundation for that empire’s fall or its regeneration. February 11, 1920
What was the larger ‘symbiosis’ that Buddha and Christ preached? Gentleness and love. Buddha fearlessly carried the
war into the enemy’s camp and brought down on its knees an arrogant priesthood. Christ drove out the moneychangers from the temple of Jerusalem and drew down curses from heaven upon the hypocrites and the Pharisees.
Both were for intensely direct action. But even as Buddha and Christ chastised, they showed unmistakable love and
gentleness behind every act of theirs. May 12, 1920
The doctrine of violence has reference only to the doing of injury by one to another. Suffering injury in one’s own
person is on the contrary of the essence of non-violence and is the chosen substitute for violence to others. It is not
because I value life low that I can countenance with joy thousands voluntarily losing their lives for satyagraha, but
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because I know that it results in the long run in the least loss of life and what is more, it ennobles those who lose their
lives and morally enriches the world for their sacrifice. October 8, 1925
I hold myself to be incapable of hating any being on earth. By a long course of prayerful discipline, I have ceased for
over forty years to hate anybody. I know this is a big claim. Nevertheless, I make it in all humility. But I can and do
hate evil wherever it exists. I hate the system of government that the British people have set up in India. I hate the
ruthless exploitation of India even as I hate from the bottom of my heart the hideous system of untouchability for
which millions of Hindus have made themselves responsible. But I do not hate the domineering Hindus. I seek to
reform them in all the loving ways that are open to me. My non-co-operation has its roots not in hatred, but in love.
My personal religion peremptorily forbids me to hate anybody. August 6, 1925
A satyagrahi must never forget the distinction between evil and the evil-doer. He must not harbour ill-will or
bitterness against the latter. He may not even employ needlessly offensive language against the evil person, however
unrelieved his evil might be. For it is an article of faith with every satyagrahi that there is no one so fallen in this
world but can be converted by love. A satyagrahi will always try to overcome evil by good, anger by love, untruth by
truth, ahimsa by ahimsa. There is no other way of purging the world of evil. August 8, 1929
I am more concerned in preventing the brutalization of human nature than in the prevention of the sufferings of my
own people. I know that people who voluntarily undergo a course of suffering raise themselves and the whole of
humanity; but I also know that people who become brutalized in their desperate efforts to get victory over their
opponents or to exploit weaker nations or weaker men, not only drag down themselves but mankind also. And it
cannot be a matter of pleasure to me or anyone else to see human nature dragged to the mire. If we are all sons of the
same God and partake of the same divine essence, we must partake of the sin of every person whether he belongs to us
or to another race. You can understand how repugnant it must be to invoke the beast in any human being, how much
more so in Englishmen, among whom I count numerous friends. I invite you all to give all the help that you can in the
endeavour that I am making. October 29, 1931
Questions for Analysis: What do you make of Ghandi’s argument that violence can never be used to resist and
evildoer? Is it naïve?

20. Vladimir Lenin, Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism, 1916
One of the most famous attempts at a comprehensive answer to the question, what is imperialism? was given by
Vladimir Lenin, one of the core figures in the Russian Revolution of 1917. Lenin, a Marxist theoretician,
concluded in essence that the imperialism of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was a product of
finance or monopoly capitalism in Europe and the United States. He claimed that competition within the capitalist
world had largely been replaced by the dominance of monopolies of cartels and banks. In his estimation,
European countries and the United States were so aggressive in their overseas adventures because they were
largely working in the interests of financial capitalists. Lenin was trying to find a systematic explanation for the
dramatic territorial and political shifts associated with the period 1870 to 1914. For him, imperialism was a sign
of the desperate state that European capitalism had reached as it moved into an era dominated by financial
monopolies. This selection, drawn from different sections of Lenin's Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism
(first published in 1916 in Zurich while Lenin was still in exile), contains his definition of imperialism and his
claims about territorial and political shifts caused by imperialistic conquests.
Source: Vladimir Lenin. Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism. Moscow: Foreign Languages Publishing
House, no date. Pp. 141-44, 121-25.
Imperialism, as a Special Stage of Capitalism
[...] Imperialism emerged as the development and direct continuation of the fundamental characteristics of
capitalism in general. But capitalism only became capitalist imperialism at a definite and very high stage of its
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development, when certain of its fundamental characteristics began to change into their opposites, when the
features of the epoch of transition from capitalism to a higher social and economic system had taken shape and
revealed themselves all along the line. Economically, the main thing in this process is the displacement of
capitalist free competition by capitalist monopoly. Free competition is the fundamental characteristic of
capitalism, and of commodity production generally; monopoly is the exact opposite of free competition, but we
have seen the latter being transformed into monopoly before our eyes, creating large-scale industry and forcing
out small industry, replacing large-scale by still larger-scale industry, and carrying concentration of production
and capital to the point where out of it has grown and is growing monopoly: cartels, syndicates and trusts, and
merging with them, the capital of a dozen or so banks, which manipulate thousands of millions. At the same time
the monopolies, which have grown out of free competition, do not eliminate the latter, but exist over it and
alongside of it, and thereby give rise to a number of very acute, intense antagonisms, frictions and conflicts.
Monopoly is the transition from capitalism to a higher system.
If it were necessary to give the briefest possible definition of imperialism we should have to say that imperialism
is the monopoly stage of capitalism. Such a definition would include what is most important, for, on the one hand,
finance capital is the bank capital of a few very big monopolist banks, merged with the capital of the monopolist
combines of industrialists; and, on the other hand, the division of the world is the transition from a colonial policy
which has extended without hindrance to territories unseized by any capitalist power, to a colonial policy of
monopolistic possession of the territory of the world which has been completely divided up.
But very brief definitions, although convenient, for they sum up the main points, are nevertheless inadequate,
since very important features of the phenomenon that has to be defined have to be especially deduced. And so,
without forgetting the conditional and relative value of all definitions in general, which can never embrace all the
concatenations of a phenomenon in its complete development, we must give a definition of imperialism that will
include the following five of its basic features: 1) the concentration of production and capital has developed to
such a high stage that it has created monopolies which play a decisive role in economic life; 2) the merging of
bank capital with industrial capital, and the creation, on the basis of this "financial capital," of a financial
oligarchy; 3) the export of capital as distinguished from the export of commodities acquires exceptional
importance; 4) the formation of international monopolist capitalist combines which share the world among
themselves; and 5) the territorial division of the whole world among the biggest capitalist powers is completed.
Imperialism is capitalism in that stage of development in which the dominance of monopolies and finance capital
has established itself; in which the export of capital has acquired pronounced importance; in which the division of
the world among the international trusts has begun; in which the division of all territories of the globe among the
biggest capitalist powers has been completed. [...]
The Division of the World among the Great Powers
In his book, on "the territorial development of the European colonies," A Supan, the geographer, gives the
following brief summary of this development at the end of the nineteenth century

PERCENTAGE OF TERRITORY BELONGING TO THE EUROPEAN COLONIAL POWERS (INCLUDING
THE UNITED STATES)
Increase
1876
1900
or Decrease
In Africa
10.8%
90.4%
+79.6%
In Polynesia
56.8%
98.9%
+42.1%
In Asia
51.5%
56.6%
+5.1%
In Australia
100.0%
100.0%
In America
27.5%
27.2%
-0.3%
"The characteristic feature of this period," he concludes, "is, therefore, the division of Africa and Polynesia."
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As there are no unoccupied territories-that is, territories that do not belong to any state-in Asia and America, it
is necessary to amplify Supan's conclusion and say that the characteristic feature of the period under review is the
final partition of the globe-final, not in the sense that a repartition is impossible; on the contrary, repartitions are
possible and inevitable-but in the sense that the colonial policy of the capitalist countries has completed the
seizure of the unoccupied territory on our planet. For the first time the world is completely divided up, so that in
the future only redivision is possible, i.e., territories can only pass from one "owner" to another, instead of passing
as ownerless territory to an "owner."
Hence, we are passing through a peculiar epoch of world colonial policy, which is most closely connected with
the "latest stage in the development of capitalism," with finance capital. For this reason, it is essential first of all to
deal in great details with the facts, in order to ascertain as exactly as possible what distinguishes this epoch from
those preceding it, and what the present situation is. In the first place, two questions of fact arise here: is an
intensification of colonial policy, a sharpening of the struggle for colonies, observed precisely in the epoch of
finance capital? And how, in this respect, is the world divided at the present time?
The American writer, Morris, in his book on the history of colonization, made an attempt to sum up the data on
the colonial possessions of Great Britain, France and Germany during different periods of the nineteenth century.
The following is a brief summary of the results he obtained:
For Great Britain, the period of the enormous expansion of colonial conquests is that between 1860 and 1880, and
it was also very considerable in the last twenty years of the nineteenth century. For France and Germany this
period falls precisely in these twenty years. We saw above that the development of pre-monopoly capitalism, of
capitalism in which free competition was predominant, reached its limit in the 1860's and 1870's. We now see that
it is precisely after that period that the tremendous "boom" in colonial conquests begins, and that the struggle for
the territorial division of the world becomes extraordinarily sharp. It is beyond doubt, therefore, that capitalism's
transition to the stage of monopoly capitalism, to finance capital, is connected with the intensification of the
struggle for the partition of the world.
Hobson, in his work on imperialism, marks the years 1884-1900 as the epoch of intensified "expansion" of the
chief European states. According to his estimate, Great Britain during these years acquired 3,700,000 square
miles of territory with a population of 57,000,000; France acquired 3,600,000 square miles with a population of
36,500,000; Germany 1,000,000 square miles with a population of 14,700,000; Belgium 900,000 square miles
with 30,000,000 inhabitants; Portugal 800,000 square miles with 9,000,000 inhabitants. The hunt for colonies by
all the capitalist states at the end of the nineteenth century and particularly since the 1880's is a commonly known
fact in the history of diplomacy and of foreign policy. [...]
COLONIAL POSSESSIONS
Great Britain

France Germany

Year

Area

Pop

Area

Pop

Area

Pop

(mill. Sq. m.)
?
2.5
7.7
9.3

(mill.)
126.4
145.1
267.9
309.0

(mill. Sq. m.)
.02
.2
.7
3.7

(mill.)
.5
3.4
7.5
56.4

(mill. Sq. m.)

(mill.)

1815-30
1860
1880
1899

1.0

14.7

Questions for Analysis: According to Lenin, how has monopoly capitalism led to imperialism? Which parts of the
world have been most affected by imperialism in his view?
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21. The Mexican Constitution, 1917
The Mexican Revolution (1910-1917) was a multi-sided civil war that saw many different factions seize territory
demand changes related to land, labor, and politics. In 1917, President Venustiano Carranza convoked a
Constitutional Congress and gave the participants, most of whom were university-educated professionals, orders to
produce a document that would appeal to workers, peasants, and reformers nationwide. Famous revolutionaries such
as Emiliano Villa and Pancho Zapata did not attend the Congress, but the document incorporated many of their
demands. The constitution, exceptionally progressive for the time, heralded the arrival of economic and cultural
nationalism in Latin America.
Translated by M. Fernanda Gomez Aban
Article 2
The Mexican Nation is unique and indivisible. The nation is multicultural, based originally on its indigenous peoples,
described as descendants of those inhabiting the country before colonization and that preserve their own social,
economic, cultural and political institutions, or some of them.
Consciousness of indigenous identity will be the fundamental criteria to determine to whom apply the provisions on
indigenous people.
An indigenous community is defined as the community that constitutes a cultural, economic and social unit settled in a
territory and that recognizes its own authorities, according to their customs.
Article 3
All people have the right of education. The State – Federation, States, Federal District and Municipalities – will
provide preschool, elementary, middle and high education. Preschool, elementary and middle educations are
considered as basic education; these and the high school education will be mandatory.
Education provided by the State shall develop harmoniously all human abilities and will stimulate in pupils the love
for the country, respect for human rights and the principles of international solidarity, independence and justice. •
Reference to fraternity/solidarity.
The State will guarantee the quality in mandatory education, in a way that educational material and methods, school
organization, educational infrastructure and the suitability of teachers and principals ensure the highest learning
achievement of students.
Article 27
Ownership of the lands and waters within the boundaries of the national territory is vested originally in the Nation,
which has had, and continues to have, the right to transmit title thereof to private persons, thereby constituting private
property.
Private property shall not be expropriated except for reasons of public use and subject to payment of indemnity.
The Nation shall at all times have the right to impose on private property such limitations as the public interest may
demand, as well as the right to regulate the utilization of natural resources which are susceptible of appropriation, in
order to ensure a more equitable distribution of public wealth, look after their conservation, achieve a more balanced
development of the country and improvement of life for the rural and urban populations.
Article 123
Every person has the right to dignified and socially useful work. To that effect, the creation of jobs and the social
organization shall be advanced in accordance with the law.
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The Congress of the Union, without contravening the following basic principles, shall enact labor laws which shall
govern:
A. Workers, day laborers, employees, domestic workers, artisans and, in a general manner, all labor contracts:
I. The maximum duration of one workday shall be eight hours.
II. The maximum duration of nighttime work shall be seven hours. The following are prohibited: unhealthful or
dangerous work, industrial night work, and all work after ten o'clock at night by minors under sixteen (16) years of
age.
III. The use of labor of minors under fourteen (14) years of age is prohibited. Persons above that age and less than
sixteen (16) shall have a maximum work day of six hours.
IV. For every six days of work, a worker must have at least one day of rest.
Questions for Analysis: Give examples of the constitution’s cultural and economic and cultural nationalism. Why
would such nationalism be significant in a country such as Mexico?

22. Sun Yat-sen, Fundamentals of National Reconstruction, 1923
Sun Yat-sen (1866-1925 CE) was born poor during a period of great turmoil in China. As a teenager, Sun moved to
Hawaii where his older brother had land and was able to support his education. Academically gifted, Sun received
further education in British Hong Kong. Exposure to western ideas helped lead him to revolutionary politics. Sun and
many other Chinese believed the Qing Dynasty (1644-1912) had failed to adopt useful western ideas and defend the
country from outside attacks or reform China’s institutions. Sun was forced out of China at different times due to his
involvement in revolutionary politics, but he returned to China after the fall of the Qing Dynasty and briefly served as
provisional president. The Fundamentals of National Reconstruction is Sun Yat-sen’s most famous political statement.
It articulates three principles for the political party he founded: nationalism, democracy, and livelihood. Today, Sun is
called the “Father of the Nation” in Taiwan and “Forerunner of the Revolution” in Mainland China.
Source: Sun Yat-sen, Fundamentals of National Reconstruction, (Taipei: China Cultura; Service, 1953).
HISTORY OF THE CHINESE REVOLUTION
Following China's war with France (1883-1884) I made up my mind to devote myself to the revolution. In 1895 I
started the first insurrection in Canton and the revolution of 1911 culminated in the establishment of the Republic. Up
to present the task of revolution, however, has not yet been completed. A span of thirty-seven years of my
revolutionary work is to be chronicled by future historians from all manner of facts and incidents. An outline sketch is
given below.
I Principles of Revolution
The term Kemin, or revolution, was first used by Confucius. Incidents of a revolutionary' nature repeatedly happened
in Chinese history after Tang (founder of the Shang Dynasty, 1766 BCE) and Wu (founder of the Zhou Dynasty, 1122
BCE). In Europe revolutionary tides surged in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and they have since spread
over the whole world. In due course they created republics, they conferred constitutions on monarchies. The principles
which I have held in promoting the Chinese revolution were in some cases copied from our traditional ideals, in other
cases modeled on European theory and experience and in still others formulated according to original and selfdeveloped theories. They are described as follows:
l. Principle of Nationalism
Revelations of Chinese history prove that the Chinese as a people are independent in spirit and in conduct. Coerced
into touch with other people, they could at times live in peace with them by maintaining friendly relations and at
others assimilate them as the result of propinquity. During the periods when their political and military prowess
declined, they could not escape for the time from the fate of' a conquered nation, but they could eventually vigorously
reassert themselves. Thus the Mongol rule of China (1260-1333 CE), lasting nearly a hundred years was finally
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overthrown by Tai Tse of the Ming dynasty and his loyal followers. So in our own time was the Manchu yoke thrown
off by the Chinese. Nationalistic ideas in China did not come from a foreign source; they were inherited from our
remote forefathers. Upon this legacy is based my principle of nationalism, and where necessary, I have developed it
and amplified and improved upon it. No vengeance has been inflicted on the Manchus and we have endeavored to live
side by side with them on an equal footing. This is our nationalistic policy toward races within our national
boundaries. Externally, we should strive to maintain independence in the family of nations, and to spread our
indigenous civilization as well as to enrich it by absorbing what is best in world civilization, with the hope that we
may forge ahead with other nations towards the goal of ideal brotherhood.
2. Principle of Democracy
In ancient China we had the Emperor Yao (2357-2258 BCE) and Emperor Shun (2258-2206 BCE) who departed from
the hereditary system and chose their successors. We also had Tang and Wu who overthrew kingdoms by revolution.
Preserved in our books are such sayings as: Heaven sees as the people see; Heaven hears as the people hear." "We
have heard of a person named Zhou having been slain, we have not heard of a monarch having been murdered " "The
people are most important, while the king is of the least importance." All these sayings ring with democratic
sentiments. Since we have had only ideas about popular rights, and no democratic system has been evolved, we have
to go to Europe and America for a republican form of government. There some countries have become republics and
others have adopted constitutional monarchism, under which royal power has shrunk in the face of the rising demand
for popular rights. Though hereditary monarchs have not yet disappeared, they are but vestiges and shadows of their
former selves.
All through my revolutionary career I have held the view that China must be made a republic. There are three reasons.
First, from a theoretical point of view, there is no ground for preserving a monarchical form of government, since it is
widely recognized that the people constitute the foundation of a nation and they are all equal in their own country. In
the second place, under Manchu occupation the Chinese were forced into the position of the vanquished, and suffered
oppression for more than two hundred and sixty years. While a constitutional monarchy may not arouse deep
resentment in other countries and can maintain itself for the time being, it will be an impossibility in China. This is
from a historical point of view. A third reason may be advanced with an eye on the future of the nation. That in China
prolonged periods of disorder usually followed a revolution was due to the desire of every insurgent to be a king and
to his subsequent contention for the throne. If a republican government is adopted, there will be no contention. For
these three reasons, I have decided for the republican form of government in order to realize the principle of
democracy.
My second decision is that a constitution must be adopted to ensure good government. The true meaning of
constitutionalism was discovered by Montesquieu. The threefold separation of the legislative, judicial, and executive
powers as advocated by him was accepted in every constitutional country in Europe. On a tour of Europe and America
I made a close study of their governments and laws and took note of their shortcomings as well as their advantages.
The shortcomings of election, for instance, are not incurable. In the past China had two significant systems of
examination and censoring and they can be of avail where the Western system of government and law falls short. I
therefore advocate that the examinative and censorial powers should be placed on the same level with legislative,
judicial and executive, thereby resulting in the five-fold separation of powers. On top of that, the system if the people's
direct political powers should be adopted in order that the provision that the sovereign power is vested in the people
may become a reality. In this way my principle of democracy may be carried out satisfactorily.
3. Principle of Livelihood.
With the invention of modern machines, the phenomenon of uneven distribution of wealth in the West has become all
the more marked. Intensified by crosscurrents, economic revolution was flaring up more ferociously than political
revolution. This situation was scarcely noticed by our fellow- countrymen thirty years ago. On my tour of Europe and
America, I saw with my own eyes the instability of their economic structure and the deep concern of their leaders in
groping for a solution. I felt that, although the disparity of wealth under our economic organization is not so great as in
the West, the difference is only in degree, not in character. The situation will become more acute when the West
extends its economic influence to China. We must form plans beforehand in order to cope with the situation. After
comparing various schools of economic thought, I have come to the realization that the principle of state ownership is
most profound, reliable and practical. Moreover, it will forestall in China difficulties which have already caused much
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anxiety in the West. I have therefore decided to enforce the principle of the people's livelihood simultaneously with
the principles of nationalism and democracy, with the hope to achieve our political objective and nip economic unrest
in the bud.
To sum up, my revolutionary principles in a nutshell consist in the Three Principles of the People and the Five Power
Constitution. Those who have a clear knowledge of the general tendency of the world and the conditions in China will
agree that my views are practical and must be put in practice.
Questions for Analysis: What type of government and economy does Sun Yat-sen believe China should have? How
does it blend foreign and indigenous ideas?

23. Benito Mussolini, from “The Political and Social Doctrine of Fascism”
Benito Mussolini (1883-1945) was born to a humble family in North Italy. As a young man, socialism defined his
politics, but during World War I he served in the Italian Army and his views shifted away from the ideology of class
conflict and towards strong nationalism although he did not give up his rejection of liberal democracy or belief in the
need for direct action to achieve revolutionary goals. After 1919, he established the Fascist Party and promised swift
action to deal with the country’s economic problems and internal turmoil. A powerful speaker, Mussolini won
followers with effective oratory and organized a militia of armed men to support his growing movement. In 1922, he
and his followers marched to Rome and demanded Emmanuel II, King of Italy, appoint Mussolini prime minister. The
move worked and Mussolini took power legally even though he and his fascist supporters proceeded to dismantle
Italy’s democracy and murder or intimidate their enemies. “The Political and Social Doctrine of Fascism” outlines
Mussolini’s vision of government and articulates the principles of fascism.
Source: Benito Mussolini, “The Political and Social Doctrine of Fascism”, International Conciliation, 1935.

THE DOCTRINE OF FASCISM: "THIS WILL BE THE CENTURY OF THE STATE"
Fascism was not the nursling of a doctrine worked out beforehand with detailed elaboration; it was born of the
need for action and it was itself from the beginning practical rather than theoretical; it was not merely another
political party but, even in the first two years, in opposition to all political parties as such .. .If one were tore
read...the report of the meeting in which the Fasci Italiani di Combattimento [Italian Bands of Combat] were
constituted, one would there find no ordered expression of doctrine, but a series of aphorisms, anticipations, and
aspirations which, when refined by time from the original ore, were destined after some years to develop into an
ordered series of doctrinal concepts, forming the Fascists' political doctrine-different from all others either of the
past or the present day ...
We want to accustom the working-class to real and effectual leadership, and also to convince them that it is no
easy thing to direct an industry or a commercial enterprise successfully... We shall combat every retrograde idea,
technical or spiritual. .. When the succession to the seat of government is open, we must not be unwilling to fight
for it. We must make haste; when the present regime breaks down, we must be ready at once to take its place. It is
we who have the right to the succession, because it was we who forced the country into the War, and led her to
victory...
The years which preceded the March to Rome were years of great difficulty, during which the necessity for action
did not permit research of any complete elaboration of doctrine. The battle had to be fought in the towns and
villages. There was much discussion, but-what was more important and more sacred-men died. They knew
how to die. Doctrine, beautifully defined and carefully elucidated, with headlines and paragraphs, might be
lacking; but there was to take its place something more decisive-Faith ... But, since there was inevitably some
lack of system, the adversaries of Fascism have disingenuously denied that it had any capacity to produce a
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doctrine of its own, though that doctrine was growing and taking shape under their very eyes ...in the laws and
institutions of the regime as enacted successively in the years 1926, 1927 and 1928...
Above all, Fascism, the more it considers and observes the future and the development of humanity quite apart
from political considerations of the moment, believes neither in the possibility nor the utility of perpetual peace.
It thus repudiates the doctrine of Pacifism-born of a renunciation of the struggle and an act of cowardice in the
face of sacrifice. War alone brings up to its highest tension all human energy and puts the stamp of nobility upon
the peoples who have the courage to meet it. All other trials are substitutes, which never really put men into the
position where they have to make the great decision-the alternative of life or death. Thus a doctrine which is
founded upon this harmful postulate of peace is hostile to Fascism ...This anti-pacifist spirit is carried by Fascism
even in the life of the individual...The Fascist accepts life and loves it, knowing nothing of and despising suicide;
he rather conceives of life as duty and struggle and conquest, life which would be high and full, lived for oneself,
but above all for others-those who are at hand and those who are far distant contemporaries, and those who will
come after...
Such a conception of life makes Fascism the complete opposite of that doctrine, the base of the so-called scientific
and Marxian Socialism, the materialist conception of history; according to which the history of human civilization
can be explained simply through the conflict of interests among the various social groups and by the change and
development in the means and instruments of production. That the changes in the economic field...have their
importance no one can deny; but that these factors are sufficient to explain the history of humanity excluding all
others is an absurd delusion. Fascism now and always, believes in holiness and in heroism; that is to say, in
actions influenced by no economic motive, direct or indirect...And above all Fascism denies that class war can be
the preponderant force in the transformation of society...
After Socialism, Fascism combats the whole complex system of democratic ideology; and repudiates it, whether
in its theoretical premises or in its practical application. Fascism denies that the majority, by the simple fact that it
is a majority, can direct human society; it denies that numbers alone can govern by means of a periodical
consultation, and it affirms the immutable, beneficial, and fruitful inequality of mankind, which can never be
permanently leveled through the mere operation of a mechanical process such as universal suffrage. The
democratic regime may be defined as from time to time giving the people the illusion of sovereignty, while the
real effective sovereignty lies in the hands of other concealed and irresponsible forces. Democracy is a regime
nominally without a king, but it is ruled by many kings-more absolute, tyrannical, and ruinous than one sole
king, even though a tyrant ...
Political doctrines pass, but humanity remains; and it may rather be expected that this will be a century of
Fascism. For if the nineteenth century was the century of individualism (Liberalism always signifying
individualism) it may be expected that this will be the century of collectivism, and hence the century of the
State...
The foundation of Fascism is the conception of the State. Fascism conceives of the State as an absolute, in
comparison with which all individuals or groups are relative, only to be conceived of in their relation to the
State...
The Fascist State has drawn into itself even the economic activities of the nation, and through the corporative
social and educational institutions created by it, its influence reaches every aspect of the national life and includes,
framed in their respective organizations, all the political, economic and spiritual forces of the nation. A State
which reposes upon the support of millions of individuals who recognize its authority, are continually conscious
of its power and are ready at once to serve it, is not the old tyrannical State of the medieval lord nor has it
anything in common with the absolute governments either before or after 1789. The individual in the Fascist State
is not annulled but rather multiplied, just in the same way that a soldier in a regiment is not diminished but rather
increased by the number of his comrades. The Fascist State organizes the nation, but leaves a sufficient margin of
liberty to the individual; the latter is deprived of all useless and possibly harmful freedom, but retains what is
essential. ..
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The Fascist State is an embodied will to power and government; the Roman tradition is here an ideal of force in
action. According to Fascism, government is not so much a thing to be expressed in territorial or military terms as
in terms of morality and the spirit. It must be thought of as an empire-that is to say, a nation which directly or
indirectly rules other nations, without the need for conquering a single square yard of territory. For Fascism, the
growth of empire, that is to say the expansion of the nation, is an essential manifestation of vitality, and its
opposite a sign of decadence. Peoples which are rising, or rising again after a period of decadence, are always
imperialist: any renunciation is a sign of decay and of death.
Fascism is the doctrine best adapted to represent the tendencies and the aspirations of a people, like the people of
Italy, who are rising again after many centuries of abasement and foreign servitude. But empire demands
discipline, the coordination of all forces and a deeply felt sense of duty and sacrifice...for never before has the
nation [Italy] stood more in need of authority, of direction, and of order. If every age has its own characteristic
doctrine, there are a thousand signs which point to Fascism as the characteristic doctrine of our time. For if a
doctrine must be a living thing, this is proved by the fact that Fascism has created a living faith; and that this faith
is very powerful in the minds of men, is demonstrated by those who have suffered and died for it.
Questions for Analysis: Why is Benito Mussolini so critical of socialism (Marxism) and democracy? Why does he
say warfare is an important requirement for the fascist state?

24. Adolf Hitler, Excerpt from Mein Kampf, 1923
Adolf Hitler (1889-1945 CE) is one of the great villains of modern history and personally responsible for the death
of millions. Born in Vienna Austria, Hitler joined the German Army during World War I and performed bravely.
After the war Hitler tried, unsuccessfully, to overthrow the newly established Weimar Republic (1919-1933). While
in serving a prison term for treason, Hitler wrote Mein Kampf (My Struggle). The book outlines his theory of
government, his racist and anti-Semitic ideas, and his plans for the conquest of eastern Europe. In this selection, Hitler
justifies his views on race using pseudoscience. The term Aryan is refers to a supposedly pure Germanic group that
possesses idealistic qualities and great genius. Hitler took his own life in 1945 rather than surrender to invading
armies.
Source: Ralph Manheim, trans., Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1943.
XI. Nation and Race
Every animal mates only with a member of the same species. The titmouse seeks the titmouse, the finch the
finch, the stork the stork, the field mouse the field mouse, the dormouse the dormouse, the wolf the she-wolf, etc.
Only unusual circumstances can change this, primarily the compulsion of captivity or any other cause that makes
it impossible to mate within the same species. But then Nature begins to resist this with all possible means, and
her most visible protest consists either in refusing further capacity for propagation to bastards or in limiting the
fertility of later offspring; in most cases, however, she takes away the power of resistance to disease or hostile
attacks.
This is only too natural.
Any crossing of two beings not at exactly the same level produces a medium between the level of the two parents.
This means: the offspring will probably stand higher than the racially lower parent, but not as high as the higher
one. Consequently, it will later succumb in the struggle against the higher level. Such mating is contrary to the
will of Nature for a higher breeding of all life. The precondition for this does not lie in associating superior and
inferior, but in the total victory of the former. The stronger must dominate and not blend with the weaker, thus
sacrificing his own greatness. Only the born weakling can view this as cruel, but he after all is only a weak and
limited man; for if this law did not prevail, any conceivable higher development of organic living beings would
be unthinkable.
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The consequence of this racial purity, universally valid in Nature, is not only the sharp outward delimitation of
the various races, but their uniform character in themselves. The fox is always a fox, the goose a goose, the tiger a
tiger, etc., and the difference can lie at most in the varying measure of force, strength, intelligence, dexterity,
endurance, etc., of the individual specimens. But you will never find a fox who in his inner attitude might, for
example, show humanitarian tendencies toward geese, as similarly there is no cat with a friendly inclination
toward mice.
Therefore, here, too, the struggle among themselves arises less from inner aversion than from hunger and love. In
both cases, Nature looks on calmly, with satisfaction, in fact. In the struggle for daily bread all those who are
weak and sickly or less determined succumb, while the struggle of the males for the female grants the right or
opportunity to propagate only to the healthiest. And struggle is always a means for improving a species' health
and power of resistance and, therefore, a cause of its higher development.
If the process were different, all further and higher development would cease and the opposite would occur. For,
since the inferior always predominates numerically over the best, if both had the same possibility of preserving
life and propagating, the inferior would multiply so much more rapidly that in the end the best would inevitably
be driven into the background, unless a correction of this state of affairs were undertaken. Nature does just this
by subjecting the weaker part to such severe living conditions that by them alone the number is limited, and by
not permitting the remainder to increase promiscuously, but making a new and ruthless choice according to
strength and health.
No more than Nature desires the mating of weaker with stronger individuals, even less does she desire the
blending of a higher with a lower race, since, if she did, her whole work of higher breeding, over perhaps
hundreds of thousands of years, might be ruined with one blow.
Historical experience offers countless proofs of this. It shows with terrifying clarity that in every mingling of
Aryan blood with that of lower peoples the result was the end of the cultured people. North America, whose
population consists in by far the largest part of Germanic elements who mixed but little with the lower colored
peoples, shows a different humanity and culture from Central and South America, where the predominantly Latin
immigrants often mixed with the aborigines on a large scale. By this one example, we can clearly and distinctly
recognize the effect of racial mixture. The Germanic inhabitant of the American continent, who has remained
racially pure and unmixed, rose to be master of the continent; he will remain the master as long as he does fall a
victim to defilement of the blood. The result of all racial crossing is therefore in brief always the following:
(a) Lowering of the level of the higher race.
(b) Physical and intellectual regression and hence the beginning of a slowly but surely progressing sickness.
To bring about such a development is, then, nothing else but to sin against the will of the eternal creator...
Everything we admire on this earth today-science and art, technology and inventions-is only the creative
product of a few peoples and originally perhaps of one race. On them depends the existence of this whole culture.
If they perish, the beauty of this earth will sink into the grave with them.
However much the soil, for example, can influence men, the result of the influence will always be different
depending on the races in question. The low fertility of a living space may spur the one race to the highest
achievements; in others it will only be the cause of bitterest poverty and final undernourishment with all its
consequences. The inner nature of peoples is always determining for the manner in which outward influences will
be effective. What leads the one to starvation trains the other to hard work. All great cultures of the past perished
only because the originally creative race died out from blood poisoning. The ultimate cause of such a decline was
their forgetting that all culture depends on men and not conversely; hence that to preserve a certain culture the
man who creates it must be preserved. This preservation is bound up with the rigid law of necessity and the right
to victory of the best and stronger in this world.
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Those who want to live, let them fight, and those who do not want to fight in this world of eternal struggle do not
deserve to live.
Even if this were hard-that is how it is! Assuredly, however, by far the harder fate is that which strikes the man
who thinks he can overcome Nature, but in the last analysis only mocks her. Distress, misfortune, and diseases are
her answer.
The man who misjudges and disregards the racial laws actually forfeits the happiness that seems destined to be
his. He thwarts the triumphal march of the best race and hence also the precondition for all human progress, and
remains, in consequence, burdened with all the sensibility of man, in the animal realm of helpless misery.
It is idle to argue which race or races were the original representative of human culture and hence the real
founders of all that we sum up under the word "humanity." It is simpler to raise this question with regard to the
present, and here an easy, clear answer results. All the human culture, all the results of art, science, and technology
that we see before us today, are almost exclusively the creative product of the Aryan. This very fact admits of the
not unfounded inference that he alone was the founder of all higher humanity, therefore representing the prototype
of all that we understand by the word "man." He is the Prometheus of mankind from whose bright forehead the
divine spark of genius has sprung at all times, forever kindling anew that fire of knowledge which illumined the
night of silent mysteries and thus caused man to climb the path to mastery over the other beings of this earth.
Exclude him-and perhaps after a thousand years darkness will again descend on the earth, human culture will
pass, and the world tum to a desert.
If we were to divide mankind into three groups, the founders of culture, the bearers of culture, the destroyers of
culture, only the Aryan could be considered as the representative of the first group. From him originate the
foundations and walls of all human creation, and only the outward form and color are determined by the changing
traits of character of the various peoples. He provides the mightiest building stones and plans for all human
progress and only the execution corresponds to the nature of the varying men and races...
The question of the inner causes of the Aryan's importance can be answered to the effect that they are to be sought
less in a natural instinct of self-preservation than in the special type of its expression. The will to live, subjectively
viewed, is everywhere equal and different only in the form of its actual expression. In the most primitive living
creatures the instinct of self-preservation does not go beyond concern for their own ego. Egoism, as we designate
this urge, goes so far that it even embraces time; the moment itself claims everything, granting nothing to the
coming hours. In this condition the animal lives only for himself, seeks food only for his present hunger, and
fights only for his own life. As long as the instinct of self-preservation expresses itself in this way, every basis is
lacking for the formation of a group, even the most primitive form of family. Even a community between male
and female, beyond pure mating, demands an extension of the instinct of self preservation, since concern and
struggle for the ego are now directed toward the second party; the male sometimes seeks food for the female, too,
but for the most part both seek nourishment for the young. Nearly always one comes to the defense of the other,
and thus the first, though infinitely simple, forms of a sense of sacrifice result. As soon as this sense extends
beyond the narrow limits of the family, the basis for the formation of larger organisms and finally formal states is
created.
In the lowest peoples of the earth this quality is present only to a very slight extent, so that often they do not go
beyond the formation of the family. The greater the readiness to subordinate purely personal interests, the higher
rises the ability to establish comprehensive communities.
This self-sacrificing will to give one's personal labor and if necessary one's own life for others is most strongly
developed in the Aryan. The Aryan is not greatest in his mental qualities as such, but in the extent of his
willingness to put all his abilities in the service of the community. In him the instinct of self-preservation has
reached the noblest form, since he willingly subordinates his own ego to the life of the community and, if the hour
demands, even sacrifices it.
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Not in his intellectual gift lies the source of the Aryan's capacity for creating and building culture. If he had just
this alone, he could only act destructively, in no case could he organize; for the innermost essence of all
organization requires that the individual renounce putting forward his personal opinion and interests and sacrifice
both in favor of a larger group. Only by way of this general community does he again recover his
share. Now, for example, he no longer works directly for himself, but with his activity articulates himself with the
community, not only for his own advantage, but for the advantage of all. The most wonderful elucidation of this
attitude is provided by his word "work," by which he does not mean an activity for maintaining life in itself, but
exclusively a creative effort that does not conflict with the interests of the community. Otherwise he designates
human activity, in so far as it serves the instinct of self-preservation without consideration for his fellow men, as
theft, usury, robbery, burglary, etc.
This state of mind, which subordinates the interests in the ego to the conservation of the community, is really the
first premise for every truly human culture. From it alone can arise all the great works of mankind, which bring
the founder little reward, but the richest blessings to posterity. Yes, from it alone can we understand how so many
are able to bear up faithfully under a scanty life which imposes on them nothing but poverty and frugality, but
gives the community the foundation of its existence. Every worker, every peasant, every inventor, official, etc.,
who works without ever being able to achieve any happiness or prosperity for himself, is a representative of his
lofty idea, even if the deeper meaning of his activity remains hidden in him.
What applies to work as the foundation of human sustenance and all human progress is true to an even greater
degree for the defense of man and his culture. In giving one's own life for the existence of the community lies the
crown of all sense of sacrifice. It is this alone that prevents what human hands have built from being overthrown
by human hands or destroyed by Nature.
Our own German language possesses a word which magnificently designates this kind of activity:
Pflichterfollung [fulfillment of duty]; it means not to be self-sufficient but to serve the community.
The basic attitude from which such activity arises, we call to distinguish it from egoism and selfishness idealism.
By this we understand only the individual's capacity to make sacrifices for the community, for his fellow men.
How necessary it is to keep realizing that idealism does not represent a superfluous expression of emotion, but
that in truth it has been, is, and will be, the premise for what we designate as human culture, yes, that it alone
created the concept of "man." It is to this inner attitude that the Aryan owes his position in this world, and to it
the world owes man; for it alone formed from pure spirit the creative force which, by a unique pairing of the
brutal fist and the intellectual genius, created the monuments of human culture.
Without his idealistic attitude all, even the most dazzling faculties of the intellect, would remain mere intellect as
such-outward appearance without inner value, and never creative force.
But, since true idealism is nothing but the subordination of the interests and life of the individual to the
community, and this in turn is the precondition for the creation of organizational forms of all kinds, it corresponds
in its innermost depths to the ultimate will of Nature. It alone leads men to voluntary recognition of the privilege
of force and strength, and thus makes them into a dust particle of that order which shapes and forms the whole
universe.
The purest idealism is unconsciously equivalent to the deepest knowledge.
How correct this is, and how little true idealism has to do with playful flights of the imagination, can be seen at
once if we let the unspoiled child, a healthy boy, for example, judge. The same boy who feels like throwing up
when he hears the tirades of a pacifist "idealist" is ready to give his young life for the ideal of his nationality.
Here the instinct of knowledge unconsciously obeys the deeper necessity of the preservation of the species, if
necessary at the cost of the individual, and protests against the visions of the pacifist windbag who in reality is
nothing but a cowardly, though camouflaged, egoist, transgressing the laws of development; for development
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requires willingness on the part of the individual to sacrifice himself for the community, and not the sickly
imaginings of cowardly know-it-ails and critics of Nature.
Especially, therefore, at times when the ideal attitude threatens to disappear, we can at once recognize a
diminution of that force which forms the community and thus creates the premises of culture. As soon as egoism
becomes the ruler of a people, the bands of order are loosened and in the chase after their own happiness men fall
from heaven into a real hell.
Yes, even posterity forgets the men who have only served their own advantage and praises the heroes who have
renounced their own happiness.
The mightiest counterpart to the Aryan is represented by the Jew. In hardly any people in the world is the instinct
of self-preservation developed more strongly than in the so-called "chosen." Of this, the mere fact of the survival
of this race may be considered the best proof. Where is the people which in the last two thousand years has been
exposed to so slight changes of inner disposition, character, etc., as the Jewish people? What people, finally, has
gone through greater upheavals than this one-and nevertheless issued from the mightiest catastrophes of
mankind unchanged? What an infinitely tough will to live and preserve the species speaks from these facts!
The mental qualities of the Jew have been schooled in the course of many centuries. Today he passes as "smart,"
and this in a certain sense he has been at all times. But his intelligence is not the result of his own development,
but of visual instruction through foreigners. For the human mind cannot climb to the top without steps; for every
step upward he needs the foundation of the past, and this in the comprehensive sense in which it can be revealed
only in general culture. All thinking is based only in small part on man's own knowledge, and mostly on the
experience of the time that has preceded. The general cultural level provides the individual man, without his
noticing it as a rule, with such a profusion of preliminary knowledge that, thus armed, he can more easily take
further steps of his own. The boy of today, for example, grows up among a truly vast number of technical
acquisitions of the last centuries, so that he takes for granted and no longer pays attention to much that a hundred
years ago was a riddle to even the greatest minds, although for following and understanding our progress in the
field in question it is of decisive importance to him. If a very genius from the twenties of the past century should
suddenly leave his grave today, it would be harder for him even intellectually to find his way in the present era
than for an average boy of fifteen today. For he would lack all the infinite preliminary education which our
present contemporary unconsciously, so to speak, assimilates while growing up amidst the manifestation of our
present general civilization.
Since the Jew-for reasons which will at once become apparent-was never in possession of a culture of his own,
the foundations of his intellectual work were always provided by others. His intellect at all times developed
through the cultural world surrounding him.
The reverse process never took place.
For if the Jewish people's instinct of self-preservation is not smaller but larger than that of other peoples, if his
intellectual faculties can easily arouse the impression that they are equal to the intellectual gifts of other races, he
lacks completely the most essential requirement for a cultured people, the idealistic attitude.
In the Jewish people the will to self-sacrifice does not go beyond the individual's naked instinct of self
preservation. Their apparently great sense of solidarity is based on the very primitive herd instinct that is seen in
many other living creatures in this world. It is a noteworthy fact that the herd instinct leads to mutual support
only as long as a common danger makes this seem useful or inevitable. The same pack of wolves which has just
fallen on its prey together disintegrates when hunger abates into its individual beasts. The same is true of horses
which try to defend themselves against an assailant in a body, but scatter again as soon as the danger is past.
It is similar with the Jew. His sense of sacrifice is only apparent. It exists only as long as the existence of the
individual makes it absolutely necessary. However, as soon as the common enemy is conquered, the danger
threatening all averted and the booty hidden, the apparent harmony of the Jews among themselves ceases, again
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making way for their old causal tendencies. The Jew is only united when a common danger forces him to be or a
common booty entices him; if these two grounds are lacking, the qualities of the crassest egoism come into their
own, and in the twinkling of an eye the united people turns into a horde of rats, fighting bloodily among
themselves.
If the Jews were alone in this world, they would stifle in filth and offal; they would try to get ahead of one
another in hate-filled struggle and exterminate one another, in so far as the absolute absence of all sense of self
sacrifice, expressing itself in their cowardice, did not turn battle into comedy here too.
So it is absolutely wrong to infer any ideal sense of sacrifice in the Jews from the fact that they stand together in
struggle, or, better expressed, in the plundering of their fellow men. Here again the Jew is led by nothing but the
naked egoism of the individual.
That is why the Jewish state-which should be the living organism for preserving and increasing a race-is
completely unlimited as to territory. For a state formation to have a definite spatial setting always pre-supposes an
idealistic attitude on the part of the state-race, and especially a correct interpretation of the concept of work. In the
exact measure in which this attitude is lacking any attempt at forming, even of preserving, a spatially delimited
state fails. And thus the basis on which alone culture can arise is lacking.
Hence the Jewish people, despite all apparent intellectual qualities, is without any true culture, and especially
without any true culture of its own. For what sham culture the Jew today possesses is the property of other
peoples, and for the most part it is ruined in his hands.
In judging the Jewish people's attitude on the question of human culture, the most essential characteristic we must
always bear in mind is that there has never been a Jewish art and accordingly there is none today either; that
above all the two queens of all the arts, architecture and music, owe nothing original to the Jews. What they do
accomplish in the field of art is either patchwork or intellectual theft. Thus, the Jews lack those qualities which
distinguish the races that are creative and hence culturally blessed.
To what an extent the Jew takes over foreign culture, imitating or rather ruining it, can be seen from the fact that
he is mostly found in the art which seems to require the least original invention, the art of acting. But even here,
in reality, he is only a "juggler," or rather an ape; for even here he lacks the last touch that is required for real
greatness; even here he is not the creative genius, but a superficial imitator, and all the twists and tricks that he
uses are powerless to conceal the inner lifelessness of his creative gift. Here the Jewish press most lovingly helps
him along by raising such a roar of hosannahs about even the most mediocre bungler, just so long as he is a Jew,
that the rest of the world actually ends up by thinking that they have an artist before them, while in truth it is only
a pitiful comedian.
No, the Jew possesses no culture-creating force of any sort, since the idealism, without which there is no true
higher development of man, is not present in him and never was present. Hence his intellect will never have a
constructive effect, but will be destructive, and in very rare cases perhaps will at most be stimulating, but then as
the prototype of the "force which always wants evil and nevertheless creates good."2 Not through him does any
progress of mankind occur, but in spite of him.
Questions for Analsys: How does Hitler justify his racist views? What attributes do "Aryans" possess, according
to Hitler?

25. Japanese Total War Research Institute, Plan for the Greater East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere, 1942
The Japanese embarked on a period of imperialistic expansion after the Meiji Restoration in 1868. With the hope of
becoming a world power, comparable to those in the West, they realized that they needed vast material resources,
which their small islands could not provide. Between 1895 and 1905 Japan acquired Taiwan and Korea after defeating
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imperial powers China and Russia in major military confrontations. Japan took control of German colonies in Asia
during World War I. Japan also saw the war as an opportunity to dominate China itself. In 1915 she presented the
Chinese with a set of 'Twenty-one Demands," which, had they been granted, would virtually have converted China
into a colony of Japan. Although the new republican government of China was able to resist the most sweeping of
these demands, Japan did gain some important economic concessions from it. Finally, in 1931, Japan launched a
large-scale invasion of China’s mainland, conquering Manchuria. This led to further incursions in China, notably a
bloody conquer of Nanking in 1937. By 1941 the Japanese had concluded that they needed to eliminate any possibility
of American intervention in the war. This they (mistakenly) believed they could do by the destruction of the United
States Pacific fleet; hence the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor, which precipitated the American war against Japan.
Outside of Japan little was known directly of the extent of her imperial ambitions. Only at the end of the war were
documents uncovered revealing her long-range goals. One of the most important of these was a secret plan, prepared
at the beginning of 1942 for the Japanese government by the Total War Research Institute. The product of this plan
was to be called "The Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere."
Source: Theodore De Bary, ed., Sources of the Japanese Tradition

Plan for Establishment of Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere
PART I. OUTLINE OF CONSTRUCTION
...The Plan. The Japanese empire is a manifestation of morality and its special characteristic is the propagation of
the Imperial Way. It strives but for the achievement of Hakko Ichiu, the spirit of its founding...It is necessary to
foster the increased power of the empire, to cause East Asia to return to its original form of independence and coprosperity by shaking ofithe yoke of Europe and America, and to let its countries and peoples develop their
respective abilities in peaceful cooperation and secure livelihood.
The Form of East Asiatic Independence and Co-Prosperity.
The states, their citizens, and resources, comprised in those areas pertaining to the Pacific, Central Asia, and the
Indian Oceans formed into one general union are to be established as an autonomous zone of peaceful living and
common prosperity on behalf of the peoples of the nations of East Asia. The area including Japan, Manchuria,
North China, lower Yangtze River, and the Russian Maritime Province, forms the nucleus of the East Asiatic
Union. The Japanese empire possesses a duty as the leader of the East Asiatic Union.
The above purpose presupposes the inevitable emancipation or independence of Eastern Siberia, China, Indo
China, the South Seas, Australia, and India.
Regional Division in the East Asiatic Union and the National Defense Sphere for the Japanese Empire.
In the Union of East Asia, the Japanese empire is at once the stabilizing power and the leading influence. To
enable the empire actually to become the central influence in East Asia, the first necessity is the consolidation of
the inner belt of East Asia; and the East Asiatic Sphere shall be divided as follows for this purpose: The Inner
Sphere-the vital sphere for the empire-includes Japan, Manchuria, North China, the lower Yangtze Area and the
Russian Maritime area. The Smaller Co-Prosperity Sphere-the smaller self-supplying sphere of East Asia-includes
the inner sphere plus Eastern Siberia, China, Indo-China and the South Seas. The Greater Co-Prosperity Spherethe larger self-supplying sphere of East Asia-includes the smaller co-prosperity sphere, plus Australia, India, and
island groups in the Pacific...
For the present, the smaller co-prosperity sphere shall be the zone in which the construction of East Asia and the
stabilization of national defense are to be aimed at. After their completion there shall be a gradual expansion
toward the construction of the Greater Co-Prosperity Sphere.
Outline of East Asiatic Administration.
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It is intended that the unification of Japan, Manchoukuo, and China in neighborly friendship be realized by the
settlement of the Sino-Japanese problems through the crushing of hostile influences in the Chinese interior, and
through the construction of a new China in tune with the rapid construction of the Inner Sphere. Aggressive
American and British influences in East Asia shall be driven out of the area of Indo-China and the South Seas,
and this area shall be brought into our defense sphere. The war with Britain and America shall be prosecuted for
that purpose.
The Russian aggressive influence in East Asia will be driven out. Eastern Siberia shall be cut off from the Soviet
regime and included in our defense sphere. For this purpose, a war with the Soviets is expected. It is considered
possible that this Northern problem may break out before the general settlement of the present Sino Japanese and
the Southern problems if the situation renders this unavoidable. Next the independence of Australia, India, etc.
shall gradually be brought about. For this purpose, a recurrence of war with Britain and her allies is expected. The
construction of a Greater Mongolian State is expected during the above phase. The construction of the Smaller
Co-Prosperity Sphere is expected to require at least twenty years from the present time.
The Building of the National Strength.
Since the Japanese empire is the center and pioneer of Oriental moral and cultural reconstruction, the officials and
people of this country must return to the spirit of the Orient and acquire a thorough understanding of the spirit of
the national moral character.
In the economic construction of the country, Japanese and Manchurian national power shall first be consolidated,
then the unification of Japan, Manchoukuo and China, shall be effected...Thus a central industry will be
constructed in East Asia, and the necessary relations established with the Southern Seas.
The standard for the construction of the national power and its military force, so as to meet the various situations
that might affect the stages of East Asiatic administration and the national defense sphere, shall be so set as to be
capable of driving off any British, American, Soviet or Chinese counter influences in the future.
CHAPTER 3. POLITICAL CONSTRUCTION Basic Plan.
The realization of the great ideal of constructing Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity requires not only the complete
prosecution of the current Greater East Asia War but also presupposes another great war in the future. Therefore,
the following two points must be made the primary starting points for the political construction of East Asia
during the course of the next twenty years: 1) Preparation for war with the other spheres of the world; and 2)
Unification and construction of the East Asia Smaller Co-Prosperity Sphere.
The following are the basic principles for the political construction of East Asia, when the above two points are
taken into consideration:
a. The politically dominant influence of European and American countries in the Smaller Co-Prosperity Sphere
shall be gradually driven out and the area shall enjoy its liberation from the shackles hitherto forced upon it.
b. The desires of the peoples in the sphere for their independence shall be respected and endeavors shall be made
for their fulfillment, but proper and suitable forms of government shall be decided for them in consideration of
military and economic requirements and of the historical, political and cultural elements peculiar to each area. It
must also be noted that the independence of various peoples of East Asia should be based upon the idea of
constructing East Asia as "independent countries existing within the New Order of East Asia" and that this
conception differs from an independence based on the idea of liberalism and national self-determination.
c. During the course of construction, military unification is deemed particularly important, and the military zones
and key points necessary for defense shall be directly or indirectly under the control of our country.
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d. The peoples of the sphere shall obtain their proper positions, the unity of the people's minds shall be effected
and the unification of the sphere shall be realized with the empire as its center...
CHAPTER 4. THOUGHT AND CULTURAL CONSTRUCTION General Aim in Thought
The ultimate aim in thought construction in East Asia is to make East Asiatic peoples revere the imperial influence
by propagating the Imperial Way based on the spirit of construction, and to establish the belief that uniting solely
under this influence is the one and only way to the eternal growth and development of East Asia.
And during the next twenty years (the period during which the above ideal is to be reached) it is necessary to make
the nations and peoples of East Asia realize the historical significance of the establishment of the New Order in
East Asia, and in the common consciousness of East Asiatic unity, to liberate East Asia from the shackles of
Europe and America and to establish the common conviction of constructing a New Order based on East Asiatic
morality.
Occidental individualism and materialism shall be rejected and a moral world view, the basic principle of whose
morality shall be the Imperial Way, shall be established. The ultimate object to be achieved is not exploitation but
co-prosperity and mutual help, not competitive conflict but mutual assistance and mild peace, not a formal view of
equality but a view of order based on righteous classification, not an idea of rights but an idea of service, and not
several world views but one unified world view.
General Aim in Culture.
The essence of the traditional culture of the Orient shall be developed and manifested. And, casting off the
negative and conservative cultural characteristics of the continents (India and China) on the one hand, and taking
in the good points of Western culture on the other, an Oriental culture and morality, on a grand scale and subtly
refined, shall be created.
Questions for Analysis: What is the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere? Were Japanese imperialist goals
different from the goals of nineteenth century European imperialism? If so, how are they different?

26. Joseph Stalin, excerpts from the "Soviet Victory" Speech, 1946
The term "Cold War" describes the long period of tension between the United States and its allies and the Soviet
Union and its allies in the immediate aftermath of World War II. In 1946, each side was competing for influence
in Europe through propaganda and troop placement. In a famous speech, Soviet leader Joseph Stalin explained
why the Soviet system was superior to the western systems of government. A month later, Winston Churchill, who
had directed the British war effort, gave a famous speech in Missouri that warned the West of Soviet desire for
conquest in his famous "Iron Curtain" speech.
Source: "The Soviet Victory," from Embassy of the U.S.S.R., speech delivered by J. V. Stalin at a Meeting of
Voters of the Stalin Electoral Area of Moscow (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1946).

It would be wrong to believe that the Second World War broke out accidentally or as a result of the mistakes of
some or other statesmen, though mistakes certainly were made. In reality, the war broke out as an inevitable result
of the development of world economic and political forces on the basis of modern monopoly capitalism.
Marxists have stated more than once that the capitalist system of world economy conceals in itself the elements of
general crisis and military clashes, that in view of this in our time the development of world capitalism takes place
not as a smooth and even advance but through crises and war catastrophes.
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The reason is that the unevenness of the development of capitalist countries usually results, as time passes, in an
abrupt disruption of the equilibrium within the world system of capitalism, and that a group of capitalist countries
which believes itself to be less supplied with raw materials and markets usually attempts to alter the situation and
re-divide the "spheres of influence" in its own favour by means of armed force...
This results in the splitting of the capitalist world into two hostile camps and in war between them. Perhaps the
catastrophes of war could be avoided if there existed the possibility of re-distributing periodically raw materials
and markets among the countries in accordance with their economic weight by means of adopting coordinated
and peaceful decisions. This, however, cannot be accomplished under present capitalist conditions of the
development of world economy...
As to our country, for her the war was the severest and hardest of all the wars our Motherland has ever
experienced in her history. But the war was not only a curse. It was at the same time a great school in which all
the forces of the people were tried and tested. The war laid bare all the facts and events in the rear and at the
front, it mercilessly tore off all the veils and covers which had concealed the true faces of States, governments,
and parties, and placed them on the stage without masks, without embellishments, with all their shortcomings and
virtues.
And so, what are the results of the war?...
Our victory means, in the first place, that our Soviet social system has won, that the Soviet social system
successfully withstood the trial in the flames of war and proved its perfect viability. It is well known that the
foreign press more than once asserted that the Soviet social system is a "risky experiment" doomed to failure, that
the Soviet system is a "house of cards," without any roots in life, imposed upon the people by the organs of the
"Cheka" [secret police], that a slight push from outside would be enough to blow this "house of cards" to
smithereens.
Now we can say that the war swept away all these assertions of the foreign press as groundless. The war has
shown that the Soviet social system is a truly popular system, which has grown from the people and enjoys its
powerful support, that the Soviet social system is a perfectly viable and stable form of organisation of society.
More than that, the point is now not whether the Soviet social system is viable or not, since after the objective
lessons of the war no single skeptic now ventures to come out with doubts concerning the viability of the Soviet
social system. The point now is that the Soviet social system has proved more viable and stable than a non-Soviet
social system, that the Soviet social system is a better form of organisation of society than any non-Soviet social
system.
Questions for Analysis: What did Stalin mean in his speech of February 1946 by the phrase "Soviet victory"?

27. Harry S Truman, The Truman Doctrine, 1947
In the first months of 1946, President Truman received urgent requests from the Greek government for economic
assistance, which, it was hoped, would put an end to the chaos and strife hindering its recovery from the war.
Hoping to forestall Communist dissidents who were threatening the stability of the government, Truman appealed
to Congress to appropriate such financial assistance. He also asked for military as well as economic aid for
Turkey. The controversial Truman Doctrine, as it came to be called, committed the United States to an active
policy of promoting ideological divisions between it and the Soviet Union and further escalated Cold War
tensions. The Marshall Plan of 1947, which advocated the rebuilding of West Germany after the war, is an
example of this policy of Soviet containment.
Source: Harry S. Truman, "The Truman Doctrine," in Public Papers of the President, 1947 (Washington, DC:
Government Printing Office, 1963), pp. 177-180.
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To ensure the peaceful development of nations, free from coercion, the United States has taken a leading part in
establishing the United Nations. The United Nations is designed to make possible lasting freedom and
independence for all its members. We shall not realize our objectives, however, unless we are willing to help free
peoples to maintain their free institutions and their national integrity against aggressive movements that seek to
impose upon them totalitarian regimes. This is no more than a frank recognition that totalitarian regimes imposed
upon free peoples, by direct or indirect aggression, undermine the foundations of international peace and hence
the security of the United States.
The peoples of a number of countries of the world have recently had totalitarian regimes forced upon them against
their will. The Government of the United States has made frequent protests against coercion and intimidation, in
violation of the Yalta agreement, in Poland, Rumania, and Bulgaria. I must also state that in a number of other
countries there have been similar developments.
At the present moment in world history nearly every nation must choose between alternative ways of life. The
choice is too often not a free one.
One way of life is based upon the will of the majority, and is distinguished by free institutions, representative
government, free elections, guarantees of individual liberty, freedom of speech and religion, and freedom from
political oppression.
The second way of life is based upon the will of a minority forcibly imposed upon the majority. It relies upon
terror and oppression, a controlled press and radio, fixed elections, and the suppression of personal freedoms.
I believe that it must be the policy of the United States to support free peoples who are resisting attempted
subjugation by armed minorities or by outside pressures. I believe that we must assist free peoples to work out
their own destinies in their own way. I believe that our help should be primarily through economic and financial
aid which is essential to economic stability and orderly political processes.
The world is not static, and the status quo is not sacred. But we cannot allow changes in the status quo in violation
of the Charter of United Nations by such methods as coercion, or by such subterfuges as political infiltration. In
helping free and independent nations to maintain their freedom, the United States will be giving effect to the
principles of the Charter of the United Nations...
The seeds of totalitarian regimes are nurtured by misery and want. They spread and grow in the evil soil of
poverty and strife. They reach their full growth when the hope of a people for a better life has died. We must keep
that hope alive. The free peoples of the world look to us for support in maintaining their freedoms.
If we falter in our leadership, we may endanger the peace of the world-and we shall surely endanger the welfare
of this Nation. Great responsibilities have been placed upon us by the swift movement of events. I am confident
that the Congress will face these responsibilities squarely.
Questions for Analysis: Why, according to Truman, are the vital security interests of the United States affected by
events in Greece and Turkey, both faraway countries?

28. Nehru, "Why India is Non-Aligned", 1956
Jawaharlal Nehru (1889-1964) was a leader of the Indian National Congress and the first prime minister of India
after independence from Great Britain in 1947. In this television and radio address, delivered in Washington,
D.C. in 1956, Nehru discusses India's position on several political issues, including why they were "non-aligned."
The non-aligned movement began in the 1950s, as a reaction against the Cold War and to address issues tied to
de-colonization. Countries who were a part of this movement as non-aligned nations refused to ally with either of
the two superpowers: the USSR and the US. The non-aligned nations, many of them newly independent from
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Western colonization, hoped to assert some influence on peace and security in the face of the growing tensions of
the Cold War. They also addressed issues of colonialism and self-determination, disarmament, the role of the UN
in world politics, and unequal economic development.
Source: Jawaharlal Nehru, "Why India is Non-Aligned." Television and radio address, Washington, D.C., 18
December 1956; reprinted in Jawaharlal Nehru: An Anthology, ed. Sarvepalli Gopal (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1980)

I speak of India because it is my country, and I have some right to speak for her. But many other countries in Asia tell
the same story, for Asia today is resurgent, and these countries, which long lay under foreign yoke, have won back
their independence and are fired by a new spirit and strive toward new ideals. To them, as to us, independence is
as vital as the breath they take to sustain life, and colonialism in any form, or anywhere, is abhorrent.
The vast strides that technology has made have brought a new age, of which the United States of America is the
leader. Today, the whole world is our neighbour and the old divisions of continents and countries matter less and
less. Peace and freedom have become indivisible, and the world cannot continue for long partly free and partly
subject. In this atomic age, peace has also become a test of human survival. Recently, we have witnessed two
tragedies which have powerfully affected men and women all over the world. These are the tragedies in Egypt and
Hungary. Our deeply felt sympathies must go out to those who have suffered or are suffering, and all of us must
do our utmost to help them and to assist in solving these problems in a peaceful and constructive way. But even
these tragedies have one hopeful aspect, for they have demonstrated that the most powerful countries cannot revert
to old colonial methods, or impose their domination over weak countries. World opinion has shown that it can
organize itself to resist such outrages. Perhaps, as an outcome of these tragedies, freedom will be enlarged and
will have a more assured basis.
The preservation of peace forms the central aim of lndia's policy. It is in the pursuit of this policy that we have
chosen the path of non-alignment in any military or like pact or alliance. Non-alignment does not mean passivity
of mind or action, lack of faith or conviction. It does not mean submission to what we consider evil. It is a
positive and dynamic approach to such problems that confront us. We believe that each country has not only the
right to freedom, but also to decide its own policy and way of life. Only thus can true freedom flourish and a
people grow according to their own genius. We believe, therefore, in non-aggression and non-interference by one
country in the affairs of another, and the growth of tolerance between them and the capacity for peaceful
coexistence. We think that, by the free exchange of ideas and trade and other contacts between nations, each will
learn from the other, and truth will prevail. We, therefore, endeavour to maintain friendly relations with all
countries-even though we may disagree with them in their policies or structure of government. We think that, by
this approach, we can serve not only our country, but also the larger causes of peace and good fellowship in the
world.
Through the centuries, India has preached and practised toleration and understanding, and has enriched human
thought, art and literature, philosophy and religion. Her Sons journeyed far and wide, braving the perils of land
and sea, not with thoughts of conquest or domination, but as messengers of peace or engaged in the commerce of
ideas as well as of her beautiful products. During these millennia of history, India has experienced both good and
ill but, throughout her checkered history, she has remembered the message of peace and tolerance. In our own
time, this message was proclaimed by our great leader and master, Mahatma Gandhi, who led us to freedom by
peaceful and yet effective action on a mass scale. Nine years ago, we won our independence through a bloodless
revolution, in conditions of honour and dignity both to ourselves and to the erstwhile rulers of our country. We in
India today arc children of this revolution and have been conditioned by it. Although your revolution in America
took place long ago and the conditions were different here, you will appreciate the revolutionary spirit which we
have inherited and which still governs our activities.
Having attained political freedom, we arc earnestly desirous of removing the many ills that our country suffers
from, of eliminating poverty and raising the standards of our people, and giving them full and equal opportunities
of growth and advancement.
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India is supposed to be given to contemplation, and the American people have shown by their history that they
possess great energy, dynamism and the passion to march ahead. Something of that contemplative spirit still
remains in India. But, at the same time, the new India of today has also developed a certain dynamism and a
passionate desire to raise the standards of her people. But with that desire is blended the wish to adhere to the
moral and spiritual aspects of life. We are now engaged in a gigantic and exciting task of achieving rapid and
large-scale economic development of our country. Such development, in an ancient and underdeveloped country
such as India, is only possible with purposive planning. True to our democratic principles and traditions, we seek
in free discussion and consultation, as well as in implementations the enthusiasm and the willing and active cooperation of our people. W e completed our first Five-Year Plan eight months ago, and now we have begun, on a
more ambitious scale, our second Five-Year Plan, which seeks a planned development in agriculture and industry,
town and country, and between factory and small-scale and cottage production.
Questions for Analysis: According to Nehru why was non-alignment necessary and justified? How did Nehru
frame his message to appeal to an American audience?

29. Gamal Abdel Nasser, Speech on the Suez Canal, 1956
Although officially independent in 1922, Egypt fell under the British sphere of influence until a revolution in 1952
deposed Egypt's King Farouk I (1920-1965), who was largely seen as a British puppet. A central figure in the
revolution was Gamal Abdel Nasser (1918-1970), an army officer who became president of the newly-founded
Republic of Egypt in 1954. In July 1956, following a successful British campaign to stop the United States from
loaning Egypt money to build the Aswan High Dam, Nasser made the controversial move to nationalize the Suez
Canal, with the goal of keeping the income generated by the canal in Egypt. The British responded harshly,
insisting that a British-led international consortium would be better suited to administer the canal than the
Egyptians, whose scientific and technical capabilities were questioned. In response, Nasser gave the following
speech on September 15, 1956. Following a short-lived and ultimately unsuccessful attempt by Britain, France,
and Israel to occupy the canal zone later in the Fall of 1956, Nasser emerged from the "Suez Crisis" with
increased prestige as perhaps the most influential spokesman for Arab and Middle Eastern interests in a
decolonizing world.
Source: U.S. Department of State, The Suez Canal Problem, 26 July- 22 September 1956, Publication No. 6392
(Washington D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1956), 345-51.
Speech by President Nasser of the United Arab Republic, September 15, 1956
In these decisive days in the history of mankind, these days in which truth struggles to have itself recognized in
international chaos where powers of evil domination and imperialism have prevailed, Egypt stands firmly to
preserve her sovereignty. Your country stands solidly and staunchly to preserve her dignity against imperialistic
schemes of a number of nations who have uncovered their desires for domination and supremacy. In these days
and in such circumstances Egypt has resolved to show the world that when small nations decide to preserve their
sovereignty, they will do that all right and that when these small nations are fully determined to defend their rights
and maintain their dignity, they will undoubtedly succeed in achieving their ends....
I am speaking in the name of every Egyptian Arab and in the name of all free countries and of all those who
believe in liberty and are ready to defend it. I am speaking in the name of principles proclaimed by these countries
in the Atlantic Charter. But they are now violating these principles and it has become our lot to shoulder the
responsibility of reaffirming and establishing them anew....
We have tried by all possible means to cooperate with those countries which claim to assist smaller nations and
which promised to collaborate with us but they demanded their fees in advance. This we refused so they started to
fight with us. They said they will pay toward building the High Dam and then they withdrew their offer and cast
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doubts on the Egyptian economy. Are we to declaim [disclaim?] our sovereign right? Egypt insists her
sovereignty must remain intact and refuses to give up any part of that sovereignty for the sake of money.
Egypt nationalized the Egyptian Suez Canal Company. When Egypt granted the concession to de Lesseps it was
stated in the concession between the Egyptian Government and the Egyptian company that the company of the
Suez Canal is an Egyptian company subject to Egyptian authority. Egypt nationalized this Egyptian company and
declared freedom of navigation will be preserved.
But the imperialists became angry. Britain and France said Egypt grabbed the Suez Canal as if it were part of
France or Britain. The British Foreign Secretary forgot that only two years ago he signed an agreement stating the
Suez Canal is an integral part of Egypt. Egypt declared she was ready to negotiate. But as soon as negotiations
began threats and intimidations started....
Eden stated in the House of Commons there shall be no discrimination between states using the canal. We on our
part reaffirm that and declare there is no discrimination between canal users. He also said Egypt shall not be
allowed to succeed because that would spell success for Arab nationalism and would be against their policy,
which aims at the protection of Israel.
Today they are speaking of a new association whose main objective would be to rob Egypt of the canal and
deprive her of rightful canal dues. Suggestions made by Eden in the House of Commons which have been backed
by France and the United States are a clear violation of the 1888 convention, since it is impossible to have two
bodies organizing navigation in the canal. ...
By stating that by succeeding, Abdel Nasser would weaken Britain's stand against Arab nationalism, Eden is in
fact admitting his real objective is not Abdel Nasser as such but rather to defeat Arab nationalism and crush its
cause. Eden speaks and finds his own answer. A month ago he let out the cry that be was after Abdel Nasser.
Today the Egyptian people are fully conscious of their sovereign rights and Arab nationalism is fully awakened to
its new destiny....
Those who attack Egypt will never leave Egypt alive. We shall fight a regular war, a total war, a guerrilla war.
Those who attack Egypt will soon realize they brought disaster upon themselves. He who attacks Egypt attacks
tile whole Arab world. They say in their papers the whole thing will be over in forty-eight hours. They do not
know how strong we really are.
We believe in international law. But we will never submit. We shall show the world bow a small country can
stand in the face of great powers threatening with armed might. Egypt might be a small power but she is great
inasmuch as she has faith in her power and convictions. I feel quite certain every Egyptian shares the same
convictions as I do and believes in everything I am stressing now.
We shall defend our freedom and independence to the last drop of our blood. This is the stanch feeling of every
Egyptian. The whole Arab nation will stand by us in our common fight against aggression and domination. Free
peoples, too, people who are really free will stand by us and support us against the forces of tyranny.

Questions for Analysis: How does Nasser justify the nationalization of the Suez Canal and what measures is he
prepared to use to ensure Egyptian sovereignty over the canal?
30. Frantz Fanon, excerpt from The Wretched of the Earth
Frantz Fanon was born in 1925 in Martinique, a French colony in the Caribbean. Coming from a middle-class family,
Fanon initially conceived of himself as French, like many intellectuals from the colonies. At 18, Fanon left home to
volunteer for the Free French Army, which fought to liberate France from Nazi occupation during World War II.
Fanon stayed in France after the war to study medicine and psychiatry on scholarship. There, confronting a white
majority and overt racism for the first time, he theorized about the very nature of colonization and how to achieve
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‘decolonization’. The Wretched of the Earth, first published 1961, is Frantz Fanon's most famous work, written during
the Algerian struggle for independence from French colonial rule. As a psychiatrist, Fanon explored the psychological
effect of colonization on the psyche of a nation as well as its broader implications for building a movement for
decolonization.
Source: Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, translator Constance Farrington (1961).
Chapter 1 Concerning Violence
The colonial world is a world cut in two. The dividing line, the frontiers are shown by barracks and police stations. In
the colonies it is the policeman and the soldier who are the official, instituted go-betweens, the spokesmen of the
settler and his rule of oppression.... In the colonial countries.... the policeman and the soldier, by their immediate
presence and their frequent and direct action maintain contact with the native and advise him by means of rifle-butts
and napalm not to budge. It is obvious here that the agents of government speak the language of pure force. The
intermediary does not lighten the oppression, nor seek to hide the domination; he shows them up and puts them into
practice with the clear conscience of an upholder of the peace; yet he is the bringer of violence into the home and into
the mind of the native….
Non-violence is an attempt to settle the colonial problem around a green baize table, before any regrettable act has
been performed or irreparable gesture made, before any blood has been shed. But if the masses, without waiting for
the chairs to be arranged around the baize table, listen to their own voice and begin committing outrages and setting
fire to buildings, the elites and the nationalist bourgeois parties will be seen rushing to the colonialists to exclaim '
This is very serious! We do not know how it will end; we must find a solution - some sort of compromise.'
This idea of compromise is very important in the phenomenon of decolonization, for it is very far from being a simple
one. Compromise involves the colonial system and the young nationalist bourgeoisie at one and the same time.
The partisans of the colonial system discover that the masses may destroy everything. Blown-up bridges, ravaged
farms, repressions and fighting harshly disrupt the economy. Compromise is equally attractive to the nationalist
bourgeoisie, who since they are not clearly aware of the possible consequences of the rising storm, are genuinely
afraid of being swept away by this huge hurricane and never stop saying to the settlers: ' we are still capable of
stopping the slaughter; the masses still have confidence in us; act quickly if you do not want to put everything in
jeopardy.'
But it so happens that for the colonized people this violence, because it constitutes their only work, invests their
characters with positive and creative qualities. The practice of violence binds them together as a whole, since each
individual forms a violent link in the great chain, a part of the great organism of violence which has surged upward in
reaction to the settler's violence in the beginning. The groups recognize each other and the future nation is already
indivisible. The armed struggle mobilizes the people; that is to say, it throws them in one way and in one direction.
The mobilization of the masses, when it arises out of the war of liberation, introduces into each man's consciousness
the ideas of a common cause, of a national destiny, and of a collective history. In the same way the second phase, that
of the building-up of the nation, is helped on by the existence of this cement which has been mixed with blood and
anger. Thus we come to a fuller appreciation of the originality of the words used in these underdeveloped countries.
During the colonial period the people are called upon to fight against oppression; after national liberation, they are
called upon to fight against poverty, illiteracy, and underdevelopment. The struggle, they say, goes on. The people
realize that life is an unending contest.
We have said that the native's violence unifies the people. By its very structure, colonialism is separatist and
regionalist. Colonialism does not simply state the existence of tribes; it also reinforces it and separates them. The
colonial system encourages chieftaincies and keeps alive the old Marabout confraternities. Violence is in action all
inclusive and national. It follows that it is closely involved in the liquidation of regionalism and of tribalism. Thus the
national parties show no pity at all toward the customary chiefs. Their destruction is the preliminary to the unification
of the people.
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At the level of individuals, violence is a cleansing force. It frees the native from his inferiority complex and from his
despair and inaction; it makes him fearless and restores his self-respect. Even if the armed struggle has been symbolic
and the nation is demobilized through a rapid movement of decolonization, the people have the time to see that the
liberation has been the business of each and all and that the leader has no special merit.
Questions for Analysis: According to Fanon, why is it necessary for the masses to engage in violent acts against the
colonial regime? What is the net effect of violent, popular resistance for the colonized?

31. Kwame Nkrumah, from I Speak of Freedom: A Statement of African Ideology
Kwame Nkrumah (1909-1972 CE) led the former British colony of the Gold Coast to become the independent
country of Ghana in 1957. Until he was overthrown by a coup in 1966, Kwame Nkrumah was one of Africa's
most influential leaders and great spokesman for pan-African unity.
Source: Kwame, Nkrumah, I Speak of Freedom: A Statement of African Ideology (New York: Praeger, 1961)
For centuries, Europeans dominated the African continent. The white man arrogated to himself the right to rule
and to be obeyed by the non-white; his mission, he claimed was to "civilise" Africa. Under this cloak, the
Europeans robbed the continent of vast riches and inflicted unimaginable suffering on the African people.
All this makes a sad story, but now we must be prepared to bury the past with its unpleasant memories and look to
the future. All we ask of the former colonial powers is their goodwill and co-operation to remedy past mistakes
and injustices and to grant independence to the colonies in Africa...
It is clear that we must find an African solution to our problems, and that this can only be found in African unity.
Divided we are weak; united, Africa could become one of the greatest forces for good in the world.
Although most Africans are poor, our continent is potentially extremely rich. Our mineral resources, which are
being exploited with foreign capital only to enrich foreign investors, range from gold and diamonds to uranium
and petroleum. Our forests contain some of the finest woods to be grown anywhere. Our cash crops include
cocoa, coffee, rubber, tobacco and cotton. As for power, which is an important factor in any economic
development, Africa contains over 40% of the total potential water power of the world, as compared with about
10% in Europe and 13% in North America. Yet so far, less than 1% has been developed. This is one of the
reasons why we have in Africa the paradox of poverty in the midst of plenty, and scarcity in the midst of
abundance.
Never before have a people had within their grasp so great an opportunity for developing a continent endowed
with so much wealth. Individually, the independent states of Africa, some of them potentially rich, others poor,
can do little for their people. Together, by mutual help, they can achieve much. But the economic development of
the continent must be planned and pursued as a whole. A loose confederation designed only for economic
cooperation would not provide the necessary unity of purpose. Only a strong political union can bring about full
and effective development of our natural resources for the benefit of our people.
The political situation in Africa today is heartening and at the same time disturbing. It is heartening to see so
many new flags hoisted in place of the old; it is disturbing to see so many countries of varying sizes and at
different levels of development, weak and, in some cases, almost helpless. If this terrible state of fragmentation is
allowed to continue it may well be disastrous for us all.
There are at present some 28 states in Africa, excluding the Union of South Africa, and those countries not yet
free. No less than nine of these states have a population of less than three million. Can we seriously believe that
the colonial powers meant these countries to be independent, viable states? The example of South America, which
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has as much wealth, if not more than North America, and yet remains weak and dependent on outside interests, is
one which every African would do well to study.
Critics of African unity often refer to the wide differences in culture, language and ideas in various parts of Africa.
This is true, but the essential fact remains that we are all Africans, and have a common interest in the independence
of Africa. The difficulties presented by questions of language, culture and different political systems are not
insuperable. If the need for political union is agreed by us all, then the will to create it is born; and where there's a
will there's a way.
The present leaders of Africa have already shown a remarkable willingness to consult and seek advice among
themselves. Africans have, indeed, begun to think continentally. They realise that they have much in common,
both in their past history, in their present problems and in their future hopes. To suggest that the time is not yet
ripe for considering a political union of Africa is to evade the facts and ignore realities in Africa today.
The greatest contribution that Africa can make to the peace of the world is to avoid all the dangers inherent in
disunity, by creating a political union which will also by its success, stand as an example to a divided world. A
union of African states will project more effectively the African personality. It will command respect from a world
that has regard only for size and influence. The scant attention paid to African opposition to the French atomic
tests in the Sahara, and the ignominous spectacle of the U.N. in the Congo quibbing about constitutional niceties
while the Republic was tottering into anarchy, are evidence of the callous disregard of African Independence by
the Great Powers.
We have to prove that greatness is not to be measured in stock piles of atom bombs. I believe strongly and
sincerely that with the deep-rooted wisdom and dignity, the innate respect for human lives, the intense humanity
that is our heritage, the African race, united under one federal government, will emerge not as just another world
bloc to flaunt its wealth and strength, but as a Great Power whose greatness is indestructible because it is built not
on fear, envy and suspicion, nor won at the expense of others, but founded on hope, trust, friendship and directed
to the good of all mankind.
The emergence of such a mighty stabilising force in this strife-worn world should be regarded not as the shadowy
dream of a visionary, but as a practical proposition, which the peoples of Africa can, and should, translate into
reality. There is a tide in the affairs of every people when the moment strikes for political action. Such was the
moment in the history of the United States of America when the Founding Fathers saw beyond the petty
wranglings of the separate states and created a Union. This is our chance. We must act now. Tomorrow may be too
late and the opportunity will have passed, and with it the hope of free Africa's survival.
Questions for Analysis: Why do you think Kwame Nkrumah's dreams of African unity had so little appeal for
many modern African political leaders? Is the dream of African unity too idealistic? Why? Why not?

32. Che Guevara, The Essence of Guerrilla Warfare, 1961
Ernesto ‘Che’ Guevara was an Argentine doctor who eventually helped Fidel Castro fight and win a guerrilla war
against Fulgencio Batista, a Cuban dictator. His experience convinced Che that the Cuban revolutionary triumph could
be reproduced around the world. Additionally, Che was a committed communist who wanted to foment global
communist revolution. In 1961 Che wrote a manual for other guerrilla fighters in Latin America and elsewhere, his
own ‘how to’ manual. The following excerpt outlines a key premise of Che Guevara’s theory of revolutionary war.
Source: Ernesto Guevara, Guerrilla Warfare, with an introduction by Major Harrier-Clichy Peterson, USMCR (New
York: Praeger, 1961).
Guerrilla Warfare, Chapter I: General Principles of Guerrilla Warfare
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The armed victory of the Cuban people over the Batista dictatorship was not only the triumph of heroism as reported
by the newspapers of the world; it also forced a change in the old dogmas concerning the conduct of the popular
masses of Latin America. It showed plainly the capacity of the people to free themselves by means of guerrilla warfare
from a government that oppresses them. We consider that the Cuban Revolution contributed three fundamental
lessons to the conduct of revolutionary movements in America. They are:
1. Popular forces can win a war against the army.
2. It is not necessary to wait until all conditions for making revolution exist; the insurrection can create them.
3. In underdeveloped America the countryside is the basic area for armed fighting.
Of these three propositions the first two contradict the defeatist attitude of revolutionaries or pseudo-revolutionaries
who remain inactive and take refuge in the pretext that against a professional army nothing can be done, who sit down
to wait until in some mechanical way all necessary objective and subjective conditions are given without working to
accelerate them. As these problems were formerly a subject of discussion in Cuba, until facts settled the question, they
are probably still much discussed in America.
Naturally, it is not to be thought that all conditions for revolution are going to be created through the impulse given to
them by guerrilla activity. It must always be kept in mind that there is a necessary minimum without which the
establishment and consolidation of the first center is not practicable. People must see clearly the futility of maintaining
the fight for social goals within the framework of civil debate. When the forces of oppression come to maintain
themselves in power against established law, peace is considered already broken.
In these conditions popular discontent expresses itself in more active forms. An attitude of resistance finally
crystallizes in an outbreak of fighting, provoked initially by the conduct of the authorities. Where a government has
come into power through some form of popular vote, fraudulent or not, and maintains at least an appearance of
constitutional legality, the guerrilla outbreak cannot be promoted, since the possibilities of peaceful struggle have not
yet been exhausted.
The third proposition is a fundamental of strategy. It ought to be noted by those who maintain dogmatically that the
struggle of the masses is centered in city movements, entirely forgetting the immense participation of the country
people in the life of all the underdeveloped parts of America. Of course, the struggles of the city masses of organized
workers should not be underrated; but their real possibilities of engaging in armed struggle must be carefully analyzed
where the guarantees which customarily adorn our constitutions are suspended or ignored. In these conditions the
illegal workers' movements face enormous dangers. They must function secretly without arms. The situation in the
open country is not so difficult. There, in places beyond the reach of the repressive forces, the inhabitants can be
supported by the armed guerrillas.
We will later make a careful analysis of these three conclusions that stand out in the Cuban revolutionary experience.
We emphasize them now at the beginning of this work as our fundamental contribution.
Guerrilla warfare, the basis of the struggle of a people to redeem itself, has diverse characteristics, different facets,
even though the essential will for liberation remains the same. It is obvious-and writers on the theme have said it many
times-that war responds to a certain series of scientific laws; whoever ignores them will go down to defeat. Guerrilla
warfare as a phase of war must be ruled by all of these; but besides, because of its special aspects, a series of corollary
laws must also be recognized in order to carry it forward. Though geographical and social conditions in each country
determine the mode and particular forms that guerrilla warfare will take, there are general laws that hold for all
fighting of this type. Our task at the moment is to find the basic principles of this kind of fighting and the rules to be
followed by peoples seeking liberation; to develop theory from facts; to generalize and give structure to our
experience for the profit of others.
Let us first consider the question: Who are the combatants in guerrilla warfare? On one side we have a group
composed of the oppressor and his agents, the professional army, well armed and disciplined, in many cases receiving
foreign help as well as the help of the bureaucracy in the employ of the oppressor. On the other side are the people of
the nation or region involved. It is important to emphasize that guerrilla warfare is a war of the masses, a war of the
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people. The guerrilla band is an armed nucleus, the fighting vanguard of the people. It draws its great force from the
mass of the people themselves. The guerrilla band is not to be considered inferior to the army against which it fights
simply because it is inferior in firepower. Guerrilla warfare is used by the side which is supported by a majority but
which possesses a much smaller number of arms for use in defense against oppression.
The guerrilla fighter needs full help from the people of the area. This is an indispensable condition. This is clearly
seen by considering the case of bandit gangs that operate in a region. They have all the characteristics of a guerrilla
army: homogeneity, respect for the leader, valor, knowledge of the ground, and, often, even good understanding of the
tactics to be employed. The only thing missing is support of the people; and, inevitably, these gangs are captured and
exterminated by the public force.
Analyzing the mode of operation of the guerrilla band, seeing its form of struggle, and understanding its base in the
masses, we can answer the question: Why does the guerrilla fighter fight? We must come to the inevitable conclusion
that the guerrilla fighter is a social reformer, that he takes up arms responding to the angry protest of the people
against their oppressors, and that he fights in order to change the social system that keeps all his unarmed brothers in
ignominy and misery. He launches himself against the conditions of the reigning institutions at a particular moment
and dedicates himself with all the vigor that circumstances permit to breaking the mold of these institutions.
Questions for Analysis: What does Che Guevara believe his revolutionary triumph in Cuba has proven?

33. Deng Xiaoping, on Introducing Capitalist Principles to China, 1979
Deng Xiaoping was a member of the Chinese Communist Party who succeeded Mao Zedong in 1978 and ruled China
until 1992. Unlike the idealist Mao who attempted several unsuccessful, catastrophic revolutionary transformations,
Deng was practical. He dismantled collective farms and introduced market principles with the privatization of statecontrolled industries. Deng also ended decades of isolation from the West. He welcomed foreign investment and saw
it as essentially to achieving his vision of a modern and prosperous industrial nation. Since the 1980s, China's
industrial and agricultural productivity skyrocketed. In fact, China's annual rate of economic growth since
1980 has been close to double digits. The following excerpts show Deng Xiaoping's rationale for introducing
capitalistic principles to socialist China.
Source: Deng Xiaoping, Selected Works of Deng Xiaoping, 3 (1982-1992) (Beijing: Foreign Language Press, 1994).
There is no fundamental contradiction between socialism and a market economy. The problem is how to develop
the productive forces more effectively. We used to have a planned economy, but our experience over the years has
proved that having a totally planned economy hampers the development of productive forces to a certain extent. If
we combine a planned economy with a market economy, we shall be in a better position to liberate the productive
forces and speed up economic growth.
Since the Third Plenary Session of our Party's Eleventh Central Committee [took place in 1978], we have
consistently stressed the importance of upholding the Four Cardinal Principles, especially the principle of keeping
to the socialist system. If we are to keep to the socialist system, it is essential for us to develop the productive
forces. For a long time we failed to handle this question satisfactorily. In the final analysis, the superiority of
socialism should be demonstrated in a greater development of the productive forces. The experience we have
gained over the years shows that with the former economic structure we cannot develop the productive forces.
That is why we have been drawing on some useful capitalist methods.
It is clear now that the right approach is to open to the outside world, combine a planned economy with a market
economy and introduce structural reforms. Does this run counter to the principles of socialism? No, because in the
course of reform we shall make sure of two things: one is that the public sector ofthe economy is always
predominant; the other is that in developing the economy we seek common prosperity, always trying to avoid
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polarization. The policies of using foreign funds and allowing the private sector to expand will not weaken the
predominant position of the public sector, which is a basic feature of the economy as a whole. On the contrary,
those policies are intended, in the last analysis, to develop the productive forces more vigorously and to strengthen
the public sector. So long as the public sector plays a predominant role in China's economy, polarization can be
avoided. Of course, some regions and some people may prosper before others do, and then they can help other
regions and people to gradually do the same. I am convinced that the negative phenomena that can now be found
in society will gradually decrease and eventually disappear as the economy grows, as our scientific, cultural and
educational levels rise and as democracy and the legal system are strengthened.
In short, the overriding task in China today is to throw ourselves heart and soul into the modernization drive.
While giving play to the advantages inherent in socialism, we are also employing some capitalist methods-but
only as methods of accelerating the growth of the productive forces. It is true that some negative things have
appeared in the process, but what is more important is the gratifying progress we have been able to achieve by
initiating these reforms and following this road. China has no alternative but to follow this road. It is the only road
to prosperity.
The reason some people hesitate to carry out the reform and the open policy and dare not break new ground is, in
essence, that they're afraid it would mean introducing too many elements of capitalism and, indeed, taking the
capitalist road. The crux of the matter is whether the road is capitalist or socialist. The chief criterion for making
that judgment should be whether it promotes the growth of the productive forces in a socialist society, increases
the overall strength of the socialist state and raises living standards. As for building special economic zones, some
people disagreed with the idea right from the start, wondering whether it would not mean introducing capitalism.
The achievements in the construction of Shenzhen have given these people a definite answer: special economic
zones are socialist, not capitalist. In the case of Shenzhen, the publicly owned sector is the mainstay of the
economy, while the foreign-invested sector accounts for only a quarter. And even in that sector, we benefit from
taxes and employment opportunities. We should have more of the three kinds of foreign-invested ventures [joint,
cooperative and foreign-owned]. There is no reason to be afraid of them. So long as we keep level-headed, there is
no cause for alarm. We have our advantages: we have the large and medium-sized state-owned enterprises and the
rural enterprises. More important, political power is in our hands.
Some people argue that the more foreign investment flows in and the more ventures of the three kinds are
established, the more elements of capitalism will be introduced and the more capitalism will expand in China.
These people lack basic knowledge. At the current stage, foreign-funded enterprises in China are allowed to make
some money in accordance with existing laws and policies. But the government levies taxes on those enterprises,
workers get wages from them, and we learn technology and managerial skills. In addition, we can get information
from them that will help us open more markets. Therefore, subject to the constraints of China's overall political
and economic conditions, foreign-funded enterprises are useful supplements to the socialist economy, and in the
final analysis they are good for socialism…
Questions for Analysis: What are Deng’s justification for injecting capitalistic principles into China’s planned
economy? What is the criteria for reforming the Chinese economy?

34. Mikhail S. Gorbachev, Speech on Perestroika, 1986
Mikhail S. Gorbachev was a Russian member of the Communist Party. He grew up after World War II and rose
through the ranks of the Soviet System to become General Secretary of the Soviet Communist Party in 1985. Shortly
thereafter he launched two reforms: perestroika (restructuring) designed to improve the Soviet economy and glasnost
(openness) designed to allow greater freedom of speech and criticism of the Communist Party. This selection,
excerpted from his Perestroika: New Thinking for Our Country and the World, is itself an example of glasnost. In it
Gorbachev discusses the need for, and goals of, perestroika.
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Source: Mikhail Gorbachev, Perestroika: New Thinking for Our Country and the World (New York: Harper & Row,
1987).
Perestroika is an urgent necessity arising from the profound processes of development in our socialist society. This
society is ripe for change. It has long been yearning for it. Any delay in beginning perestroika could have led to an
exacerbated internal situation in the near future, which, to put it bluntly, would have been fraught with serious social,
economic and political crises....
...In the latter half of the seventies--something happened that was at first sight inexplicable. The country began to lose
momentum. Economic failures became more frequent. Difficulties began to accumulate and deteriorate, and
unresolved problems to multiply. Elements of what we call stagnation and other phenomena alien to socialism began
to appear in the life of society. A kind of "braking mechanism" affecting social and economic development formed.
And all this happened at a time when scientific and technological revolution opened up new prospects for economic
and social progress....
An absurd situation was developing. The Soviet Union, the world's biggest producer of steel, raw materials, fuel and
energy, has shortfalls in them due to wasteful or inefficient use. One of the biggest producers of grain for food, it
nevertheless has to buy millions of tons of grain a year for fodder. We have the largest number of doctors and hospital
beds per thousand of the population and, at the same time, there are glaring shortcomings in our health services. Our
rockets can find Halley's comet and fly to Venus with amazing accuracy, but side by side with these scientific and
technological triumphs is an obvious lack of efficiency in using scientific achievements for economic needs, and many
Soviet household appliances are of poor quality.
This, unfortunately, is not all. A gradual erosion of the ideological and moral values of our people began.
It was obvious to everyone that the growth rates were sharply dropping and that the entire mechanism of quality
control was not working properly; there was a lack of receptivity to the advances in science and technology; the
improvement in living standards was slowing down and there were difficulties in the supply of foodstuffs, housing,
consumer goods and services.
On the ideological plane as well, the braking mechanism brought about ever greater resistance to the attempts to
constructively scrutinize the problems that were emerging and to the new ideas. Propaganda of success--real or
imagined--was gaining the upper hand. Eulogizing and servility were encouraged; the needs and opinions of ordinary
working people, of the public at large, were ignored....
The presentation of a "problem-free" reality backfired: a breach had formed between word and deed, which bred
public passivity and disbelief in the slogans being proclaimed. It was only natural that this situation resulted in a
credibility gap: everything that was proclaimed from the rostrums and printed in newspapers and textbooks was put in
question. Decay began in public morals; the great feeling of solidarity with each other that was forged during the
heroic times of the Revolution, the first five-year plans, the Great Patriotic War and postwar rehabilitation was
weakening; alcoholism, drug addiction and crime were growing; and the penetration of the stereotypes of mass culture
alien to us, which bred vulgarity and low tastes and brought about ideological barrenness increased....
An unbiased and honest approach led us to the only logical conclusion that the country was verging on crisis....
Does perestroika mean that we are giving up socialism or at least some of its foundations? Some ask this question
with hope, others with misgiving.
There are people in the West who would like to tell us that socialism is in a deep crisis and has brought our society to
a dead end. That's how they interpret our critical analysis of the situation at the end of the seventies and beginning of
the eighties. We have only one way out, they say: to adopt capitalist methods of economic management and social
patterns, to drift toward capitalism.
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They tell us that nothing will come of perestroika within the framework of our system. They say we should change
this system and borrow from the experience of another socio-political system. To this they add that, if the Soviet
Union takes this path and gives up its socialist choice, close links with the West will supposedly become possible.
They go so far as to claim that the October 1917 Revolution was a mistake which almost completely cut off our
country from world social progress.
To put an end to all the rumors and speculations that abound in the West about this, I would like to point out once
again that we are conducting all our reforms in accordance with the socialist choice. We are looking within socialism,
rather than outside it, for the answers to all the questions that arise. We assess our successes and errors alike by
socialist standards. Those who hope that we shall move away from the socialist path will be greatly disappointed.
Every part of our program of perestroika--and the program as a whole, for that matter--is fully based on the principle
of more socialism and more democracy....
We will proceed toward better socialism rather than away from it. We are saying this honestly, without trying to fool
our own people or the world. Any hopes that we will begin to build a different, non-socialist society and go over to the
other camp are unrealistic and futile. Those in the West who expect us to give up socialism will be disappointed. It is
high time they understood this, and, even more importantly, proceeded from that understanding in practical relations
with the Soviet Union....
We want more socialism and, therefore, more democracy....
Questions for Analysis: What are some of the problems glasnost/perestroika are meant to address in the Soviet Union?
What is Gorbachev’s vision of the future?

35. Osama bin Laden, World Islamic Front Statement, 1998
Osama bin Laden (1957-2011) was a member of the wealthy bin Laden family of Saudi Arabia. After 1979 Osama bin
Laden went to fight the Soviet Union in Afghanistan. Later he formed al-Qaeda dedicated to attacking the United
States and its citizens. In 1998 bin Laden’s organization successfully attacked U.S. embassies in Africa and the World
Trade Center in New York on September 11, 2001. For the next ten years he evaded US forces until his capture and
execution in Pakistan in May 2011. ‘Ulema’ refers to scholars of Islamic law. ‘Fatwa’ refers to a generally nonbinding ruling issued by a member of the ulema.
Source: World Islamic Front Statement, Osama bin Laden, 1998
No one argues today about three facts that are known to everyone; we will list them, in order to remind everyone:
First, for over seven years the United States has been occupying the lands of Islam in the holiest of places, the
Arabian Peninsula, plundering its riches, dictating to its rulers, humiliating its people, terrorizing its neighbors,
and turning its bases in the Peninsula into a spearhead through which to fight the neighboring Muslim peoples.
If some people have in the past argued about the fact of the occupation, all the people of the Peninsula have
now acknowledged it. The best proof of this is the Americans’ continuing aggression against the Iraqi
people using the Peninsula as a staging post, even though all its rulers are against their territories being used to
that end, but they are helpless. Second, despite the great devastation inflicted on the Iraqi people by the
crusader-Zionist alliance, and despite the huge number of those killed, which has exceeded 1 million...despite
all this, the Americans are once again trying to repeat the horrific massacres, as though they are not content
with the protracted blockade imposed after the ferocious war or the fragmentation and devastation.
So here they come to annihilate what is left of this people and to humiliate their Muslim neighbors.
Third, if the Americans' aims behind these wars are religious and economic, the aim is also to serve the Jews'
petty state and divert attention from its occupation of Jerusalem and murder of Muslims there. The best proof of
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this is their eagerness to destroy Iraq, the strongest neighboring Arab state, and their endeavor to fragment all
the states of the region such as Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Sudan into paper statelets and through their
disunion and weakness to guarantee Israel's survival and the continuation of the brutal crusade occupation of
the Peninsula.
All these crimes and sins committed by the Americans area a clear declaration of war on Allah, his
messenger, and Muslim And ulema have throughout Islamic history unanimously that the jihad is an
individual duty...
On that basis, and in compliance with Allah's order, we issue the following fatwa to all Muslims:
The ruling to kill the Americans and their allies -- civilians and military -- is an individual duty for every
Muslim who can do it in any country in which it is possible to do it, in order to liberate the al-Aqsa Mosque and the
holy mosque [Mecca] from their grip, and in order for their armies to move out of all the lands of Islam, defeated
and unable to threaten any Muslim. This is in accordance with the words of Almighty Allah, "and fight the pagans
all together as they fight you all together", and "fight them until there is no more tumult or oppression, and there
prevail justice and faith in Allah."
This is in addition to the words of Almighty Allah: "And why should ye not fight in the cause of Allah and of
those who, being weak, are ill-treated (and oppressed)? - women and children, whose cry is: 'Our Lord, rescue
us from this town, whose people are oppressors; and raise for us from thee one who will help!'"
We -- with Allah's help -- call on every Muslim who believes in Allah and wishes to be rewarded to comply
with Allah's order to kill the Americans and plunder their money wherever and whenever they find it. We also call
on Muslim ulema, leaders, youths, and soldiers to launch the raid on Satan's U.S. troops and the devil's supporters
allying with them, and to displace those who are behind them so that they may learn a lesson.
Questions for Analysis: What specific political and cultural conditions motivate bin Laden’s call to action?

36. The Information Revolution. The Internet Archive, 1996
We, citizens of the twenty-first century, inhabit an age transformed by personal computers, online technology, and
quick access to information. The industrial revolution disrupted human society in profound ways we are still
coming to grips with, notably the negative environmental impacts related to urbanization and the widespread use of
fossil fuels. The information revolution has already upended global business, politics, and culture. Social media
and Youtube have been drivers of globalization, allowing millions of people in faraway places to connect. For
anyone with a computer and uncensored internet connection, Wikipedia.org provides the sum total of all human
knowledge. The Internet Archive, created in 1996, goes back to the early days of the World Wide Web and has
amassed a digital record of books, recordings, rare manuscripts, television reports, and old webpages.
Source: https://archive.org/about/

The Internet Archive, a 501(c)(3) non-profit, is building a digital library of Internet sites and other cultural artifacts in
digital form. Like a paper library, we provide free access to researchers, historians, scholars, people with print
disabilities, and the general public. Our mission is to provide Universal Access to All Knowledge.
We began in 1996 by archiving the Internet itself, a medium that was just beginning to grow in use. Like newspapers,
the content published on the web was ephemeral - but unlike newspapers, no one was saving it. Today we have 25+
years of web history accessible through the Wayback Machine and we work with 950+ library and other partners
through our Archive-It program to identify important web pages.
As our web archive grew, so did our commitment to providing digital versions of other published works. Today our
archive contains:
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•

625 billion web pages

•

38 million books and texts

•

14 million audio recordings (including 240,000 live concerts)

•

7 million videos (including 2 million Television News programs)

•

4 million images

•

790,000 software programs

Anyone with a free account can upload media to the Internet Archive. We work with thousands of partners globally to
save copies of their work into special collections.
Because we are a library, we pay special attention to books. Not everyone has access to a public or academic library
with a good collection, so to provide universal access we need to provide digital versions of books. We began a
program to digitize books in 2005 and today we scan 4,000 books per day in 18 locations around the world. Books
published prior to 1927 are available for download, and hundreds of thousands of modern books can be
borrowed through our Open Library site. One of the Internet Archive's missions is to serve people who have difficulty
interacting with physical books, so most of our digitized books are available to people with print disabilities (learn
about access here).
Like the Internet, television is also an ephemeral medium. We began archiving television programs in late 2000, and
our first public TV project was an archive of TV news surrounding the events of September 11, 2001. In 2009 we
began to make selected U.S. television news broadcasts searchable by captions in our TV News Archive. This service
allows researchers and the public to use television as a citable and sharable reference.
The Internet Archive serves millions of people each day and is one of the top 300 web sites in the world. A single
copy of the Internet Archive library collection occupies 99+ Petabytes of server space (and we store at least 2 copies
of everything). We are funded through donations, grants, and by providing web archiving and book digitization
services for our partners. As with most libraries we value the privacy of our patrons, so we avoid keeping the IP
(Internet Protocol) addresses of our readers and offer our site in https (secure) protocol.
Questions for Analysis: What are the implications, possibilities, and limitations of the Internet Archive for historical
research and digital preservations? More generally, how do you feel about the information revolution? On the balance,
has it made our lives better or worse?
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